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I N T R O D U C T I O N 

In pharmacology it is not only the type of action but also the mechanism of the 
action of drugs tha t are areas of interest. One of the ways to enlarge our know
ledge in these fields is to study the relationship between the chemical structure 
and the biological activity. 

In a rational approach to the problems concerned with the biological activity 
of drugs, there can be no doubt of the relation between the physicochemical 
properties of the drug and the biological action it elicits. If forces at work are 
of physicochemical origin and the physicochemical properties of a compound 
are the direct resultants of its structure, there must be a relation between 
structure and biological activity. 

Unfortunately there is a paucity of information on the relation between 
structure and physicochemical properties. When one speaks of the chemical 
structure, as a rule, the conventional structural formula is meant. This struc
tural formula is a poor means of expression; concepts of maximum importance 
are the spatial arrangement of atoms, the charge distribution, and the location 
of the reactive groups in the molecule. The latter two attr ibutes of the mole
cules are especially adaptable to electrical forces exerted by other sufficiently 
proximate molecules. These adaptations contribute essentially to energy 
transfer, when intermolecular processes take place, and, therefore, contribute 
to the binding energy when two molecules interact. The totali ty of intermole
cular processes or reactions between drug and receptor molecules is covered 
by the term "drug-receptor interaction." 

This is the place to pay a tr ibute to the pioneers in the sector of pharma
cology concerned with the interaction of drugs with receptor systems. 
As early as 1905, Langley (229) introduced the notion of a specific "receptive 
substance" as par t of the myoneural junction and the site of action of drugs, 
such as nicotine and curare. The principle of competitive inhibition was 
already mentioned. In 1906, in his receptor theory, Ehrlich mentioned 
specific active sites on the surfaces of antigen and antibody, which are essential 
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for specific interaction between them. The selectivity of dyes for certain com
ponents of the living cells led to the postulation of specific receptors to which 
the molecules of biologically active compounds can be bound. 

The rule "corpora non agunt nisi fixata," when taken in a dynamic sense, 
still has its full significance (126). The first investigators to give a quantitative 
interpretation of the action of substances on living organisms were enzymolo-
gists. The foundations for a quanti tat ive approach were laid by Michaelis and 
Menten (267), Haldane (173,174) and Lineweaver and Burk (239). Storm van 
Leeuwen and Le Heux (369, 370) differentiated types of dose-response relation
ships. Impor tant contributions have been made by Clark (107), Loewe (243, 
246,247), Gaddum (149,150,151,153), Ing et al. (185,186,187,188,189,190), 
Schild (346, 347, 348), Chen and Russell (97), Kirschner and Stone (207), 
Matsumoto etal. (257, 258, 259), and others (119,147, 252, 297, 327, 368, 400). 
Many of the concepts still used today were previously introduced by Clark in 
his article "General Pharmacology" in "Heffters Handbuch der experiment-
ellen Pharmakologie," in 1937 (106). Most of the deductions to be found in 
these chapters originate from this and other early works. 

The interaction of drugs with specific sites of action or receptors is empha
sized by the low concentrations in which certain drugs are active. Acetylcholine 
and atropine are found to be active in concentrations of 10~ 8 mM. The anti
diuretic hormone is active in concentrations of 1 0 - 12 mM (106). The chemical 
substances by which the females of certain insects a t t rac t the males from a 
great distance, are active in extremely low concentrations. These compounds 
are species-specific. The "Sexuallockstoff," the lure substance of the silkworm 
Bombyx mori (Linnaeus) was isolated and identified by Butenandt (81a). Of 
the 4 stereoisomers of the compound, one is highly active, the others weakly 
active or inactive (81a). 

Since receptors are only a functional enti ty in the model for drug action, a 
molecular approach to pharmacology is better served by concentrating on the 
drugs; their structure and pharmacological actions are concrete. The study of 
the relations between structure and action of drugs may lead us to a better 
understanding of their receptors. In the drugs, we may expect a certain reflec
tion of the character of the receptors with which they interact. 

II.A.1. STRUCTURE A N D A C T I O N 

The drug-receptor interaction has a mutual character; a change in the receptor 
molecule caused by the drug molecule is always accompanied by a change in 
the drug molecule, caused by the receptor molecule. Action equals reaction. 
If one takes into account the structural formula only, functional identity 
of structures is not recognizable, while structures tha t are essentially different 
may erroneously be supposed to be identical. Only if the physicochemical 
properties hidden behind the structural formula are known and taken into 
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account, can a better correlation between structural formula and pharmaco
logical actions be expected. Progress in theoretical organic chemistry on this 
point is sorely needed. Our deficiency in the knowledge of the relation between 
structure and physicochemical properties often gives the appearance of an 
actual absence of relationship between structure and action. 

Another reason for an apparent lack of relationship between structure and 
action is the ease with which pharmacological actions are assumed to be 
identical. S. E. de Jongh (198) mentions the curariform action of Mg ions in 
his book on general pharmacology and compares it with tha t of compounds 
like curare and decamethonium to illustrate the absence of a relation between 
structure and action. In this connection, it must be emphasized tha t different 
pharmacological processes and actions can result in a similar phenomenon or 
effect. Essentially different mechanisms or even purely physical actions may 
be the cause. For instance, suffocation may be due to a blockade of cytochrom-
oxidase by HCN, a blockade of hemoglobin by CO, or a paralysis of respiratory 
muscles by curare. As a mat ter of fact, closer analysis shows tha t these are 
different types of suffocation. In the same way analytical procedure brings to 
light different types of curariform action (85, 331). The curariform action of 
bis-onium derivatives like decamethonium and curare is induced on receptors 
which differ essentially from those on which the Mg ions induce their curari
form action (85,183b, 240). Structure-action relations among curariform drugs 
can be expected only if the curariform actions of the drugs compared are 
identical, i.e., t ha t the drugs compared induce their effect on common receptors. 

There is a great variety of spasmogens for smooth muscle, such as acetyl
choline, histamine, arterenol, serotonin, and barium chloride, which all differ 
in their site of action. There are many diuretics which have to be divided in 
different types as far as the mechanism of action is concerned. There is a great 
variety of general anesthetics, and many reasons suggest differences in the 
mechanism of action of these drugs on a molecular level (81b, 113b, 266). 

The consideration of the relation between drug structure and drug action is 
an approach on a molecular and even submolecular level. I t is necessary to 
approach the effects on the same level of organization (354), the level of recep
tors. Identi ty of pharmacological actions requires a t least identity of the recep
tors on which the effects are induced. A structure-action relationship may be 
expected only if the drugs compared induce their effects on common receptors. 

The comparison of drugs on the basis of structural formulas or models is 
especially effective for compounds with a rigid structure. If the molecules of 
the drugs are nonrigid, many spatial orientations become possible. One of these 
conformations may permit the compound to fit the receptor. A comparison of 
rigid and nonrigid compounds with identical pharmacological properties, as, 
e.g., cyclic and noncyclic analogs of acetylcholine at t racts special interest. 
This has been the case in studies by Schueler (353), Waser (392a), and Barlow 
(34,35). A statistical evaluation of the various factors tha t influence the spatial 
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structure of the nonrigid molecules is possible. This gives information on the 
chances of the molecules assuming the conformation necessary for induction 
of the pharmacological effect (352). 

An understanding of the relation between chemical structure (physico-
chemical properties) of drugs and their pharmacological actions is a pre
requisite for a correct understanding of the interaction between the drug and 
the biological object, at the root of the effects induced. 

There are two main approaches to the problem of structure and activity : 
1. The use of isosterism, i.e., certain substitutions in the drug molecule tha t 

are possible without essential changes in the physicochemical properties and, 
therefore, without change in the biological properties. 

2. The recognition tha t regular changes in the biological action correlate 
with regular changes in the chemical structure or physicochemical properties. 

In a way, both approaches are identical if in analogous series of compounds, 
analogous changes in the action take place. Then, the identity in the effect of 
the corresponding compounds may be at t r ibuted to their isosterism. 

II.A.1.1. Isosterism 
The biological properties of a drug are directly related to the physicochemical 

properties. Substitution of parts of the drug molecule by their isosteric groups 
(physicochemical equivalents), may be expected to be without influence on the 
biological properties. Conversely, compounds tha t are equivalents in a pharma
cological sense may be supposed to be isosteric at least to a certain degree. A 
100% isosterism is purely fictional. Not all physicochemical properties of the 
drug molecule are equally important in the determination of the biological 
action of a drug. 

Erlenmeyer (131) defined isosteres, in a physicochemical sense, as "a toms , 
ions or molecules in which the peripheral layers of electrons can be considered 
to be identical." This concept was applied earlier by Grimm (164, 165) to 
"pseudo-atoms," groups of atoms which physically can be considered 
identical with single atoms, e.g., —Ο—, —NH—, and —CH 2—. These 
concepts also cover the atoms of single groups in the periodic system, 
like F, CI, Br, I, etc. (64). Friedman (141, 142) introduced the term "bio-
sterics" for the application of principles of isosterism to biologically active 
compounds. In the evaluation of biosteric atoms or groups of atoms, it makes 
quite a difference if the group or atom concerned is only of importance because 
of the spatial relations in the drug molecule, or if they are essential because of 
their polarity or charge, which contributes to the ionic bonds, hydrogen bonds, 
etc. The requirements in the case of a spatial substitution are different from 
those for substitution of groups with specific properties (64). Interesting series 
of sulfonium compounds, which are isosteres of quaternary ammonium com
pounds, parasympatholytic, and ganglionic drugs, have been synthesized and 
studied by Protiva et al. (2, 315, 316a, 383, 385c). The phosphonium analogs 
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are described by Ginzel and others (156a, 156b, 348b). Sulfonium and arsonium 
analogs have been studied by Bartels (35c). A review on various selenium 
analogs of drugs has been written by Dingwall (114b). The substitution of 
certain atoms in a molecule by isotopes can also be classified as "isosterism." 
As a rule such "changes" in structure lead to little or no changes in the 
bioactivity of the compounds, with the exception of the radiation properties 
induced by radioactive isotopes. 

As mentioned by Dyson and May (122) for natural components, isosterism 
seldom leads to complete equivalence in a pharmacological or biochemical 
sense, while for compounds foreign to the body, the formation of isosteres often 
leads to pharmacologically equivalent compounds. As examples, Dyson and 
May mention the inability of thienylalanine to substitute for phenylalanine in 
nutrition and the pharmacological equivalence between phenylcinchonic acid, 
antergan, cocaine, procaine, diphenylhydantoin, atropine, trasentine, and 
phenacetine, and their analogs in which a thiophene group is substituted for a 
phenyl group. This is true only as long as specific aspects of the pharmacological 
action of these thienyl compounds are taken into consideration. The thiophene 
isostere of antergan, for instance, is equally antihistaminic, but less sedating 
than antergan (122, 256). The relation between the physicochemical properties 
of the natural components, hormones, neurotransmitter substances, inter
mediary metabolites, etc., and those of their specific receptors—possibly as 
consequence of biochemical evolution—may be supposed to be optimal for the 
induction of the biological effect. Changes in the chemical structure will almost 
always result in a decrease in activity. 

Many of the natural compounds serve in a variety of functions. Take, for 
instance, phenylalanine. I t acts via tyrosine and dihydroxyphenylalanine as a 
precursor of adrenaline, arterenol, and other catecholamines, and via thyro-
globulin as a precursor for thyroxine. Phenylalanine and tyrosine are essential 
in various specific proteins, i.e., enzymes. Such a plurality of functions, which 
is not unusual for the natural compounds, makes the possibility of obtaining 
biosteres which are complete biochemical equivalents, exceedingly small. 
Groups tha t are isosteric for one biological function, may not be so for another. 

If, instead of the plurality of actions, only one of the detailed actions is con
sidered, the chance of obtaining equivalent isosteres is much greater. Compared 
with the parent compound, they are only partial biosteres. Among the various 
isosteres there may be a differentiation of the various specific actions of the 
natural compound (66). A partial biostere can maintain the ability to occupy the 
specific receptors for the parent compound, but lack the ability to substitute 
for it as far as the induction of an effect on these receptors is concerned. Then, 
instead of biological equivalents, compounds are obtained tha t act as 
antagonists of the natural compound, for instance, the antimetabolites. This 
principle was mentioned already in Section L B (see its Table XI I ) . 

The study of isosterism may lead to equivalents of the natural compounds, 
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parametabolites, para vitamins, parahormones, and mimetics, as well as to 
their specific antagonists, antimetabolites, antivitamins, antihormones, and 
lytics. This holds true for compounds foreign to the body as well. The answer 
as to whether a drug is a parametabolite or an antimetabolite may be relative. 
3-Acetylpyridine acts as an antimetabolite of nicotinic acid and its amide in 
so far as certain animals, such as mice, dogs, and chickens, are concerned (405). 
3-Acetylpyridine-NAD is more effective than NAD,* however, as a coenzyme 
for lactic acid dehydrogenase of lobster heart tissue, while it is much less active 
than NAD for lactic acid dehydrogenase of beef heart (202, 203, 204). A more 
detailed knowledge on the relation between physicochemical properties of the 
drugs and the various facets of their pharmacological action is a premise 
for a rational application of these principles in the development of new 
drugs. 

Of special interest are isosteres based on the substitution of deuterium for 
hydrogen atoms. These atoms are very closely related. Nevertheless, the 
isosteres can differ in their biological action and in their sensitivity for 
enzymes. The deuterium bonds in C—D, Ν—D, and Ο—D are more stable than 
the corresponding hydrogen bonds (148a). Deuteration of the i^-methyl group 
in morphine leads to a reduction in the rate of oxidative jV-demethylation and 
a reduction in potency (127). α-Deuteration in tyramine reduces the rate of 
oxidative deamination (51). Deuteration of α-bromotriphenylethylene results 
in a strong decrease in estrogenic activity (84a). 

In recent years the development of many isosteres has been based on substi
tution of fluorine for hydrogen atoms. Among the halogens, fluorine is in many 
respects closely related to hydrogen. This is true, for instance, for the atom 
radius and for the internuclear distance in the bonds between halogen and 
carbon atoms. The binding energy in the carbon-fluorine bond is extraordi
narily high, much higher than for the carbon-hydrogen or the other carbon-
halogen bonds. The similarity of fluorine and hydrogen manifests itself in 
physicochemical properties and, therefore, a similarity of many of the 
pharmacological properties of the isosteres (297b). The spatial formation is 
not changed by fluorine substitution. The binding of the molecules on the 
active sites of enzymes or on other receptors is not sterically hindered by 
fluorine. 

The fluorine derivatives differ from the hydrogen compounds in those pro
perties which are related to a breaking of the carbon-hydrogen or carbon-
fluorine bond, for instance, as in metabolic breakdown. The consequence is tha t 
certain specific substitutions of hydrogen by fluorine can lead to a stabilization 
of the metabolites or drugs without seriously changing the other biological pro
perties, or to fluorine derivatives of metabolites which act as antimetabolites. 
Examples are β-fluorophenylalanine, the fluorinated thyroxines, trifluoro-
acetic acid, and 2-fluoroethanol (383a). 

* See footnote to Section I.B.1.1., p. 55. 
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Fluorine acts as an electron donor and, therefore, can influence the physico-
chemical properties of the compound if it is substituted in a conjugated system 
in which resonance takes place, for instance, in a benzene nucleus. 

Many fluorine-containing drugs, such as steroids, diuretics, phenothiazines, 
anesthetics, etc., are now in clinical use. Valuable reviews on fluorine deriva
tives have been written by Buu-Ηοϊ (84) and Patt ison (297b). 

As will be shown later (Section II.A.5), the relation in chemical structure 
between metabolites and antimetabolites may be much looser than tha t sug
gested for the partial biosteres discussed here. 

A large body of evidence for the metabolite-antimetabolite principle is sum
marized by various authors: Work (407); Martin (255); Woolley (405); Rhoads 
(324); Neubert (281); Bovet(77); Pongratz (305); Methfessel (265a); and in 
certain Ciba Foundation Symposia (101,102). 

II.A.1.2. Change in Action as a Result of Change in Structure 
Gradual change in the chemical structure may lead to gradual change in the 

biological activity of drugs; this was demonstrated as early as 1868 by Crum 
et al. (113). Their study of tert iary and quaternary bases demonstrated tha t 
quaternization, as a rule, results in the introduction of curariform properties. 

In homologous series of biologically active compounds, one often observes a 
gradual change in activity with a change in structure, e.g., the series may start 
with highly active compounds and end with slightly active or inactive com
pounds, or the reverse (see Tables I and I I ) . With the change in structure, the 

TABLE I 
CHEMICAL STRUCTURE AND BIOLOGICAL ACTION" 

R 
Spasmolytic 

activity* 

Methyl 
Ethyl 
Propyl 
Butyl 
Pentyl 
Hexyl 
Heptyl 

8 
12 
24 
98 

240 
410 
490 

a From Funcke (143, 144). 
b Relative activity measured on the isolated intestine of the 

guinea pig, with BaCl2 as the spasmogen. 3,5,5,-Trimethy 1-
cyclohexanol ester (Cyclandelatum) = 1000. 
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T A B L E I I 

CHEMICAL STRUCTURE AND BIOLOGICAL ACTION" 

_ / C H , 

\ Υ-NH—C—C—1< I 
\ / II I XC—C 

Local-anesthetic 
R activity* 

Hydrogen 1 1 
Methyl 2 3 
Ethyl 3 4 
Propyl 4 9 
Butyl 9 3 

a From Koelzer (212). 
* Duration corneal anesthesia (rabbit) in minutes. A 

2 % solution was used. 

T A B L E I I I 

CHEMICAL STRUCTURE AND BIOLOGICAL ACTION* 

N — C ^ ° 

8 = C / XC — R 
\ / 

Ν—C. 
R' 

Antithyroid 
R R' activity in rats* 

Hydrogen Hydrogen 1 0 
Methyl Hydrogen 7 
Ethyl Hydrogen 3 5 
Propyl Hydrogen 2 0 
Butyl Hydrogen 6 

Hydrogen Hydrogen 1 0 
Hydrogen Methyl 1 0 
Hydrogen Ethyl 8 0 
Hydrogen Propyl 1 1 0 
Hydrogen Butyl 1 3 
Hydrogen Pentyl 2 

a From Astwood et al. (31). 
* Relative activity: thiouracil = 10. Based on thyroid 

weight and iodine content. 
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chemical properties essential to the biological activity are lost. These proper
ties may concern the biological activity in a restricted sense, for instance, a 
loss of the affinity to the specific receptor. Often, however, the loss of activity 
will result from a decreased solubility of the compound, such tha t in the bio
phase no effective concentration can be reached. 

If analogous series of homologous compounds are compared, the changes in 
structure may lead to analogous changes in the biological activity in the various 
series (see Tables I I I and IV). Frequently, an optimum in the activity is ob-

TABLE IV 

"PHENOL COEFFICIENTS" OF W-ALKYLPHENOLS TESTED ON B. typhosus0 

R R 

R 

Methyl 
Ethyl 
Propyl 
Butyl 
Pentyl 
Hexyl 
Heptyl 

20 
70 

104 
90 
20 

2.5 
7.5 12.5 

34 
106 
280 
275 

30 

110 
300 
100 

15 

60 
250 
180 

12.5 

a From Coulthard et al. (111). 

TABLE V 

CHEMICAL STRUCTURE AND BIOLOGICAL ACTION" 

R x and R 2 

Estrogenic 
activity in rats* 

Hydrogens 14 
4000 

300000 
Methyls 
Ethyls 
Propyls 
Butyls 

5000 
500 

a From Dodds (116). 
b Relative activity: esterone = 70,000. 
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served in such series (see Tables I I I , IV, and V). This optimum can be the resul
t an t of two different factors in the relations between structure and activity. 
Suppose a particular change in the molecular structure leads to a more favor
able distribution, which results in a relatively high concentration in the bio
phase. At the same time a decrease in the activity in a stricter sense (that is, as 
far as drug-receptor interaction is concerned) may occur. Then there is a 
difference between the relation between structure and distribution and the 
relation between structure and action in a restricted sense. 

T A B L E VI 

EFFECT OF CHAIN LENGTH ON CHEMICAL AND PHARMACOLOGICAL PROPERTIES 
OF D l S U L F O N A T E S 0 

Ο 0 
II 

H 3C — S — 0 — ( C H 2) n-
II 

II 
-0—S—CH3 

|| II 

0 
II 

0 

Neutrophile Water: ether Initial rate of 
Chain length depressing solubility hydrolysisc 

(n) activity6 ratio 

2 0 4 
3 0.8 56 
4 5.4 5.4 180 
5 4.4 1.2 166 
6 1.0 0.6 170 
7 0.5 0 188 
8 0.35 174 
9 0.20 174 

10 0 164 

a Note that the biological activity is limited by the water: ether solubility at one side 
and by the rate of hydrolysis at the other side. 

From Hudson (184). 
b Relative activity in rats: hexamethylene derivative = 1. 
c Solvolysis rate constant in 50% aqueous acetone at 16° C (107& s e c - 1) . 

In a homologous series of compounds in which the activity increases, a t a 
certain point (the cutoff point), the activity may decrease as a result of a 
decrease in the water solubility of the compounds. The effective concentration 
can decrease, for instance, as a result of micelle formation (see Section II.B.6). 
At the optimum, the profit from one side is balanced by the loss on the other 
side. Take, for instance, the relationship between the structure and activity of 
the homologous series of myleran (1,4-dimethane-sulfone-oxybutane) deriva
tives (Table VI). The water :e ther partit ion coefficients, which determine the 



TABLE VII 
COMBINED ACTION OF RELATED SULFONUREIDES (I), SULFANILAMIDES (II), AND SULFONAMIDES (III)e 

Characteristics 

( \—S—Ν—C—Ν 
/ / \ H 

N \ / f - N \ / II II 
w 0 ο 

(I) (Π) (III) 
Antidiabetic Bacteriostatic Inhibition of 

carboanhydrase 

\ / 

Ο 

\ / 
—S—Ν—C—Ν—C—C—C—C Tolbutamide + + + — — 

\ = / II II 

0 ο 

\ / 

0 

\ / 
II 

—S—Ν—C—Ν—C—C—C—C Carbutamide* + + + + + — 

\ = / II II 
0 0 

\ = / 
—S—C ? Sulfadiazine — + + + — 

\ / 

0 

\ / 
II 

—S—Ν Sulfanilamide6 — + + + + 
\ = / II 

0 

H O O C ^ / \ 
0 
II 

H O O C ^ / \ II 
—S—Ν Carzenidum — — + + + 

II 

0 

a Biological action rated from + to + + + ; no reaction —(81). 
6 Compounds with characteristics of two groups. 
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distribution of the drug, limit the cytostatic activity, which is determined by 
the chemical reactivity of the compounds measured here as speed of hydrolysis 
(184). 

In a number of cases with change in chemical structure, a change in type of 
action occurs (55, 56). This may be a change from one type of action to another 
entirely different one. Table VII presents a series of chemically related com
pounds in which, with the change in the structure, various types of biological 
actions allow for each other: 

1. The compounds which have a sulfonyl-urea structure behave as anti
diabetic drugs. They enhance the liberation of the hormone insulin by the 
beta cells in the Islets of Langerhans of the pancreas. 

2. The compounds which have a sulfanilamide structure behave as bacterio
statics ; they inhibit bacterial growth. 

3. The compounds which have a sulfonamide structure inhibit the enzyme 
carbonic anhydrase, which plays a par t in renal function. Inhibition of the 
enzyme results in diuretic action. The excretion of Na ions and Κ ions is 
increased. 

In compounds which have the chemical characteristics of two groups, the 
actions of these groups are combined (Table VII) . This example clearly demon
strates how a particular type of action may be associated with a specific 
characteristic in the chemical structure or with specific physicochemical 
properties of the drug. 

Combination of two types of action in one drug molecule by combining 
the structural elements essential for each of them, as demonstrated in Table 
VII , is successful only in exceptional cases. Most of the time the chemical 
properties essential for one type of action are incompatible with those for 
another. 

For the more specific fields of pharmacology, such as plant hormones and 
smell and taste, interesting relations between structure and activity are also 
found. For instance, para-methylphenylureum has a sweetish taste, meta-
methylphenylureum a bit ter taste, while ori^o-methylphenylureum is taste
less. The unnatural forms (D-isomers) of most amino acids are sweet. The 
natural forms (L-isomers) have a variable taste bu t as a rule are not sweet 
(47c, 56a). 

The specificity in the relations between antibody and antigen is impressive. 
If antibodies are made for antigens derived from the various tar tar ic acids, 
the mesotartaric acid antigen reacts with the antibodies against the D- as well 
as with those against the L-tartaric acid; the meso compound contains 
the spatial structures of both the D- and the L-form. This underlines the im
portance of even the steric configuration for the interaction of antigen and 
antibody (227, 312) (see Table VIIIA). 

The influence of the ion radius on the relative binding constant of hapten 
and antibody is demonstrated in Table V I I I B (311). 
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TABLE V I I I . A 

STERIC CONFIGURATION AND ANTIGEN-ANTIBODY INTERACTION"-* 

Antigens from: 

L-Tartaric acid 

(J500H 
HO—C—Η 

I 
H—C—OH 

I 
COOH 

m-Tartaric acid 

(jJOOH 
H—C—OH 

I 
H—C—OH 

I 
COOH 

D-Tartaric acid 

(^OOH 
H—C—OH 

I 
HO—C—Η 

I 
COOH Antiserum against: 

L-Tartaric acid 
m-Tartaric acid 
D-Tartaric acid 

+ + + 
+ 

+ 
+ + + 

+ + + + 
a Interaction was rated as : - : no reaction; + : very weak reaction; + : positive reaction; 

+ + + : very strong reaction. 
b From Landsteiner (227). 

The insecticidal action of y-hexane, one of 8 stereoisomers of hexachloro-
hexane, emphasizes the important role tha t steric configuration plays in the 
activity of drug molecules. In poly cyclic carcinogens, the planarity and the 

TABLE VIII. Β 

EFFECT OF ION RADIUS ON BINDING CONSTANT (K'0) OF HAPTEN AND ANTIBODY0 

Haptens 
Ion radius 

(A) 

/ \ / C H 3 
f V - N + — C H 3 

^ C H a 
1.00 3.5 

/ \ / C H 3 
/ \ _ A s + — C H 3 

/ ^ C H 3 

0.49 4.0 

J 
/ C 2H 5 

-N+—C2H5 
^ C 2H 5 

0.22 4.5 

a From Pressman (311). 
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TABLE IX 

GRADUAL CHANGE FROM SPASMOGEN TO SPASMOLYTIC WITH CHANGE IN STRUCTURE0'* 

RiN—(CH2)2—C—O—(CH2)2—N+R3 CH3—CH2—CH2—CH2—N+R8 
II 

ο 

R 8 Contraction Relaxation Contraction Relaxation 

Trimethyl + + + — + + + — 
Dimethylethyl + + + + + + 
Methyldiethyl — + + + + + + 
Triethyl — + + + — + + + 

° Tested on the isolated rectus abdominis muscle of the frog. Reaction rated from -f to 
+ -f + ; no reaction, —. 

* From van Rossum (330, 332). 

charge distribution in the molecules are essential in determining the activity 
(9-11, 82, 83,110). 

Studies on the relationship between structure and activity are not restricted 

TABLE X 
GRADUAL CHANGE FROM SPASMOGEN TO SPASMOLYTIC WITH CHANGE IN STRUCTURE 

Frog muscle0 Rat jejunum* 
RNMe, 

R Contraction0 Relaxation" Contraction Relaxation 

Methyl + + + 
Ethyl + + + 
Propyl + + + 
Butyl + + + + + + — Pentyl + + + + + + — Hexyl + + + + + + 
Heptyl + + + + + 
Octyl + + + — + + + 
Nonyl — + + + — + + + 
Decyl — + + + 

0 Tested on the isolated rectus abdominis muscle of the frog {18). 
* Tested on the isolated jejunum of the rat (333). 
c Rated from minus to triple plus according to degree. Plus in both columns means 

dualism in action. Minus means no action. 
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to such evident pharmacological actions as anti-infectious, spasmolytic, cyto
static, and insecticidal action. I t also concerns other actions, for instance, those 
on the chemical senses, taste and smell (46, 47, 81a, 175, 272, 279, 294a, 366a). 

A large amount of information on the relationship between chemical struc
ture and biological activity has been summarized by various authors: Clark 
(107); Raventos (319, 320); Guggenheim (166, 167); Bovet (67, 71); Laroux 
(231); Keyser (205); Burger (79,80, 81); Suter (373); Sexton (359); Gurd (168); 
Barlow (34); Blicke et al. (61, 62, 63); Pauling and I tano (298); Dyson and May 
(122); Schueler (354); Har tung (177b); Villee and Engel (385b); Carruthers 

TABLE XI 
GRADUAL CHANGE FROM PRESSOR TO DEPRESSOR SUBSTANCE WITH 

CHANGE IN STRUCTURE 

HO—ß \ — C — C — Ν — R 

OH Blood pressure of the cata 

R Hypertensive6 Hypotensive6 

Hydrogen + + 
Methyl + + — Ethyl + + 
Propyl + + 
Isopropyl — + + 
Butyl — + + 
Isobutyl — + + 

a From Ariens (12). 
6 Rated from + to + + ; no action, - . Dualism in action, + in 

both columns. 

(84c); Beyer and Baer (59a); Wilson and Gisvold (402b); Ross (328a); Ellis and 
West (127a); Budesinsky and Protiva (77b); Protiva (314); Hieger (181a) \ 
Bauer (35d); Ringold (324b); Hillmann (180b). 

An interesting type of relation between the chemical structure and biological 
activity is tha t in which there is a gradual change from agonists into antagonists 
subsequent to a stepwise change in the molecular structure. Examples are 
given in Table IX . 

In series of diammonium- and butyltrialkylammonium derivatives, tested 
on the isolated rectus abdominis muscle of the frog, the trimethyl compounds 
produce a contraction, the triethyl compounds produce a relaxation of the 
contracted muscle. During the transition, compounds are found, which exhibit 
a dualism in action. These compounds may, depending on the existing situation 
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in the biological object, cause a contraction or a relaxation. (This dualism in 
action will be discussed more extensively in Section II.A.3.4.) 

As demonstrated in Table X, an analogous situation is found in the homo
logous series of alkyltrimethylammonium salts tested on the isolated rectus 
abdominis muscle of the frog or the isolated gut of the rat . Lengthening the 
alkyl group changes the agonistic action into an antagonistic one via an inter
mediate dualism in action. 

Introduction of an alkyl chain of increasing length on the amino group of the 
sympathetic neurotransmitter substance arterenol, results in a gradual change 

T A B L E X I I 

GRADUAL CHANGE FROM GROWTH FACTOR TO GROWTH INHIBITOR OF 
P-AMINOBENZOIC ACID ( P A B A ) DERIVATIVES0 

NH 2—A \—COOH 
\ / Bacterial growth* 

PABA and Derivatives Acceleration* Inhibition* 

PABA + + + 
2F PABA + + + 
2C1 PABA + + + 
2Br PABA + + + 
3Br PABA + + + 
3C1 PABA + + + + 
2Me PABA — + + + 

° From Ariens and Simonis (14). 
* Growth of E. coli 273 which requires PABA for growth. 
e Rated from + to + + + ; no action, —. Plus in both columns means 

dualism in action. 

from hypertensive into hypotensive agents (see Table XI) . During the transi
tion, again compounds with a dualism in action are found (12). 

An example from another field of biology is given in Table X I I . A strain of 
Escherichia coli (E. coli 273) requires p-aminobenzoic acid for growth. This 
compound and a number of its derivatives behave as growth factors, others as 
growth inhibitors. Here, too, a t the transition, compounds exhibit a dualism 
in action (14). They may behave as growth factor or as inhibitor depending on 
the existing situation. 

The gradual change from agonists into antagonists, as a result of a stepwise 
change in the chemical structure, will be used as a starting point for our analysis 
of drug-receptor interactions. 
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II.A.2. DOSE-RESPONSE CURVES 
For an analysis of the actions of drugs and of the relations between structure 
and action, dose-response curves, especially curves relating dose and response 
for single biological objects, are indispensable. The dose-response relations for 
single drugs will be discussed first, followed by those for combinations of drugs. 

II.A.2.1. Theory 
When the effect of a drug is studied on a simple isolated organ suspended in a 

bath fluid, such as Ringer or Tyrode solution, the influence of drug transference, 
transport, chemical transformation, excretion, etc., is reduced to a minimum. 
The concentration of the drug in the biophase in the isolated tissue prepara
tion, may be supposed to be equal or proportional to tha t in the bath fluid. 
There can be, for example, a partition equilibrium between bath fluid and cells, 
or cell membranes. This follows the partition law, commonly known as Henry's 
law, which states tha t there is a constant ratio between the concentrations of 
a compound in the various phases in equilibrium. As a rule, the number of 
molecules added to the bath fluid will be very great in comparison with the 
number of molecules bound by the receptors. Then, the effective concentration 
of the drug in the bath fluid may be supposed to be equal to the concentration 
or dose added. I t is convenient to use the term " d o s e " instead of "concentra
t i on" ; they are essentially the same if the volume of the bath fluid is a constant. 

The specific receptors are, in fact, the counterpart, or complement of, the 
drug molecules as far as the specific interaction required for the induction of 
the effect is concerned. The receptors may be molecules, parts of molecules, or 
molecule-complexes. A single receptor can be occupied by only one molecule 
of the drug at one time. In some cases the receptors are located on enzymes; 
they are then usually called active sites. The only thing we know about recep
tors is tha t they must exist. If, as in enzymology, the receptors or "active sites " 
are known to be located on protein molecules, one may consider oneself lucky. 
However, as long as it is only known tha t the active site must be somewhere 
on the relatively large surface of the enzyme molecule, without having infor
mation on its chemical properties, the use of the term "act ive s i t e" has much 
in common with the use of the term "receptor," meaning an active site some
where in the isolated organ. 

The formation of a drug-receptor complex may imply a very temporary 
interaction between drug molecule and receptor: it may be just a slight contact 
between the drug molecule and the receptor. On the other hand, there may be a 
definite, possibly a prolonged, chemical binding between them. The binding 
can be reversible or irreversible. Unless mentioned otherwise, we shall be dis
cussing reversible interactions. 

The relation between a drug, A, and the receptor, R, can be represented by : 

[ R ] + [ A ] i [ R A ] (1) 
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where [R] is the concentration of free receptors, [A] the drug concentration in 
the biophase, and [RA] the concentration of the drug-receptor complex, tha t 
is, the quanti ty of drug bound to the specific receptors. The total concentration 
of receptors, [r], is [R] + [RA]. An increase of the concentration of the drug will 
result in an increase of the quanti ty of the drug-receptor complex. Since the 
number of specific receptors in the biological object is limited, the maximal 
amount of drug-receptor complex has a limit, too. Increase of the concentration 
of the drug causes a saturation of the receptors. These receptors may be located 
on free molecules or be active spots located on the surface of organized struc
tures. 

The interaction between free molecules and the interaction between mole
cules and active spots on a surface, are well-known processes. They can pre
sumably be expressed mathematically by the mass action law and the Lang-
muir adsorption isotherm (230). We shall use these relations as the basis for 
our model of drug-receptor interactions. As a mat ter of fact, other functions, 
such as the exponential function, are possible. 

The arguments given below pertain as long as a gradual increase of the dose 
of the drug results in a gradual saturation of the receptor system. The relation 
between the fraction of receptors occupied by the drug and the concentration 
of the drug in the biophase is assumed to obey the mass action law or the ad
sorption isotherm of Langmuir. In a mathematical formula, both give the same 
equation for the relation between the dose of the drug and the quanti ty of 
drug-receptor complex formed. 

In the case where the concentration of the drug is high compared with the 
number of specific receptors, it can be assumed to be constant. Then, the frac
tion of the total number of receptors, occupied by the drug A, is represented 
by Eq. 2 : 

I m = _ J ( 2) 

t [r] 1 + (*Α/[Α]) 1 ' 
A 

where KA = k2/kv [RA]/[r] increases with the concentration of the drug, [A], 
and decreases with the dissociation constant KA of the drug-receptor complex 
RA. Thus, the "affinity" of the drug to the receptors is proportional to the 
reciprocal of KA (13, 17, 21, 25). Ε represents the effector cells. 

We are a t an essential point in our discussion. In order to induce an effect, 
a drug must interact with the receptors, t ha t is, it must have an "affinity" to 
the receptors. But this is not sufficient. I t must interact with the receptors 
in an "effective" way; the drug must also have what is called an "intrinsic 
activity." 

In the simplest although not the most probable case, the effect will be pro
portional to the quanti ty of drug-receptor complex formed. The proportion
ality constant, or the intrinsic activity, of the drug is a measure of its ability 
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to contribute to the stimulus and, in this simple case, to the effect (13,17, 21, 
25). In fact, a strict linear relation is assumed between the stimulus evoked and 
the effect induced, independent of the drug used. The stimulus is linearly pro
portional to the quanti ty of drug-receptor complex formed, but dependent on 
the intrinsic activity of the drug. In a later subsection (II.A.4.2) the physico-
chemical and biochemical background of the intrinsic activity will be discussed. 

A certain value of the stimulus always results in the same effect; a certain 
quanti ty of drug-receptor complex, however, does not necessarily result in a 
constant stimulus. Here, the intrinsic activity of the drug is determinant. The 
intrinsic activity (a) is inversely proportional to the number of receptors tha t 
has to be occupied to induce a certain stimulus and, therefore, to bring about 
a certain effect. This is t rue also in the case tha t the effect is not linearly pro
portional to the stimulus. The stimulus, SA, expressed as a fraction of Sm, the 
maximal stimulus obtainable, becomes: 

^ = " (3) 
Sm 1 + (JCA/[A]) 1 } 

If a linear proportionality between stimulus and effect is assumed, then 
the effect, EA, induced in the effector, E, by a certain concentration of the 
drug, [A], as a fraction of the maximal effect, Em, obtainable with a drug of this 
type, is represented by Eq. 4 : 

E± = [RA] = α 
Em [r] α l + (JfA/[A]) ( ' 

The effect obtained with a certain dose of A, tha t is, the activity of A in a general 
sense, increases with the intrinsic activity, a, and with the affinity 1/KA. With 
high doses of A, the maximal effect for A, EAm, is reached and EA jEm = a. 
KA = [A] if EA = l / 2 £ Am (13,17, 21, 25). 

This gives us a mathematical method for determining the values of the affi
nity and the intrinsic activity of a drug. The affinity is proportional to the 
reciprocal of tha t concentration of the drug, tha t gives a response equal to 
half of the maximal response obtainable with tha t drug—a kind of E D 5 0. For 
a particular biological object and a particular type of drug the intrinsic activity 
is proportional to the maximal effect obtainable with the drug in question. The 
intrinsic activity of the drug tha t gives the highest response is taken as uni ty; 
then, relative values for the intrinsic activity of other drugs can be given. 

The differentiation between affinity and intrinsic activity is, in a way, 
analogous to the differentiation between the affinity constant for enzyme-
substrate complex as determined by kx and k2 and the reaction-velocity con-
constant k3, which determines the rate of formation of the product (p) as a 
function of the quanti ty of enzyme-substrate complex. 

k k 
En + Su ^ EnSu -> En + p (5) 

*• 
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The intrinsic activity, too, may depend on a reaction velocity constant. 
This is, however, by no means the only possibility. The drug-receptor inter
action is much more variable in its consequences than the substrate-enzyme 
interaction. There may be a temporary change in the enzyme (103a,b, 153b), 
the main event is the change in the substrate molecule. The rate of formation 
of the product has the dimensions of a reaction-velocity constant. The 
consequences of drug-receptor interaction depends in general on the type of 
receptor. In membranes the receptors will be integrated chemically in an 
organized system of molecules. The change induced by the drug in the receptors 
will be propagated to the surrounding molecules and so lead to changes in the 
properties of the membrane. 

To avoid difficulties over the dimensions of the intrinsic activity, it is 
relativated. The intrinsic activity is expressed as a fraction of the intrinsic 
activity of some reference compound, the intrinsic activity of which is 
pu t as unity. This reference compound is able to produce a maximal effect 
Em (see Eq. 4). 

Once the physicochemical processes a t the basis of the intrinsic activity are 
known, dimensions can be applied and the term "intrinsic ac t iv i ty" can be 
avoided. 

In pharmacology the assumption is often made tha t in order to produce an 
effect, the drug has to interact with specific receptors and tha t it does so under 
simple equilibrium conditions. An association and dissociation is assumed 
without a change in the drug molecule when it leaves the receptor. Unless 
mentioned otherwise, we will follow this assumption. As a mat ter of fact, the 
drug may be changed or metabolized on other specific receptors, for instance, 
acetylcholine on acetylcholinesterase. 

The case when there is no simple equilibrium between drug and receptor, 
but a more complicated kinetic relation, as well as the case when only a fraction 
of the specific receptors has to be occupied in order to obtain the maximal 
response, Em, will be discussed later (see Section I I I ) . 

I t will be clear to the reader t ha t the proportionalities between the intrinsic 
activity and EAJEm, and between KA, 1/affinity, and the E D 5 0 only exist as a 
first approximation, viz., as long as the relation between stimulus and effect 
is linearly proportional. As will be shown in Section I I I , in the case of more 
complicated relations between stimulus and effect, too, the relation between the 
intrinsic activity and the effect remains close to proportionality for values of 
EAJEm from 0.2-0.8. However, for lower and higher values of EAJEm, the 
relations are more complicated then. 

In this chapter, as a first approximation, we will proceed on the simple 
assumptions made before. This approach is taken because a gradual develop
ment of the theory from simple to more complicated situations will be more 
convenient and easily understood by the reader. 

The dose-response curves as calculated from Eq. 4 are hyperbolas. On a log-
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W 
FIG. 1. Theoretical log concentration-response curves for compounds with varying 

values for the affinity (1/if A) and the intrinsic activity (a) (Eq. 4). Note the parallel shift 
in the curves with a variation in KA, and the decrease in the maximal height and in the 
slope with a decrease in a. Concentration in M _ 1. 

dose scale they take the character of the well-known S-shaped curves. Figure 1 
represents theoretical dose-response curves calculated from Eq. 4. The affinity 
as well as the intrinsic activity are varied. 

II.A.2.2. Experiments 
In the foregoing sections, the relations between chemical structure and 

pharmacological activity were mentioned. Now the relations between 

% contract ion; j e j u n u m (rat) . 

FIG. 2. Cumulative log concentration-response curves for a series of quaternary am
monium compounds (25). Note that the decrease in activity as a result of a decrease and a 
change of the chain length manifests itself as an increase of the dose necessary to obtain 
an effect, which implies a decrease in affinity. 
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structure and affinity and between structure and intrinsic activity will be 
discussed. 

A change in affinity manifests itself as a change in the effective dose of a drug, 
the E D 5 0, and results in a parallel shift of the dose-response curve along the 
log-dose axis (Fig. 2). A change in the intrinsic activity results in an increase 
or a decrease of the maximal effect obtainable with the compound and, there
fore, in the slope of the dose-response curves. If the intrinsic activity decreases 
to zero, the compound as such no longer elicits a response. I t is " inact ive" bu t 
it may still have an affinity to the receptors. 

Figures 3 and 4 represent experimental log dose-response curves for some 
homologous series of quaternary ammonium compounds, tested as agents 
which cause contraction* of the isolated rectus abdominis muscle of the frog. 
In the compounds mentioned in Fig. 2 and the alkyltrimethylammonium 
derivatives mentioned in Fig. 3, the change of the chemical structure results 
in a change of the affinity; there is a parallel shift of the curves. For decametho
nium (Fig. 3), succinylcholine, and adipinylcholine (Fig. 4), the dose-response 
curves suggest tha t stepwise ethylation results in a gradual decrease in the 
intrinsic activity. There is a decrease in the maximal contraction obtained, and 
in the slope of the curves. The triethyl derivatives no longer produce an effect. 
They are inactive as far as the contraction of the muscle is concerned. As 
mentioned above, it is quite possible t ha t these " inact ive" compounds still 
have an affinity to the specific receptors. Experimentation may support the 
hypothesis. 

The contraction, or better, the contracture induced by cholinergic drugs in 
the rectus abdominis muscle of the frog is known to originate from the slow 
fibers in this muscle (218a). The dose-response curves represented therefore 
give information on these slow fibers and not on the striated fibers in this 
muscle. 

Only if drugs with equal intrinsic activity are compared, can the so-called 
equi-active doses be used as a measure for the affinity, often called the potency, 
of the drug. In other cases, a comparison of drugs on this basis can lead to 
wrong conclusions. As demonstrated in Fig. 3, depending on the effect studied, 
the propyl compound (propyltrimethylammonium) is found to be less active, 
equi-active (at the point of intersection), or more active than the dimethyl-
ethyl compound. The same is t rue when one compares the propyl compound 
with decamethonium (the tr imethyl compound). This demonstrates the neces
sity of the use of dose-response curves in the s tudy of the relation between 
structure and activity. 

Figures 5 and 6 represent dose-response curves for two homologous series of 
dioxolane derivatives, tested as agents which cause a contraction of the smooth 
muscle of the isolated jejunum of the rat . In both cases the substitutions made 

* Unless otherwise mentioned, isotonic contractions are measured and represented 
in the various experiments. 
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suggest a decrease of the intrinsic activity. Here, too, experimental support 
for the hypothesis will be obtained, if we are able to demonstrate tha t the 
" inact ive" compounds still have an affinity for the specific receptors. 

°/o contraction; rect. abd.(frog) 

m Μ mM 

°/o contraction; jejunum (rat) 

m Μ m Μ 

FIGS. 3-6. Cumulative log concentration-response curves for various series of homo
logous compounds (27, 333). Note the gradual change from active to "inactive" com
pounds as a result of a gradual ethylation in the onium group. FIG. 3. Ο — Ο Decame-
thonium derivatives. FIG. 4. Ο — Ο Adipinylbischoline and Ο — Ο succinylbischoline 
derivatives. FIGS. 5 and 6. Dioxolane derivatives. A gradual increase in the length of 
the alkyl chain of the dioxolane derivatives leads to an analogous phenomenon. In the 
series of RNMe3 derivatives (Fig. 3) only a change in affinity is observed. 

The dioxolane derivatives were studied first by Fourneau (138). For this 
reason the character F will be used from here on in our code (329, 333), e.g., 

Ο C 

I I 
R ' / C X C K C — C — N — R 3 

as R ' F R 3, or HFMe 3, or P rFMeEt 2, etc. 
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Analogous experimental results were obtained with a series of derivatives 
of arterenol, in which alkyl or aralkyl groups were substituted on the nitrogen 
atom (Fig. 7). On this occasion, too, the " inact ive" compounds will have to be 
pu t to the test. Compare the experimental curves of Figs. 2-7 with the theoreti
cal ones in Fig. 1. 

If a pharmacologist is confronted with smooth and well fitting dose-response 
curves, he becomes suspicious, for usually the biological variability in his test
ing subjects results in a wide spread of the measurements. As a rule, the curves 
presented here are rather smooth. This is partially due to the fact tha t simple 

°/o c o n t r a c t i o n ; v a s d e f e r e n s ( r a t ) 

m Μ 

FIG. 7. Cumulative log concentration-response curves for a series of homologous 
jV-alkylated arterenol derivatives (24). Note the gradual change from active into "inac
tive '' compounds with the change in the chemical structure. 

isolated organs such as the rectus abdominis muscle, isolated gut, vas deferens, 
or aortic strip, are used. I t is also due to the dosage technique used. Practically 
all curves presented by us in this paper are cumulative log-dose-response 
curves. This means tha t the concentration of the compound in the bath fluid is 
doubled, redoubled, and again redoubled with a certain interval of time elaps
ing which permits the establishment of the condition of equilibrium in the 
organ. The doubling and redoubling is performed by adding the quantities of 
the drug necessary, which means tha t the bath fluid is not changed every time. 
Only when further doubling of the concentration no longer results in an increase 
or decrease of the response, is the procedure ended and the bath fluid changed. 
The organ is then washed repeatedly with fresh fluid, until the original state 
of the tissue is obtained once more. In a number of cases the dose scheme is not 
based on doubling, but on tripling (338a). 

The effects are expressed as the per cent of the maximal response obtained 
with the compound which produces the greatest response. The time interval 
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between the additions of the drug in the experiments with the isolated rectus 
abdominis muscle of the frog, is set a t 15 min. This was found to be long enough 
to permit the system to reach equilibrium. In the case where isolated gut and 
isolated vas deferens were used, the dose was doubled and redoubled each time 
tha t the contraction induced by the preceding dose did not increase anymore. 
This means tha t the time interval in these experiments is as a rule about 1 min. 
If greater time lapse is permitted, partial relaxation may occur, especially 
with high doses of histamine and the isolated gut of the guinea pig (see Section 
II.A.4.26). 

Before starting the dose-response experiment, the organs used were made 
to contract maximally 2-3 times with high doses of the spasmogen. This 
resulted in a greater constancy of reaction. If dose-response curves were 
to be determined in the presence of an antagonist, a time interval of 5-10 min 
was permitted to elapse between the addition of the antagonist and of the 
agonist. For further details of methods and materials, the reader is referred to 
the original papers (15,16,17, 216, 330, 332, 338a). The original registrograms 
will be presented from time to time. 

If the time intervals between sequential additions of the drug are too small 
for an equilibrium to be reached, reaction velocities come into play (73, 340, 
368). The speed of diffusion of the drug from the bath fluid to the biophase, 
the reaction velocity of the drug-receptor interaction, and the sequence of 
events leading from the stimulus to the response influence the rate of action 
of the drug (19,147,182). 

ΙΙΛ2.3. The Slope of the Curves 
Much work has been done on the question of whether the slope of the experi

mental dose-response curves is the same as tha t for the theoretical curve, based 
on the mass action law (Fig. 1). In some cases the slopes are found to be prac
tically identical. Usually, however, they differ. Most of the time the slopes of 
the experimental dose-response curves are steeper than those calculated 
theoretically. In some cases, the use of a wrong procedure in plotting a dose-
response curve from a cloud of experimental points results in a decrease of the 
slope, approaching tha t expected from theory. Van Maanen (252) interpreted 
his data for the response of the rectus abdominis muscle of the frog to acetyl
choline in the right way. The slope of the mean curve approaches tha t expec
ted from the theory, but is too flat in reality, since the curve is based on the 
mean responses of the various doses (Fig. 8). I t is explicitly stressed by Perry 
(300) and Gaddum (151) t ha t such a procedure may lead to wrong results. 
This is demonstrated by Fig. 9, in which a series of theoretical, "para l le l " log 
dose-response curves is given as calculated from Eq. 4. In addition, a variation 
in the slope is presented. Calculation of the mean response obtained by a num
ber of doses, results in the flat mean curve. This runs from the lower end of the 
curves for a high affinity (for most sensitive objects) to the upper end of the 
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°/o c o n t r a c t i o n ; reel. aba. ( f r o g ) 

m M ACh 

FIG. 8. The log dose-response curve for a group of frog rectus abdominis muscles to 
acetylcholine (ACh), obtained by calculating the mean response of the various muscles for 
different doses. Note that this curve is not the mean of the dose-response curves for the 
individual muscles. After van Maanen (252). 

EA / E , 

w 

FIG. 9. Theoretical log concentration-response curves as calculated from Eq. 4, distri
buted symmetrically around the curve with an E D 50 equal to 1. The heavy curve (O—O) 
represents the dose-response curve for the group of objects concerned. The steeper (heavy) 
curve ( # — # ) represents the mean of the various individual dose-response curves (25). 
Note that the slope of the latter curve is identical to the slope of the curves calculated from 
the theory. The slope of the other curve is much less inclined. Concentration in Μ_1. 
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curves with a low affinity (for the less sensitive objects). The slope of this mean 
curve is definitely much less acute than tha t for the real dose-response curves 
for the individual biological objects. 

The mean curve obtained by van Maanen (Fig. 8) and the less inclined 
(heavy) curve, as shown in Fig. 9, represent the dose-response curve for a 
group of biological objects. The slope of these curves, however, is strongly 
dependent on the biological variation in the group and is not identical to the 
slope of the theoretical dose-response curve calculated from the mass action 
law. The steep (heavy) dose-response curve in Fig. 9 represents the mean of the 
dose-response curves for single objects. Instead of using the average responses 
obtained with a certain concentration, the average concentration necessary 
to obtain a certain response should be used to obtain the average dose-response 
curve. As a rule, this is not easily attained experimentally. If cumulative dose-
response curves are used in the study of drugs, the experimenter obtains a group 
of nearly parallel curves which makes the calculation of the correct mean 
curve more easy. 

In our experiments, as can be seen from a comparison of the theoretical and 
experimental curves in Figs. 1-6, the slopes are steeper than those expected 
from theory. 

One of the interpretations often given for this deviation in the slope is t ha t 
the type of reaction between drug and receptor would not be a bimolecular 
reaction, but some higher order. In tha t case, in Eq. 4, [A]n must be substituted 
for the drug concentration [A]. Choosing the right value for n, each slope 
desired can be given to the curves (92, 106, 107, 252, 257, 258). Higher order 
reactions, however, are very unusual. As a rule, so-called higher order reac
tions are, in fact, a sequence of bimolecular reactions. Decimal values of η are 
meaningless. 

If the experimental points are located on mathematically parallel lines—not 
the so-called "para l le l" log-dose-response curves—the mean curve may be 
obtained by taking the mean of the responses obtained with various doses. For 
tha t purpose, one or both axes for the curves must be transformed in such a way 
tha t essentially straight lines are obtained. As an example, see Fig. 10. Different 
transformation procedures are available. The probit and the logit transforma
tions are most common (151a). The mean experimental curves in Fig. 10 are 
obtained by determining the regression line for the points of each cumulative 
dose-response curve and by calculation of the mean slope of these lines and their 
variation, and the mean value of the zero point on these lines and their variation. 

Various, more plausible interpretations of the difference in slope between 
experimental and theoretical curves are available. One of the causes for the 
deviation in the slopes may be found in a nonlinear proportionality of the con
centration in the bath fluid and in the biophase (254, 377). 

Most biological objects are composed of a large number of cells. Each muscle 
contains a large number of muscle fibers as effector units. The biological vari-
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ance among these effector units results in less steep slopes of dose-response 
curves than those expected from the theory. If the effector unit gives an all-
or-none response, the slope of the curves is mainly determined by the bio-

contraction 
^ 100*4 contraction 

2·0η A 1 1 

1.5 Η 

τη Μ mM mM 

FIG. 10. Log concentration-response curves for a number of spasmogens tested on 
various isolated organs. Histamine is tested on the gut of the guinea pig, dioxolane 
(HFMe3) on the gut of the rat and succinylbischoline (SuChMe3) and butyltrimethyl-
amine (BuNMe3) on the rectus abdominis muscle of the frog. The curves are plotted in such a 
way that mathematically parallel lines may be expected. For each biological object specific 
marks are used. The mean curves (heavy lines) are obtained as the mean from the regres
sion lines for the individual objects by calculating the mean slope and the mean value of 
the zero-point. The variation in this mean value is indicated by Note that the slope of 
the experimental curves approaches that for the case when η is equal to 2 in theory, there
fore, the slope for a trimolecular reaction. 

logical variance, and may be steeper or less acute than the calculated slope 
(149,153, 360). 

As will be seen in Section I I I .2 , the so-called threshold phenomenon also 
gives a possibility of correcting the slope of the experimental curves. I t results 
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in a closer approach of theory and experiment, as far as the slope of the curves 
is concerned. The same is t rue for mechanical factors which interfere with a 
purely isotonic contraction of muscle tissues (Section III .4) . 

Criteria for the validity of the theory are not primarily found in a similarity 
of the slopes, but in the general conformity of the experimental and theoretical 
curves, especially of those obtained with combinations of drugs (17,18,19, 25, 
264). We must remember tha t the hypothesis used is, in the most favorable 
case, an over-simplification, a model of reality. In the living cell the number of 
variables and unknown factors is so great tha t it is impossible to obtain definite 
proof of the applicability of the mass action law or of whatever function is used 
in the hypothesis. Even if, within the experimental limits, a perfect fit between 
experimental and theoretical dose-action curves were found, it would not be 
justifiable to assert positively tha t the theory describes the facts exactly. 
Clark [in Gaddum (153a)] pointed it out this way: " I t seems fair to assume 
as a general principle tha t , if a pharmacological reaction appears simpler than 
an analogous reaction in non-living systems, the simplicity must be apparent 
rather than real ." 

II.A.2.4. "inactive" Compounds 
As demonstrated in the experimental dose-response curves (Figs. 2-7) the 

loss of activity in the series of drugs can manifest itself in two different ways : 
a. The log dose-response curves are shifted to higher and higher concentra

tions, such tha t it finally becomes easier to add the biological object or animal 
to the drug than the reverse, meaning the compounds become inactive (Fig. 2). 

b. A gradual decline in the maximal height and slope of the log dose-response 
curves takes place, which means tha t the compounds gradually become inac
tive while still in a reasonable dose-range (Figs. 3-7). 

In terms of the model for drug-receptor interaction (Eq. 4), (a) the loss in 
activity is caused by a loss in affinity (an increase in KA) or (b) the loss in 
activity possibly is caused by a loss in intrinsic activity (a decrease in a), while 
an affinity to the receptors is maintained. The second type of "inactive " drugs 
is of special interest (25). 

The first question to answer is: are the " inac t ive" compounds from the 
series of drugs mentioned in Figs. 3-7 really inactive? If they still have an 
affinity to the receptor system, they are expected to behave as so-called com
petitive antagonists of the " a c t i v e " compounds. 

II.A.3. COMPETITIVE INTERACTION 
Ε 
I 

R 

On the basis of the mass action law, the effect, EABi of the combination of the 
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drugs A and Β competing for the same receptor system, R, may be expressed 
as a fraction of the maximal effect, Em, as represented in Eq. 6. 

The contributions of A and Β to their common effect EAB is determined by 
their concentrations, [A] and [B], their affinity to the receptors or the recipro
cals of the dissociation constants KA and KB of the drug-receptor complexes 
RA and R B , respectively, and by their intrinsic activities, α and β. The equa
tion clearly shows the contribution to the effect of each of the components. In 
the main terms, the mutual hindrance of the drug molecules on the receptors 
is expressed by the term (1 -f [Β]/ϋΓΒ) and (1 + [Α]/ϋΓΑ), virtually increasing the 
dissociation constants KA and 1£B, respectively (13,17, 21, 330). 

II.A.3.1. Competitive Antagonism 
Π.Α.3.1.α. THEORY 

Suppose one of the drugs, say B , has an intrinsic activity, j3, equal to zero. 
Then, the right term of Eq. 6 is equal to zero and the equation becomes identical 
with the well-known equation for competitive inhibition used in enzymology. 

As we are dealing with competitive interactions, a t least two compounds 
must be involved. The easiest way to s tudy the interactions of these compounds 
with respect to their biological effects is to make dose-response curves of one 
of the compounds in the presence of constant concentrations of the other. This 
means tha t two sets of curves are possible: 

1. a set of dose-response curves for compound A in the presence of compound 
Β in a concentration which is constant for each curve but varies for the various 
curves; 

2. a set of dose-response curves for compound Β in the presence of compound 
A in a concentration which is constant for each curve but varies for the various 
curves. 

The activity of an antagonist with respect to an agonist can be tested in two 
ways: 

1. the preventive one. In this case, the antagonist is added first and prevents 
the effect of the agonist; 

2. the curative one. I n this case, the antagonist is added while the agonist 
e.g., a spasmogen, is in action. The contraction induced then is reduced by the 
antagonist, which in the example given really acts as a spasmolytic (269, 347). 

Often one set of curves will be sufficient. Sometimes it will be useful to deter
mine both, as they may reveal different characteristics of the mode of action 
of the compounds. Figure 11 represents theoretical dose-response curves, cal
culated from Eq. 6. Here dose-response curves for A, a compound with an 

# Α Β _ [ Η Α ] « [BB]j8 
W [r] 

(6) 
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intrinsic activity, a, equal to one, are made in the presence of constant con
centrations of B, a compound with an intrinsic activity, β, equal to zero. Β is 
a competitive antagonist of A. The presence of drug Β results in a parallel shift 
of the log dose-response curve for compound A to higher concentrations. There 
is a virtual decrease in the affinity of compound A. This follows also from a 
comparison of Eq. 4 with Eq. 6. The term (1 + [B]/KB) by which KA is multi
plied, is always greater than one. The competition between A and Β is shown 
by the fact tha t the influence of Β can be overcome by an increase of the dose of 

EAB/e, 

10"' I 10 1 0 2 

Μ 
FIG. 11. Theoretical log concentration-response curves for an agonistic compound A 

combined with various concentrations of a competitive antagonist Β (Eq. 6, KA = KB = 1, 
α = 1, β = 0 ) . From (17). Note the parallel shift in the curves for A. Concentration in M~x, 

A. An increase of the dose of A always results finally in an occupation of all 
receptors by this compound. The more of Β tha t is present, the higher must be 
the dose of A in order to obtain an effect equal to EAm- The antagonism is 
surmountable. 

The " inac t ive" compounds mentioned in the Figs. 3-7 possibly may behave 
as competitive antagonists of the " a c t i v e " ones. 

II.A.3.1.6. EXPERIMENTS 

As a consequence of our considerations, the " inac t ive" compounds men
tioned in the Figs. 3-7 have to be analyzed for a possible competitive antagon
istic action with respect to the corresponding active compounds. From Figs. 3 
and 4 it follows tha t we must make dose-response curves of the agonists—say, 
the trimethyl compounds DecaMe3 and SuChMe3—in the presence of certain 
concentrations of the " inac t ive" compounds, for instance, one of the triethyl 
compounds, such as SuChEt 3. 
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As a rule, the sequence of addition of the drugs to be combined is chosen in 
such a way tha t the effect is an active process, t ha t is, in this case a contraction 
of the rectus abdominis muscle of the frog, the isolated gut, etc. Such active 

°/o contraction; red. abd. (frog) — 

m Μ Deca Me 3 m Μ 5uChMe 3 

Ύο contractionjjejunum(rat) 

FIGS. 12-15. Cumulative log concentration-response curves for some agonistic com
pounds: DecaMe3, SuChMe3 and HFMe3, in the presence of various concentrations of some 
antagonistic compounds: SuChEt3, HexFMe3, and MeFEt3 (17, 333). Note the parallel 
shift in the curves, which indicates a competitive antagonism. Compare with Fig. 11. 

processes are preferable to passive processes, such as the relaxation of the con
tracted muscle. In the latter case, mechanical factors in the recording system 
are of much greater influence than in the first case. So, as a rule, in our 
experiments, the addition of the antagonistic compounds will precede tha t of 
the agonistic ones, meaning tha t a preventive procedure will be followed. 
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HFMe3 χ ΙΟ " 3 χ ΙΟ " 3 χ ΙΟ " 3 χ ΙΟ " 3 χ 1 0 ~ 3 χ 1 0 ' 3 x l O ' 3 x l 0 " 3m i - r 
MeFEt3 2 x l 0 _ 1 4 χ 1 0 ' 1 8 χ Ι Ο " 1 m M 

FIG. 16 . A registrogram for cumulative concentration-response curves for the agonist 
HFMe8 in the presence of various concentrations of the antagonist MeFEt8 tested on the 
isolated jejunum of the rat. Note the parallel shift in the concentration-response curves in 
the presence of the antagonist. A doubling of the dose of the antagonist asks for a doubling 
of the dose of the agonist in order to obtain equal effects. There is a competitive antagonism. 

experimental results for analogous experiments made with arterenol, com
bined with one of its JV-substituted derivatives, are represented in Fig. 18 (26, 
28, 216). Figure 16 represents dose-response curves for the experiment as 
registered on a soot-covered drum giving the experimental curves of Fig. 15. 
The ' ' inactive " compounds behave as competitive antagonists of the "act ive " 
ones. Compare the theoretical curves in Fig. 11 with the experimental curves 
in Figs. 12-16. 

Consequently, if, in a series of homologous compounds, a gradual change in 
chemical structure causes a loss of activity, it may be worthwhile to test the 
" inac t ive" compounds as possible antagonists of the " a c t i v e " ones. In a 
number of cases it will be found tha t the former behave as competitive an
tagonists of the latter. This means tha t with the change in the chemical struc-

Figures 12 and 13 demonstrate the results (15,17). There is a parallel shift 
of the curves. If equal effects are compared, doubling of the dose of the antag
onist, the triethyl compound, requires a doubling of the dose of the agonist. 
This is as expected on the basis of the theory (13). For the series of dioxolane 
derivatives, we have to combine an agonist, e.g., the tr imethyl compound 
H F M e 3 with one of the " inac t ive" substances, such as the triethyl compound 
M e F E t 3, or one of the compounds with substituents a t the other side of the 
molecule, such as HexFMe 3. Figures 14 and 15 give the results (333). The 
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ture the intrinsic activity is lost while the affinity for the specific receptors is 
preserved. Particularly if the series starts with biologically active compounds, 
such as vitamins, hormones, neurotransmitters, etc., this may be the case. 

As will be shown in Section I I .B.3 , it may not be concluded tha t a compound 
is a competitive antagonist of a certain agonist, just because of their structural 
relationship and their antagonism. Even the fact t ha t the antagonism is sur
mountable (an increase of the concentration of the agonist overcomes the in
hibition by the antagonist) does not justify the conclusion tha t a competitive 
antagonism is concerned. Dose-response curves are a necessity. In order to call 
a compound a competitive antagonist, there should a t least be the relations 
demonstrated in Figs. 12-16. In the case of chemical antagonism or antagonism 
by neutralization, dose-response curves very similar to those for a competitive 
antagonism may be obtained (17). The same holds in the case of a functional 
antagonism. We will return to this subject later on (see Section II .B.3 and 
Section ΙΠ.6) . 

II.A.3.2. Evaluation of Agonists and Competitive Antagonists 
The values of the affinities and intrinsic activities may be used in the evalua

tion and classification of drugs. They can be determined experimentally. I t is 
evident t ha t the magnitudes obtained from experiments, although they cor
relate in a formal way with those used in the theory, are not identical. The 
theory is based on an oversimplified model of drug action. 

As mentioned before, the dose of an agonist, A, which produces an effect EA 

tha t is 5 0 % of the maximal effect, EAm, t ha t can be produced by the agonist is 
called the E D 6 0. According to the theory: 

Miller (269) introduced the so-called p i ) values, the negative logarithms of 
the concentrations concerned in moles/liter. In the various curves the concen
trations are expressed in m moles/liter. We use as a nomenclature pDx, where χ 
is equal to EAJEA. The E D 5 0 gives us the p i ) 2 as an experimental value, which 
correlate with — logJTA from the theory and, therefore, with the affinity of A 
to the receptors. 

For drugs t h a t are supposed to produce their effects on basis of identical 
pharmacological mechanisms (therefore, on common receptors), the differences 
in the p/Xj. values are the same for varying values ofx. This means t ha t dose-
response curves plotted on a log-dose scale are parallel, if the intrinsic activities 
of the drugs are equal (20). If the intrinsic activities differ, the curves become 
parallel if EAj(EAm — EA) is plotted on a log-dose scale. The negative logarithm 
of the dose for which EAj(EAm — EA) reaches a value of one, represents the 
p i ) 2 value. 

For the interaction of agonistic drugs with common receptors more definite 

* A = [ A ] if (7) 
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Derivatives a* p£>2 

EtNMe8 1 4.0 
PrNMe8 1 4.4 
BuNMe8 1 5.4 

Decamethonium 
DecaMe8 0.7 5.4 
DeeaMe2Et 0.3 4.7 
DecaMeEt2 0 — 

Succinylbischoline 
SuChMe3 1 5.7 
SuChMe2Et 0.9 5.0 
SuChMeEt2 0 4.7 
SuChEt3 0 — 

Adipinylbischoline 
AdChMe3 1 6.4 
AdChMe2Et 0.9 6.4 
AdChMeEt2 0.4 4.3 
AdChEt3 0 — 

a From Ariens (17). 
b Intrinsic activity of A. 

Competitive antagonists are better approached on the basis of the ^Ax 

values, as introduced by Schild (346,347). In the case of a competitive antagon
ism, the dose-response curves for the agonist are shifted in a parallel fashion 
by the antagonist. 

The negative logarithm of tha t dose of the antagonist tha t requires a doubl
ing of the dose of the agonist to compensate for the action of the antagonist, is 
called the p^4 2 value. If instead of a double dose, a tenfold dose of the agonist is 
needed, it is called the p^4 10 value, etc. From Eq. 6 it follows tha t the p^42 

arguments can be obtained from combinations of such drugs with the same 
competitive antagonists. Table X I I I gives p /> 2 values for the various deriva
tives mentioned in Figs. 3 and 4. For the compounds with an intrinsic activity 
of zero (thus for which EAm is equal to zero) no pZ>2 value can be given. The 
intrinsic activities in this table are the ratios of the maximal effects to be ob
tained with the various drugs while the intrinsic activity of those drugs tha t 
give the highest response, e.g., BuNMe 3 and SuChMe3 (see Figs. 3 and 4), is 
taken to be one. 

T A B L E X I I I 

CHOLINOMIMETICS TESTED ON THE ISOLATED RECTUS ABDOMINIS MUSCLE 
OF THE FROG8 
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value is proportional to the negative logarithm of KB (20). A criterion for the 
competitive properties of the antagonist is t ha t the τρΑχ value is independent 
of the effect Ek originally produced by the agonist. In the case of a noncom
petitive antagonism, the p ^ l 2 value increases with an increase of EA (20) (see 
Section I I .B . 1.4). If agonistic compounds producing their effects by identical 
pharmacological mechanisms (that is, on common receptors) are combined 
with a certain competitive antagonist, a constant j)Ax value is found. In other 
words, a certain dose of a competitive antagonist shifts the dose-response 
curves for the various agonists over identical dose ranges, if these agonists 

T A B L E X I V 

CHOLINOLYTICS TESTED AGAINST CHOLINOMIMETICS ON THE ISOLATED 
RECTUS ABDOMINIS MUSCLE OF THE FROG" 

Cholinolytics6 
P^2 

d-Tubocurarine 6.8 
Gallamine 5.8 
Benzoquinoniurn 6.9 
DecaMeEt2

e 4.5 
SuChEt8

c 4.6 
AdChEt8

c 4.9 
Pentamethonium 4.3 
Hexamethonium 4.4 
Heptamethonium 4.7 
Azamethonium 4.6 
Pentapyrrolidinium 4.6 

a From Ariens (17). 
b Intrinsic activity (a) = 0. 
e Derivatives of decamethonium, 

succinylbischoline, and adipinylbis-
choline, respectively. 

interact with the same receptor system (see Figs. 12 and 13 and SectionII.B.3.2, 
Fig. 30). With various agonists, equal p^42 values are found for the competitive 
antagonist concerned (30). Table XIV gives p^42 values for a number of com
petitive antagonists. 

I t also happens tha t a compound behaves as a competitive antagonist for 
various agonists, which, nevertheless, act on different receptor systems. Then, 
however, as a rule, different j)Ax values will be found. Examples of it are given 
by van Rossum (330, 333) (see Table XV) and Arunlakshana (29, 30) (see 
Section II.A.5.2.) 

From the theory it follows tha t (if η = 1) in the case of a pure competitive 
antagonism, (p^4 2 — ])A10) will be 0.95. In many cases, smaller values are found. 
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Parasympathetic Histamine 
receptors receptors 

Compounds pA2 pA2 

Dioxolane derivatives 
BuFMe8 5.1 3.4 
HexFMe8 5.2 3.8 
Pr2FMe3 6.1 5.1 
Bu2FMe8 6.9 5.7 
Ph2FMe8 7.3 6.2 

Atropine 8.1 6.5 
Diphenhydramine 6.6 7.5 
Neobenodine 5.5 8.8 

β From van Rossum (330) and van Rossum et al. (331). 

Another method of evaluating competitive antagonists is estimating the 
inhibition index. This is the ratio of the concentration of the antagonist Β and 
the concentration of the agonist A for constant effects. From Eq. 6 it follows 
t ha t this ratio [B]/[A] is constant if [A] > KA (13, 17, 20). This relation is re
flected by the fact tha t a doubling of the concentration of the antagonist re
quires a doubling of the concentration of the agonist in order to produce a 
constant effect. This is demonstrated by the dose-response curves in Figs. 11-13 
and 17-19. The inhibition index is useful in those cases where minimum effec
tive concentrations are used to express the activity of a drug and of drug 
combinations. This is the case in bacteriology (14) and in the study of local 
anesthetics. 

II.A.3.3. Mimetics and Lytics 
Much work has been done on competitive antagonism. Most of this work is 

reported under the heading "metabolites and antimetabolites." The principle 

The reason may be tha t these antagonists in higher concentrations produce 
not only a specific, competitive action, but also a nonspecific, noncompetitive 
antagonistic action. If (p^42 — p J 1 0) is found to be in the range of 0.5-0.4, the 
antagonist should be tested on its noncompetitive properties, e.g., by measur
ing the dependency of the pAx on the effect EA originally induced by the 
agonist (20) (see Section I I .B . 1.4.). 

For further implications of pDx and ])AX values, the reader is referred to 
papers on the subject by Ariens (20), Arunlakshana (29, 30), Marshall (254), 
and Schild (346, 347, 348). 

T A B L E X V 

PARASYMPATHOLYTIC AND ANTIHISTAMINIC ACTIVITIES OF VARIOUS COMPOUNDS 
TESTED ON THE ISOLATED JEJUNUM OF THE GUINEA PIG" 
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is promising for a rational approach to the development of growth inhibitors 
for microorganisms or other parasites. I t is necessary to find essential differ
ences in the metabolism of the parasite and the host or patient . Metabolites, 
which are unimportant for the host but essential for the parasite, are the Achilles 

°/o contraction; small intestine (mouse) 
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uterus (rat) -
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FIGS. 17-20. Cumulative log concentration-response curves for various "neurotrans
mitter substances'' in the presence of various concentrations of related specific antagonists. 
Note the parallel shift in the curves which indicates a competitive antagonism. Compare 
with Fig. 11. Fig. 17 is based on data of Takagi and Kimura (377); Fig. 20 after Gaddum 
et al. (152). 

heel of the invading organism. By means of corresponding antimetabolites, 
the growth of the parasite can be inhibited without harm to the host. The prac
tical results of the application of this hypothesis obtained up to the present 
time have been meager. 

Many antivitamins have been synthesized (see Section I.B.5.2; Table XI) . 
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As a rule, they are not specific against parasites, for most vitamins are essential 
to man and other mammals, too. A more detailed knowledge of biochemistry 
of parasite and host is a requisite for an effective pursuit of this metabolite-
antimetabolite principle in the development of therapeutic substances effective 
against infectious disease. The metabolism of the viruses is very restricted. 
They rely to a great extent on the anabolic processes of the cells of the host for 
the production of their structural compounds. The chance for the development 
of specific antimetabolites is, therefore, quite small in this case. Inhibition 
of the growth of cancer cells is still more difficult. The metabolism of cancer 
cells is approximately tha t of the normal cell. In the section on chemotherapy 
of cancer more details on this subject can be found (see Par t I I ) . 

A field in which the principle of competitive antagonism has been relatively 
profitable, is the development of antagonists of biologically active compounds 
such as hormones and neurotransmitter substances. An extensive literature is 
available on this theme (67, 102,166, 207, 255, 281, 324, 405, 407). 

Acetylcholine (ACh) is suitable as a subject for a discussion of the principles 
of competitive inhibition. This substance effects the transmission of the ner
vous impulses from the vagus nerve to the effector organ. The vagus nerve 
belongs to the parasympathetic division of the autonomic nervous system. I t 
innervates the smooth muscle of the gut as well as other viscera. The neuro
transmitter substance interacts with specific receptors on the smooth muscle 
cells. These are called the effector cells. The end-effect of this reaction is a con
traction of these muscle cells. Compounds chemically so closely related to ACh 
tha t they have in common an affinity to the receptors and the requisite intrinsic 
activity, will produce the effects of ACh. They are called " acetylcholinomi-
metics," or, in this case, "parasympathomimetics" (Table XVI) . Compounds, 
closely enough related to ACh to have a common affinity for the specific recep
tors but devoid of intrinsic activity, will behave as competitive antagonists of 
ACh. They are called "acetylcholinolytics" or, in this case, "parasympatho
lyt ics" (Table XVII) . Compounds of the latter type were known long before 
the principle of competitive antagonism had been developed. An example of a 
parasympatholytic is atropine. In this case, the theory helped to interpret the 
relations between ACh and atropine in their biological actions. 

A comparison of parasympathomimetics and parasympatholytics in Tables 
XVI and XVII shows tha t both groups of drugs are structurally related. How
ever, there are differences. In the lytics there is a heavy substitution on the 
nitrogen atom and also on the opposite side of the molecule. The parasympa
thomimetics, especially those with a high potency, are closely related struc
turally to ACh. I t is conceivable tha t the structural differences between ACh 
and atropine are responsible for the difference in their action and, therefore, 
for the difference in the intrinsic activity. The neurotransmitter substance, 
ACh (the agonist), has a high intrinsic activity; the parasympatholytic atro
pine (the competitive antagonist) has no intrinsic activity. 
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Compound Formula 
Nicotinic 
activity* 

Acetylcholine 

Carbaminoylcholine 

Methacholine 

Bethanechol 

Muscarine 

Methyldilvasene 

Methylfurthrethonium 

Dilvasene 

Furthrethonium 

PentylNMe8 

ButylNMe3 

Choline 

MeNMe, 

II + / C 
/ C \ / C ^ / N — C 

C Ο C 

II + / C 

HO 

C \ ^-C\ ^ \ —C 
Ο C ^C 

X C \ / C ^ / N — C 
c c c \ c 

C \ / C ^ / N — C 
C C ^C 

+ / C 
/ C ^ / N — C 

HO C ^C 

+ / C 
/ N — C 

C "-C 

7.5 

6.9 

6.5 

7.3 

7.5 

7.4 

5.4 

5.9 

5.4 

5.2 

3.2 

3.5 

0.05 

0.1 

0.05 

0.1 

0.1 

0.5 

0.5 

0.25 

0.5 

0.25 

a Parasympathomimetic activity. p D 2 measured on the isolated jejunum of the rat. 
6 Relative activity, with acetylcholine = 1. Measured on the blood pressure of the 

atropinized cat. 

T A B L E X V I 

NICOTINIC ACTIVITY OF PARASYMPATHOMIMETICS 



TABLE X V I I 
ACTION OF VARIOUS PARASYMPATHOLYTICS 

Action on 
central Parasym-

Tertiary (T) nervous pathetic-
R or quaternary (Q) system0 block* 

^C—C—Ο—C 
HO—cr^ \ 

1 
C - N - R 

1 

— Η 
—C 

Atropine 
Methylatropine 

Τ 
Q 

+ + 
+ 

Q ? / 
>C—G—O—C 

H O — C ^ \ 

3 C ( 
1 

C - N - R 
1 

\ 
0 

/ 

— Η 
—C 

Scopolamine 
Methylscopolamine 

—C Butylscopolamine 

Τ 
Q 

Q 

+ + 
+ 
+ 

Ο 
/ \ 

— N — R 
\ R 

—C—C 
.c 

- < 
XC 

Methantheline 

Propantheline 

Q 

Q 

+ 
+ 

( > 
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/ 

w 
N - C - C 

\ c — c 
Oxyphenonium Q + 

c — c — c — α V 
> - G - 0 — C - C -

c — c — c — o r 
- N - C 

^ c — c 
Dibutolinum Q + 

η . c — c 

" c — c 
Caramiphen Τ + + 

\ = / ο 
HO—c— c — ο — c—c—Ν; 

/ 

^c—c 

" c — c 
Benactyzine τ + + 

\Z) 
β Used as anti-Parkinsonian drug or tranquilizer (action on CNS). 
* Used as spasmolytic, mydriatic, etc. (action on periphery). 
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This suggestion was put to the test in the experiments represented in Figs. 5 
and 6. They show tha t in the parasympathomimetic Dilvasene (oxapropa-
nium), stepwise substitution of ethyl for methyl groups on the onium side or 
introduction of an alkyl chain or an aralkyl group at the other side of the mole
cule, results in a gradual decrease in the intrinsic activity. Ultimately competi
tive antagonists or parasympatholytic compounds are obtained. The changes 
introduced are analogous to the structural differences between ACh and atro
pine (330, 346). Table X V I I I summarizes the results obtained with a large 
group of dioxolane derivatives. If both structural variations, the ethylation 
on the onium side and the substitution on the other side of the molecule, are 
combined, the decrease in the intrinsic activity is enhanced. In the various 
homologous series represented, the intrinsic activity reaches the value zero 
for BuFMe 3, P rFMe 2Et , E tFMeEt 2, and M e F E t 3 (333). 

Not only the intrinsic activity but also the pZ>2 and p^42 values, and thus 
the affinities, change in a regular way with the molecular structure. Analogous 
relations between structure and activity are found for various series of homo
logous alkyltrialkylammonium derivatives, choline derivatives, and other 
derivatives (compare Tables X I X and X X with Tables I X and X) (332). For 
the various examples given, the gradual change from agonist to antagonist via 
intermediate dualistic compounds may be ascribed to a gradual decrease in 
the intrinsic activity as a result of the stepwise change in the chemical structure 
of the drugs. 

Many other examples of competitive antagonism are known. Most sympa
tholytics are competitive antagonists of adrenaline and arterenol, the neuro
transmitter substances in the sympathetic division of the autonomic nervous 
system. Most antihistaminics are competitive antagonists of histamine. For 
certain effects of serotonin, specific, probably competitive, antagonists exist 
(191,406). One of the most active compounds in this respect is L-methyllyserigic 
acid butanolamide (54, 93,132). 

In Figs. 17-20 examples are given of combinations of agonists and their com
petitive antagonists, namely for a parasympathomimetic with a parasympa
tholytic, a sympathomimetic with a sympatholytic, histamine with an anti-
histaminic, and serotonin with an antiserotonin. With the exception of hist
amine and neobenodine, there is a relationship in chemical structure of the 
agonists and the corresponding competitive antagonists (Fig. 21). Though the 
relationship in chemical structure is seldom so clear, the relationship in the 
physicochemical properties of the agonist and the competitive antagonist may 
be hidden behind the structural formula used. The agonist and its competitive 
antagonist have in common an affinity for the same receptors (see Section 
II.A.5.4). A similarity in structural formula of an agonist and its antagonist 
alone does not permit the a priori conclusion tha t there will be a competitive 
relation. 

I t is not sensible to talk about a competitive antagonist, unless the 



TABLE XVIII 
INTRINSIC ACTIVITIES AND AFFINITIES OF QUATERNARY DIOXOLANE DERIVATIVES TESTED ON RAT JEJUNUM 0 

R'FR3 

Trimethyl Dimethylethyl Methyldiethyl Triethyl 

i.a. pD2 pA2 i.a. pD2 pA2 i.a. pD2 pA2 i.a. pD2 

Hydrogen 1 5.3 1 4.9 0.4 3.9 0.1 3.5 
Methyl 1 7.2 1 7.1 0.3 4.8 0 3.6 
Ethyl 1 5.3 0.4 5.2 0 4.6 0 4.2 
Propyl 0.5 4.9 0 5.0 — — 0 4.8 
Butyl 0 4.9 — , b — — — — 
Hexyl 0 4.5 — — — — — — 
Phenyl 0 4.1 0 4.3 — — — — 

R' 2FR 3 

Methyl 1 4.3 0.6 4.7 0.3 4.2 0 4.2 
Ethyl 0.5 4.6 0 4.9 — — — — 
Propyl 0 6.2 0 6.8 0 6.9 0 6.6 
Butyl 0 6.9 0 7.3 — — — — 
Phenyl 0 7.1 — — — — — — 

a From van Rossum (330) and van Rossum et al. (333). 
b Dash means not tested. 
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TABLE X I X 
INTRINSIC ACTIVITIES AND AFFINITIES OF ALKYLTRIALKYLAMMONIUM DERIVATIVES TESTED ON THE RAT JEJUNUM" 

R'NR3 

Trimethyl Dimethylethyl Methyldiethyl Triethyl 

R' i.a. P£>2 P ^ 2 i.a. P # 2 P^ 2 i.a. pD2 P^ 2 i.a. p D 2 P ^ 2 

Methyl 1 3.0 
Butyl 1 5.2 0.5 5.1 0 4.0 0 4.3 
Pentyl 1 5.4 0.4 5.2 0 4.1 0 4.4 
Hexyl 0.9 5.0 0 4.7 — — 0 5.0 
Heptyl 0.1 4.6 0 5.1 — — 0 5.5 
Octyl 0 5.0 — — — — 0 5.4 
Nonyl 0 5.0 — — — — 0 5.6 
Decyl 0 5.9 — — — — 0 6.0 
Dodecyl 0 6.0 — — — — — — 

β From van Rossum (330) and van Rossum et al. (333). Atropine: i.a. = 0, p 4 2 = 8.8. Acetylcholine: i.a. = 1, pD.2 , = 7.5. 
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TABLE X X 
INTRINSIC ACTIVITIES AND AFFINITIES OF CHOLINE AND RACET DERIVATIVES TESTED ON THE RECTUS ABDOMINIS MUSCLE 

OF THE FROG" 

Trimethyl Dimethylethyl Methyldiethyl Triethyl 

Derivatives of: i.a. p D 2 pA2 i.a. p D 2 pA2 i.a. p D 2 pA2 i.a. p D 2 p^42 

Choline 1 3.2 0.5 3.4 0.2 3.1 
Racet 1 5.8 0.8 5.3 0 4.0 

0 3.4 
0 4.2 

β Choline is ChR3 and Racet R3—Ν—C—C—C(=0)—0—C—C—Ν—R3. From van Rossum (330) and van Rossum and Ariens (332). 
Atropine: i.a. = 0, p^42 = 8.8. Acetylcholine: i.a. = 1, pD2 = 7.5. 
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corresponding agonist is mentioned. I t is also desirable to mention the organ 
or effector system concerned. There is a certain relativity in calling ACh the 
agonist and atropine its competitive antagonist. ACh is a competitive an
tagonist of atropine, as well. As a rule, the neurotransmitter substances and 
their mimetics are called the agonists. In cases where substances induce a con
traction in muscle tissues, they often are called spasmogens, the antagonists 
are then called spasmolytics. Not all spasmolytics are competitive antagonists 

C-C-O-C-C-H-C 
ii V 
0 c ACh 

c-
c - c -o -c 

HO-C7 <L 

- c — 
I 

N - C 

a t r o p i n e 

HO 

HO Vr~\— C - C - N 
arterenol 

HO 

HO < / \ - C — C — N - C - C 
I I 

8 M c 5 

Ν C—C—C-N 
II II 
C\ / C 

Ν 

C— O - C - C — ^ 

HO 
h i s t a m i n e 

-C-C—Ν 
s e r o t o n i n 

7 -C—Ν \ 

n e o b e n o d i n e 6 - m e t h y l g r a m i n e 

FIG. 21. Structural relationship between agonist and competitive antagonist. Histamine 
and neobenodine do not show one. 

of the spasmogens. Spasmolytics with for instance a noncompetitive mechanism 
of action exist as well (see Section I I .B . 1.1). 

The closer the measurement of the effect " h o o k s " to the point of drug-
receptor interaction, the more directly will the information obtained be 
related to this interaction. In this respect, the study of acetylcholinomimetic 
and curarimimetic drugs on the membrane-potential a t the motor end-plate 
as performed by Jenkinson (196a) is of special importance. The dose-response 
curves obtained by him strongly argue a competitive relation between both 
drugs. 
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The best known examples of competitive antagonists are the vitamins and 
antivitamins (see Section I.B.5). 

In endocrinology there also are indications of competitive antagonistic pro
perties in compounds closely related to the hormones (55). One of the synthetic 
homologs of oxytocin, differing only in a tyrosyl group, behaves as a specific 
antagonist of this hormone in its action on the uterus of the rabbit and blood 
pressure of the chicken (53, 168a, 213, 215). Another homolog, differing only 
in t ha t the glutamine moiety is replaced by an isoglutamine moiety, acts as an 

T A B L E X X . A 

AGONISTS AND ANTAGONISTS IN ENDOCRINOLOGY0 

Amino acid sequence Compound 

H-CyS-Tyr-iLeu-Glu(NH2)-Asp(NH2)-CyS 

(NH2)-Gly-Leu-Pro 

Oxytocin 

H-CyS-Tyr-Tyr-iLeu-Glu(NH2)-Asp(NH2)-CyS Antagonist of oxytocin on the 
I rabbit uterus 

(NH2)-Gly-Leu-Pro 

H-CyS-Tyr-iLeu-iGlu(NH2)-Asp(NH2)-CyS 

(NH2)-Gly-Leu-Prt 

H-Cyi-Tyr-Phe-Glu(NH2)-Asp(NH2)-CyS 

(NH2)-Gly-Asp-Prl 

Antagonist of the pressor action 
of vasopressin in the rat 

Vasopressin 

° From Berde (55) and Boissonnas et al. (66). 

inhibitor of the pressor activity of vasopressin (53, 55, 66, 215, 321, 322) (see 
Table X X A). O-Methyloxytocin has an anti vasopressin activity (233). In both 
cases, final proof of a competitive relation must still be furnished. For other 
polypeptide-hormones like bradykinin (55, 214) and the angiotensins (293, 
294), the production of analogs suggests a highly interesting field of research 
(97a, 181b, c, e, 342, 342a). Promising is the study of the inhibition of 
oxytocinase by various polypeptides. Peptides which contain structural 
moieties of oxytocin and a cystine or #-benzylcysteine residue are especially 
active (52, 403). Oxytocinase at tacks oxytocin a t the cystine-tyrosine bond 
(384). 
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The spirolactones (steroids) exhibit a specific antagonism to the effect of 
aldosterone and corticosterone on the electrolyte excretion pat tern of the body 
(59, 109, 199, 200, 200a, 238, 328). Experiments of Schatzmann (344) are 
of special interest. He reported a competitive relation between ^-stroph-
anthin, a cardiotropic glycoside, and corticosterone, one of the hormones of 
the adrenal. The experiments were performed with the isolated aortic strip of 
the rat . The related experiments on frog skin potential by Wilbrandt (401) are 
also noteworthy. This is decidedly interesting since (/-strophantin is an un
saturated lactone like the spirolactones, which in their turn are related to 

spironolactone "aldactone" strophanthin Κ 

FIG. 22. Structural relationships between various biologically related steroids. 

aldosterone (379) (Fig. 22). Also the gestational androgen and estrogen 
antagonists among the compounds structurally related to the gestagens, 
androgens and estrogens, respectively, are suggestive of competition 
phenomena (128b, 235, 385, 399b). Steroidal antagonists are known for a great 
variety of steroid hormones (8a, 5a). Although data on structure-activity 
relationship are still scarce in endocrinology, this special branch of physiology 
is beginning to expose its pharmacological face more and more. 

Competitive antagonism is not restricted to biogenous compounds or prin
ciples. Certain effects of morphine in animals, for instance, the induction of lens 
opacity, appears to be antagonized by nalorphine in a competitive way (78, 
393). Niagara blue protects against the teratogenic action of t rypan blue. These 
compounds are reported as competing for common binding sites on proteins 
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(36b). Rubidium and other ions are mentioned as competitors for potassium 
with respect to its specific sites of binding on the "car r ie rs" for its active 
transport (107a, 107b). Such competition phenomena may be expected to be a 
general characteristic for all t ransport systems involving binding of the trans
port substrate to specific sites on the carrier (249a, 401a). Examples of com
petitive antagonism are also reported in the field of plant hormones, such as the 
auxins (137a, 183a) and in the field of antibiotics such as sideromycins (407a), 
penicillins (324a), and chemotherapeutics (157a, 407). Also for compounds such 
as those inducing smell and taste, receptor theory may be applied fruitfully 
(47a, c, 75a, 114a, 163b, 339a, b, 382a, 383b). 

These examples illustrate the great variety in application of the competition 
principle and emphasize the uni ty among the working principles valid in these 
various fields. 

II.A.3.4. Competitive Dualism in Action 
II.A.3.4.a. THEORY 

Let us tu rn back to the receptor theory. Total loss of the intrinsic activity 
with maintenance of the affinity, results in competitive antagonists. Wha t may 
be expected of those compounds which have an intermediate intrinsic activity? 
They produce an effect, although the maximal effect they elicit is smaller than 
tha t obtainable with compounds with a high intrinsic activity. 

Suppose a compound B, has an intermediate intrinsic activity, β. I t still 
behaves as an agonist. Wha t will happen if Β is added to an organ which is in 
contact with a dose of a related compound, A, with a high intrinsic activity, a, 
producing a maximal effect, EAm, of its own? When the concentration of Β is 
increased, it will competitively displace A from the receptors. Finally, all 
receptors will be occupied by B. Then the effect becomes EBm. Addition of Β 
results in a decrease of the effect. 2£Bm is smaller than EAm, for the intrinsic 
activity of Β is smaller than tha t of A. In this case Β behaves as a competitive 
antagonist of A. Compound Β can act as an agonist or as a competitive an
tagonist, depending on the intrinsic activity and the quanti ty of the competing 
compound previously added (12,13,17, 25). Drugs exhibiting such a dualism 
of effect are also called partial agonists (368). They are partial antagonists, as 
well. 

Theoretical dose-response curves for combinations of a compound of high 
intrinsic activity with a compound of lower intrinsic activity can easily be cal
culated by substitution of suitable values for α, β, [A], and [B] in Eq. 6. The 
type of curve obtained depends on which of the compounds is added first, t h a t 
with the higher or tha t with the lower intrinsic activity. If serial concentrations 
of Β are combined with constant concentrations of A, curves like those in 
Fig. 23 are obtained. Finally, with high doses of Β an effect EAB equal to EBm 

will always be obtained, independent of the effect EA with which one started. 
There is a clearcut dualism in effect. If the effect EA with which one started, 
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is equal to EB , addition of Β does not change the effect a t all. Then the com
pound Β is virtually inactive. 

If serial concentrations of compound A are combined with constant con
centrations of compound B, dose-response curves like those in Fig. 24 are 
acquired. In these dose-response curves, the competitive relation between both 
compounds is demonstrated in the parallel shift of the upper par t of the curves. 
The point of intersection represents the situation in which the effect is inde
pendent of the concentration of B, then EAB is equal to EBm (12,13,17, 25). 

-τ 1 1 1 ' 1 , , — 

1 10 1 0 2 1 0 5 1 10 1 0 2 

[β] [A 

FIG. 23. FIG. 24. 

FIGS. 23 and 24. Theoretical log concentration-response curves for a partial agonist Β 
combined with various concentrations of an agonist A, acting on the same receptor 
system (Fig. 23) and for an agonist A combined with various concentrations of a partial 
agonist B, acting on the same receptor system (Fig. 24). (Eq. 6, ΚA = KB = 1, α = 1, 
β = 0.4) (17). Note the dualistic character in the efiFects of B. Concentrations in 

When drugs A and Β which compete for common receptors have equal 
intrinsic activities (α = β), there is a simple additive action (see Section II .B.4.3, 
Figs. 39 and 41 and Section I I I . 1.3). The case in which both α and β are larger 
than zero, is comparable to the substrate competition known in enzymology 
(111c, 231a, 262a, 338b,c). 

II .A.3.4.6. EXPERIMENTS 

In the series of decamethonium and succinylcholine derivatives mentioned 
previously, the partially ethylated compounds are supposed to have an inter
mediate intrinsic activity (see Figs. 3 and 4). Combination of the dimethylethyl 
derivative of decamethonium with succinylcholine, tested on the isolated 
rectus abdominis muscle of the frog, may be expected to give dose-response 
curves like those represented in Figs. 23 and 24, depending on which of the 
compounds is added first. The experimental results are given in Figs. 25 and 
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mMDecaMe2Et mMSuChMe 3 

FIGS. 25 and 26. Cumulative log concentration-response curves of the partial agonist 
DecaMe2Et (see Fig. 3) in the presence of various concentrations of the agonist SuChMe3 

and conversely (15). Note the dualistic character of DecaMe2Et, which indicates a com
petitive dualism in effect. Compare with Figs. 23 and 24. 

26 (15,17, 25). The same type of experiments can be performed with the com
pounds of the series of dioxolane derivatives. The combination of PrFMe 3, a 
compound with intermediate intrinsic activity, with HFMe 3, was tested on the 
isolated jejunum of the rat , and resulted in the set of curves shown in Fig. 27 A 
(329, 333). The original registrogram of this experiment is given in Fig. 27B 
(333). 

Compare the two sets of theoretical curves of Figs. 23 and 24 with the 
experimental curves of Figs. 25, 27A, and 26. There is an evident similarity 
between these sets of curves. Theory and experiment are in full agreement. The 

m Μ Pr F M e 5 

FIG. 27. A. Cumulative log concentration-response curves for the partial agonist PrFMe3 

in the presence of constant concentrations of the agonist HFMe3 (333). Note the dualistic 
character of PrFMe3, which indicates a competitive dualism in effect. Compare with 
Fig. 23. 
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gradual change from agonist to competitive antagonist via intermediate 
dualistic compounds as a result of a gradual change in the chemical structure, 
may be at tr ibuted to a gradual decrease in the intrinsic activity while the 
affinity to the specific receptors is retained. 

The fact tha t the compound with an intermediate intrinsic activity may be 
virtually inactive, if tested in the presence of a certain concentration of another 
agonistic compound, has its consequences. If in the biological object used for 

PrFMe3 HFMe3 HFMe 3 HFMe 3 HFMe3 

H F M e 3 H F M e 3 PrFMe 3 PrFMe 3 H F M e 3 -ΙΟ'ΊηΜ 

FIG. 27. B. A registrogram for cumulative concentration-response curves for the partial 
agonist PrFMe3 in the presence of various concentrations of the agonist HFMe3 tested on 
the jejunum of the rat (333). Note the dualism in effect of PrFMe3. Compare with Fig. 27A. 

the test the parasympathetic nerves are still active, there will be a certain 
concentration of ACh present around the receptors. Under these circumstances 
parasympathomimetic compounds with intermediate intrinsic activity may 
be "inact ive." The change from agonistic compounds to their competitive 
antagonists in a series of drugs tested on such an object may take place via 
" inac t ive" compounds. Perhaps the experimental results obtained with a 
series of dialkylcarbamylcholine esters, tested for their miotic (pupil contract
ing) or mydriatic (pupil dilating) action should be interpreted in this way. The 
change from the miotic to the mydriatic effect takes place via an " inac t ive" 
compound (375) (see Table XXI ) . 

The gradual change from agonist via dualistic compounds, or partial agon
ists, to their competitive antagonists is not restricted to spasmogens like those 
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T A B L E X X I 

ACTIVITY OF DIALKYLCARBAMYL ESTERS OF CHOLINE TESTED ON THE 
PUPILS OF RABBITS" 

R2N—Cf*° 
Ο—CH 2—CH 2—N +Me 3 

R Activity 

Hydrogen Miotic (weakly) 
Methyl Miotic 
Ethyl Miotic (weakly) 
Propyl Inactive 
Butyl Mydriatic 
Pentyl Mydriatic 
Benzyl Mydriatic 

β From Swan and White (375). 

TABLE X X I . A 
GRADUAL CHANGE OF AGONIST TO ANTAGONIST VIA INTERMEDIATE, AS SHOWN BY ACTION 

ON THE BLOOD PRESSURE OF THE CHICKEN" 

Amino acid sequence Activity 

H-CyS-Tyr-iLeu-Glu(NH2)-Asp(NH2)-CyS Agonist 

(NH2)-Gly-Leu-Pro 

I I 

H-CyS-Tyr-iLeu-iLeu-Glu(NH2)-Asp(NH2)-Cy£ 

(NH2)-Gly-Leu-Pro 

H-Gly-CyS-Tyr-iLeu-Glu(NH2)-Asp(NH2)-CyS 

(NH2)-Gly-Leu-pL 

H-CyS-Tyr-Tyr-iLeu-Glu(NH2)-Asp(NH2)-CyS Antagonist 

(NH2)-Gly-Leu-Prl 

a From Boissonas et al. (66). 

Agonist 

Agonist and antagonist 
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described above. So, the series of p-aminobenzoic acid (PABA) derivatives 
represented in Table X I I is an example of a gradual change from vitamin to 
antivitamin. 2-Methyl-PABA behaves as a competitive antagonist of PABA. 
2-Chloro-PABA, 2-bromo-PABA, and 3-bromo-PABA act as a partial agonist 
(14) (see Table XI I ) . 

T A B L E X X I . Β 

GRADUAL CHANGE FROM CARCINOGEN TO INHIBITOR, VIA INTERMEDIATE" 

Among the chemical derivatives of oxytocin, are found also agonists, 
antagonists, and compounds with a dual mode of action (66) (see Table XXIA) . 
Recently Krejci et al. (217b) reported on an investigation of a large series of 
oxytocin derivatives, tested on the isolated uterus. Changes in the amino 
acid-3 and -2 resulted in a gradual change from agonistic compounds (oxytocin, 
nor-valeryl2-oxytocin, and alloisoleucyl2-oxytocin) via compounds with an 
intermediate intrinsic activity—partial agonists (phenyl2-oxytocin and 

Very strong carcinogen 

Strong carcinogen 

Weak carcinogen Antagonist of 2 

Inactive Antagonist of 1 

a Based on data of Buu-Hoi (82). 

1 

2 

3 

4 
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leucyl2-oxytocin) to competitive antagonists of oxytocin (tyrosyl-(methyl2) -
oxytocin) (339c). Each of the examples given concern only one of the actions of 
oxytocin (blood pressure (66) and oxytocic action (339c), respectively). 

The various components in the spectrum of actions of oxytocin and vaso
pressin vary independently. This obtains not only for the agonistic compounds, 
but appears to be the case for the antagonists, too. Certain oxytocin analogs, 
which still have an oxytocic action, act as antagonists of oxytocin in the milk 
ejection test, and vice versa (59d). This attests differences between the 
receptors for oxytocin involved in these different actions. 

FIG. 2 8 A . FIG. 2 8 B . 

FIG. 2 8 . A and B . Log concentration-response curves for various estrogens and andro
gens. Note that the response approaches a maximum which differs for the various steroids. 
These appear to have different intrinsic activities. From Strickler et al. (372). 

The group of poly cyclic carcinogens is another example. In series of 
chemically related and highly active, weakly active, or practically inactive 
compounds, the inactive and weakly active compounds antagonize carcino
genesis as induced by the highly active ones. The weakly active compounds 
behave as dualists (82) (see Table XXIB) . Analogous relations are reported 
for certain azo-carcinogens (11a). 

There are indications tha t compounds with an intermediate intrinsic 
activity, partial agonists, exist also for steroid hormones such as androgens 
and estrogens (256c). The dose-response curves in Fig. 28A and Β are suggestive 
of differences in intrinsic activity. Compare these with Figs. 1, 4, 5, and 7. 
Study of combinations of estrone and estriol indicates a " d a m p i n g " of the 
action of estrone by estriol (372). Dimethylstilbestrol is reported to have estro
genic actions and estrogen-inhibitory actions, a dual mode of action (128a, b). 
Analogous relations are reported for plant hormones such as auxins (183a, 263b). 
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I t can be postulated t ha t if a competitive antagonist of a compound is 
known, there is a good chance tha t compounds with intermediate intrinsic 
activities exist. Thus, in the case of hormones and antihormones, vitamins and 
antivitamins, and, in general, mimetics and lytics, a search for intermediates 
is sound, a t least, if the relation between such compounds is a competitive one. 
Such studies may lead to an elucidation of the moieties or physicochemical 
properties in the drug molecules essential to the intrinsic activity and of those 
contributing to the affinity. The fruit of this knowledge may be a better under
standing of what the receptors are and with what type of chemical process the 
drug interferes. This may lead to a more efficient search for new drugs. 

II.A.4. AFFINITY A N D INTRINSIC ACTIVITY 

In the preceding sections (II.A.2 and A.3) it was demonstrated tha t the 
principles of affinity and intrinsic activity are useful in the discussion of drug 
action. I t may also be worthwhile to t ry to analyze their background. 

The differentiation of affinity and intrinsic activity is by no means new. In 
pharmacology as well as in enzymology the principle of competitive inhibition 
is an important tool in the study of the action of drugs or combinations of drugs. 
The agonistic compounds have an affinity as well as an intrinsic activity. They 
interact with the receptors in a functional way, they induce an effect. The 
competitive antagonists, too, have an affinity for the receptors, but they 
interact with the receptors in an afunctional way, because they lack the in
trinsic activity. Afunctional drug-receptor complexes are formed. 

The principle of competitive inhibition is old. As recorded in 1905, Langley 
(229) proposed a competitive relation between curare and nicotine for the 
"receptive substance" in the myoneural junction of striated muscle. He 
stressed the mutual character of the antagonism. Gaddum in 1926 (149) dis
cussed the competition of adrenaline and ergotamine for specific receptors on 
the isolated uterine muscle of the rabbit and demonstrated a parallel shift in 
the dose-response curve for adrenaline after immersion of the muscle in ergot
amine solution. Quastel and Wooldridge in 1928 (317) proved the competition 
between substrates and substances chemically related to them for certain 
enzymes. The competition of carbon monoxide and oxygen for hemoglobin is 
one of the oldest examples. Stedman in 1931 (366) used the competition theory 
to explain the inhibition of cholinesterase by eserine and Clark in 1937 (106) 
used the principle in the interpretation of the antagonism between muscle-
contracting and muscle-relaxing quaternary ammonium compounds (107). 

Interest in the principle of competitive inhibition was strongly reinforced 
when Woods (1940) (404) proved tha t the chemotherapeutic action of sulfanil
amide was based on a competition of this drug with p-aminobenzoic acid 
(PABA) for a specific enzyme. PABA is an essential metabolite for bacterial 
growth. From tha t t ime on, the metabolite-antimetabolite principle became an 
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important working hypothesis in the various sectors of pharmacology (67, 71, 
101, 102,199, 255, 281, 324, 405, and Section I.B.5). 

As mentioned before, the theory on competitive inhibition was extended 
explicitly by introducing a differentiation between the principles of affinity 
and intrinsic activity (12, 13, 17). Independently, Stephenson (367, 368) in
troduced a differentiation between the affinity of the drug to the receptor and 
the ability of the drug to induce a stimulus and to contribute to the effect, 
called by him "efficacy." The efficacy is inversely proportional to the number 
of receptors t ha t has to be activated by the drug in order to induce a certain 
stimulus and to obtain a certain effect. The stimulus (S) is assumed to be 
linearly proportional to the number of receptors occupied. The effect (E) is 
supposed to be some function (f) of the st imulus: 

In order to compare on this basis the ability of two drugs to contribute to 
the stimulus and therefore to the effect, the number or fraction of receptors 
tha t has to be occupied to obtain an equal effect with the respective drugs has 
to be measured. The estimation of such fractions, as performed by Stephenson, 
is a rather complicated procedure, based on time-response relations. 

For each dose-response curve, or a t least for each group of dose-response 
curves, another empirical function may be found. Because of the variation in 
the experimental results each dose-response curve or group of curves will 
require another function. 

Stephenson (368) applied the formula mentioned to a simple series of alkyl-
trimethylamines in order to determine the efficacies. To do so, assumptions 
had to be made first concerning the relations between structure of the drugs and 
affinity of the drugs to the receptors. After assuming tha t the affinities would 
regularly increase with the chain length of R in RNMe 3, a minimum in the 
efficacy of the propyl derivative was established. These results, however, do 
not agree with the estimations of the abilities of these amines to contribute to 
the effect as determined in experiments in which a gradually increasing number 
of the receptors is blocked irreversibly by suitable compounds (23, 338d). The 
concentration of these blocking agents necessary to reduce the effects of various 
drugs to a given value, is a measure of the intrinsic activity. The larger the 
number of receptors tha t has to be blocked irreversibly, the larger the intrinsic 
activity (23) (see Section III .3) . 

We introduced for the relation between the stimulus and the effect, as an 
approximation, a number of simple functions. The simplest one is a linear 
proportionality. This results in Eq. 9: 

l + (KA/[A)) 
a 

ι 
(9) 
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Another function is a nonlinear continuous monotonous relation for the in
crease of the effect with an increase of the stimulus (330). In the case of an all-
or-none response in the effector unit, a discontinuous function must be intro
duced. In tha t case, the effector unit only responds, but then with a 100% 
response, if the stimulus (SA/Sm)—also called trigger magnitude (TA/Tm)— 
reaches a certain value, the response value, τ (19, 21, 22, 23, 330). 

This approach leads of itself to the principles of a receptor reserve and 
threshold phenomena (see Section I I I . l ) . The introduction of these functions 
for the relation between stimulus and effect results in simple relations for the 
ability of the drug to contribute to the effect (the intrinsic activity) and the 
effect. This, in its turn, leads to a simple experimental procedure. 

Stephenson (368) avoids making assumptions about the relation between 
stimulus and effect. The consequence is tha t the dose-response curves of series 
of compounds with an autoinhibition in their action (to be described in Section 
I I .Β . 1.3), lead to a different function for each drug, although these drugs induce 
their effect on common receptors and by means of common effector cells. A 
simple interpretation of this type of dose response-curves is possible on the 
basis of our approach (see Section I I .B . 1.3). We think tha t a general formula
tion which leads to specific assumptions and approximations in each experi
ment has serious disadvantages over a more restricted formulation or model of 
drug action tha t in an approximative way covers large groups of experiments 
and, therefore, is more generally applicable. 

From the Eqs. 10 and 8 it will be clear to the reader tha t the efficacy β and 
the intrinsic activity a, in essence, are identical. The difference between 
Stephenson's approach and ours results from a difference in the assumptions 
about the relations between stimulus and effect. 

I t must be emphasized tha t the parameters "affinity" and "intrinsic ac
t ivi ty ," used here as simple constants, may be of a very complex nature. These 
"cons t an t s " as a rule involve several different constants for various detailed 
processes. They are comparable in this respect with the Michaelis-Menten con
stant in enzymology. For the moment, we have to take this for granted. Maybe, 
in the future, a resolution of the simple working constants, affinity and intrinsic 
activity, into more basic ones will be possible. In the following sections the 
efforts tha t have been made in this direction will be described. 

The dissociation constant, KA, of a drug-receptor complex and its reciprocal, 
the affinity, are determined by the probability tha t drug molecule and receptor 
approach each other in such a way tha t they interact with each other. 

Sm Tm l + (tfA/[A]) 

EA/Em = 0 if SA/Sm < T; EA/Em = 1 if SJSm > τ 

SA _ TA (10) 

ΙΙ.ΑΛ.1. Affinity 
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The space around the receptor can be divided into three zones: 
Zone I : The space immediately surrounding the receptor. In this space the 

molecule of the drug has to penetrate in order to make possible a neutralization 
of anionic or cationic sites on the receptor, a formation of hydrogen bonds 
with the receptor, and to bring into action there van der Waals ' forces. This 
close interaction of drug and receptor may be required to bring about those 
changes in the receptor necessary to induce the stimulus and, therefore, to 
elicit the effect. 

Zone I I : Around the first zone there is a second one in which only ionic 
forces between drug molecule and receptor are in action. These forces have a 
radius of action much larger than the short-range van der Waals ' forces (358a). 
In this zone, consequent to the at tract ion between the charges on the drug 
molecule and the receptor, an accumulation of the drug and a guiding of the 
drug molecule to the receptor may take place. Coulomb forces, which keep the 
drug molecule linked to the receptor for some time, will significantly increase 
the chance for the drug molecule to get into the right position with respect to 
the receptor, in such a way tha t in a second phase the van der Waals ' forces etc. 
may get into action. 

The significance of a close fit between interacting molecules to engage the 
van der Waals ' forces, is well known in clathrate formation and, generally, in 
the formation of inclusion complexes. Possibly also in the case of drug-receptor 
interaction, the hydrophobic parts of the drug molecule are more or less 
enveloped by the receptor, thus leading to an optimum in binding energy. The 
drug then penetrates the receptor to a certain degree. The matching in shape 
between the host molecule (the receptor) and the partially included drug 
molecule may count for a good deal of the specificity in the affinity between 
drug and receptor (74a). 

Zone I I I : Around the second zone, there is the remainder of the biophase. 
Molecules of the drug in this zone are not influenced by the receptor and vice 
versa. The processes t ha t play a par t in the penetration of the drug into the 
biophase are described in Sections I.A and I .B. 

As far as penetration of the drug from zone I I I into zone I I is concerned 
(once its molecules reached the biophase of zone I I I ) , all drugs, independent of 
their chemical properties have the same chance. I t is only the number of mole
cules or their concentration tha t counts. Once in zone I I , drug molecules with 
suitable properties, as far as ionic charges are concerned, will be at t racted by, 
and guided more or less to, the receptor and have a higher affinity to the 
receptors for this reason. In zone I I , specificity counts, as far as the charge on 
the drug is concerned. The possibility of the drug penetrating into zone I and 
interacting with the receptor such tha t van der Waals ' forces, etc., come into 
play, depends on the physicochemical properties and spatial structure of its 
molecules. Here, a higher degree of complementarity between drug and recep
tor is required and, therefore, there is a higher degree of specificity. 
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On the basis of this reasoning, one may expect t ha t many rather nonspecific 
compounds may reduce the chance of the molecules of a drug reaching its 
specific receptors. For compounds which are inert with respect to the receptor, 
very high concentrations will be needed to decrease the chance of the more 
specific drugs reaching their receptors. This aspect of "compet i t ion" is dis
cussed by Segre (357). The concentrations of these aspecific compounds neces
sary to compete with a drug for its specific receptors, as a rule, will be so high 
that , because of side effects of the aspecific compound, the phenomenon cannot 
be studied or only very infrequently. Beccari et al. (36) mention saccharose as 
a competitive antagonist of histamine. 

A more effective type of competition is the shielding of anionic or cationic 
sites on the receptors by cationic and anionic compounds respectively. These 
compounds will accumulate in zone I I because of the ionic attraction and 
reduce, therefore, the chance of the specific drug molecule approaching its 
receptor. In this case the concentration of the "an tagon is t " necessary for a 
competition will remain within reasonable limits. The complementarity be
tween antagonist and receptor is restricted to the ionic charges. Take, for 
instance, cations t ha t are able to reach the biophase; they will compete for the 
anionic sites on the receptors with cationic drugs like cholinomimetics, hist
amine and its mimetics, etc. 

Godfraind et al. (157) describe an antagonism of Cu++ and Zn++ with respect 
to histamine and acetylcholine tested on the isolated gut. The dose-response 
curves found, testify to a competitive relation. However, before a conclusion 
can be drawn, one has to be sure tha t a direct chemical interaction between 
antagonist and agonist is excluded. Such a chemical antagonism results in 
dose-response curves difficult to differentiate from those for a competitive 
antagonism (see Section II.B.3). I t is well known tha t the bivalent ions like 
Cu++ and Z n + +, used by Godfraind, easily form complexes with certain amines 
and onium compounds. 

The most effective type of competitive inhibition may be expected from 
drugs tha t are able to penetrate into zone I and to effect hydrogen bonding and 
van der Waals ' bondings with the receptor, without causing those changes in 
the receptor essential for the induction of a stimulus. Here, a higher degree of 
complementarity between drug and receptor is required and a higher degree of 
specificity may, therefore, be expected. 

A blockade of the sites for hydrogen bonding and van der Waals ' bonding 
on the receptor will also lead to a competitive inhibition. Urea, a compound 
known to saturate sites for hydrogen bonding (238a), had in concentrations up 
to 30 mM no influence on the dose-response curves of the spasmogens BuNMe 3, 
MeNMe3, and histamine on the isolated gut of ra t and guinea pig. Dimethyl-
formamide is a compound able to saturate sites for hydrogen bonding and sites 
for van der Waals ' bonding. I t is a solute for hydrophilic and lipophilic com
pounds. This drug produces a parallel shift in the dose-response curves for 
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the spasmogens mentioned (see Fig. 29). Dimethylformamide is a nonionic 
compound. 

With high concentrations of iV^-dimethylformamide (103 mM), a complete, 
partly reversible, noncompetitive inhibition of the effects induced by acetyl-
cholinomimetics and histamine on the isolated gut, and of the effects induced 
by arterenol in the isolated vas deferens, occurs. This inhibition may be due to 
a change caused in the conformation of the receptor proteins or other proteins 
essential for the effect. Urea is reported to inhibit the oxytocic activity of 
certain polypeptides (77a). Then, too, a possible change in the conformation of 
the drug has to be taken into account (96a). 

% contract ion; ileum ( gu inea p i g ) - . . 

m M Histamine my* HFurf M e 3 m M ACh 

FIG. 29. Cumulative log concentration-response curves for various spasmogens, tested 
in the presence of Ν-dimethylformamide (28a). Note that there is a parallel shift in the 
curves with at higher concentrations a decrease in the maximum contraction obtained. 
The parallel shift in the curves is suggestive for a competitive relation between ^-di
methylformamide and the spasmogens. 

How can one be sure t ha t two drugs compete for common receptors and, 
therefore, have an affinity for common receptors? The parallel shift in the 
dose-response curves as demonstrated in the various figures (Figs. 12-15, 
17-20, etc.) is only one of the many criteria. In Section I I I , other experimental 
criteria for a competitive relationship between drugs will be discussed—plot
ting of data according to Lineweaver and Burk (239) (see Section III .2.2, 
Figs. 13-16) and plotting of data according to Arunlakshana and Schild (29, 
30) (see Section III .4.2, Figs. 42 and 43). Attention will be paid particularly to 
experiments with irreversibly blocking agents which produce more direct 
evidence for a competitive relation between drugs (see Section III .3.2, Figs. 
22 Β and C). 

The dissociation constant of a drug-receptor complex and its reciprocal, the 
affinity, are the quotient of a t least two other constants: the reaction velocity 
constant for the formation of the drug-receptor complex, kv and tha t for the 
splitting of the complex, k2. 
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Many agonistic drugs, acetylcholine, arterenol, histamine, etc., are small 
molecules with a positively charged ammonium or amino group which can 
guide the molecules to the receptors. These small molecules are mobile, so the 
reaction velocity constant, kv for the formation of the drug-receptor complex 
will be relatively large. 

In the molecules of the corresponding lytics, as a rule, larger substituents 
are present (see Table XVII , Fig. 21 and Section II.A.5). These much larger 
lytic molecules are less mobile than the mimetics. This implies tha t the reaction 
velocity constant for the formation of the drug-receptor complex will be rela
tively small. From the fact tha t these lytics nevertheless have a high affinity, 
often higher than tha t of the corresponding mimetics, it follows tha t for the 
lytics the reaction velocity for the splitting of the drug-receptor complex 
must be relatively small. 

As discussed in Sections II.A.5 and II.A.7.2, in comparison to the mimetics, 
many lytics (as a rule much larger molecules) have additional possibilities for 
binding on additional receptor surfaces. This can be ascribed to the van der 
Waals ' binding forces gained from the interaction with the receptors of the 
various aromatic rings present in the molecules of the lytics. This may account 
for the relatively small reaction velocity for the dissociation of the drug-
receptor complex, k2. The consequence is an increase in the length of the periods 
of the binding between lytics and receptors. As long as equilibrium constants 
are studied, only the affinity, k^k^, counts. If, however, the speed of induction 
of the effect after addition of the drug, or the disappearance of the effect when 
the drugs are washed away, are studied, the differences in the reaction velocity 
constants may manifest themselves. 

I t is well-known tha t the lytic compounds, as a rule, require a longer time 
of washing to be eliminated from the isolated organs than the mimetics. In the 
experiments with receptor models, the lytics were found to be bound more 
firmly than the mimetics (134,135,136). The experiments of Stephenson (368) 
also make it probable tha t differences exist in the reaction velocity constants 
of mimetics and lytics, in this case, trimethylalkylamines and atropine. 

One of the main difficulties in the kinetic studies is tha t the speed of diffusion 
may be particularly important. A par t of the difficulty in washing out the 
lytics, possibly, is at tr ibutable to a persistence of these drugs in the biophase. 
The structure-activity relations, however, allow the supposition tha t differ
ences in the reaction velocity constants contribute to the phenomenon of rela
tively stronger binding to the tissue by the lytics than by the corresponding 
mimetics. 

The engagement of the receptors by the mimetics may result from frequent 
but brief contacts, while for the lytics less frequent but longer-lasting associa
tions may occur. The competitive potency, or the affinity for the receptors of 
mimetics and lytics is determined by the products of rate and duration of the 
association, represented by kx and l/k2, respectively. For the rate of occupa-
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tion, the long-range ionic forces will be of especial importance, for the duration 
of occupation, the short-range van der Waals ' binding forces. 

II.A.4.2. Intrinsic Activity 
II .A.4.2.a. THEORY 

The basis for the induction of a stimulus subsequent to the evocation of an 
effect and, therefore, for the intrinsic activity may be found in various physico-
chemical and biochemical factors concerned with drug-receptor interaction: 

1 . A neutralization of anionic or cationic sites on the receptor by cationic 
and anionic heads of the drug may be essential to s tar t the sequence of events 
leading to the effect. 

2. The redox capacity—e.g., in the case of vitamins and their analogs, built 
into coenzymes—may be essential for the turnover capacity of the enzyme 
analog formed, and therefore for the intrinsic activity of these compounds. 

3. The energy liberated as a result of the change in the distribution of charges 
on the receptor and/or the rearrangement in its different moieties a t the 
moment the drug either hits the receptor or associates with the receptor, may 
be the determinant for the intrinsic activity. In this case, the rate of occupation 
of the receptors by a drug molecule may also be essential (296,296a, 297,297a). 

Although many other possibilities can be suggested, for example, a change 
in membrane stability, or a change in the properties of the pores in membranes, 
etc., only the three mentioned above will be discussed more extensively here. 

ΙΙ.Α.4.2.α ( 1 ) Mode of Interaction between Drug and Receptor as a Basis for 
the Intrinsic Activity. One of the objections to the supposition tha t the intrinsic 
activity is continuously variable is t ha t interaction on the molecular level 
frequently will obey an all-or-none rule. I t is quite possible t ha t in order to be 
effective and to induce a stimulus, the electrical field of the onium group of the 
drug, e.g., ACh, must react in a particular way with the receptor field. The 
interaction of the drug molecule as a whole with the receptor does not mean 
tha t the onium group or other groups in the drug molecule essential for the 
intrinsic activity interact with the receptor in this particular way. For com
pounds with a high intrinsic activity, mimetics, the interaction will be 
effective most of the times tha t a drug molecule makes contact with the receptor. 
For compounds with an intrinsic activity of zero or nearly zero, the lytics, 
the interaction will be ineffective most of the time—an all-or-none process on 
molecular level. For compounds with an intermediate intrinsic activity or a 
dualism in effect, only a fraction of the associations or collisions of drug mole
cules with receptors will be effective. In the case tha t the drug molecule only 
hits the receptor, the intrinsic activity expresses the fraction of the hits tha t 
are effective. For the mimetics this is high; for the lytics it is low. 

Whether the contact of the receptors and the drug molecules is effective or 
not is determined by various factors. An obvious possibility is t ha t it depends 
on the minimum distance, a t which drug and receptor, or certain parts of them, 
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can approach each other. The critical distance may vary for various drugs 
depending, for instance, on the action-radius or the attraction field of the ionic 
forces of the drug molecule. For weak ionic forces a more proximate approach 
of the drug molecule to the receptor may be necessary in order to induce the 
change in the receptor necessary to elicit an effect. Mutual neutralization of, 
or ion-pairing between, the ionic charges on drug and receptor may be essential. 
I t can lead to a change of the charges on the receptor and a rearrangement in 
its charge distribution and spatial structure. This, in its turn, can initiate the 
sequence of events leading to the effect. Neutralization requires a sufficiently 
close approach between the ionic groups concerned. In order to effect neutral
ization, the cationic head of the drug, e.g., acetylcholine, must penetrate into 
zone I around the anionic site of the receptors mentioned in Section II .A.4.1. 
Penetration of cationic compounds, only into the second, wider zone I I , around 
zone I, will not bring about neutralization, but will keep other cationic drug 
molecules from penetrating into the neutralization zone, I . The presence of the 
cationic drug molecules in the second zone will shield the anionic site on the 
receptor, and thus block it, without causing a t rue neutralization. The ability 
of the cationic group of a drug, e.g., an onium group, to penetrate into the zone 
of neutralization and to approach the anionic site on the receptor, depends on 
the substituents it bears. Larger groups on the cationic group of the drug may, 
as a result of their spatial orientation, hinder the neutralization. The activation 
energy may be increased. This hindrance may be absolute, resulting in com
petitive antagonism. Possibly a fraction of the interactions still leads to 
neutralization resulting in partial agonism. 

The gradual decrease in the intrinsic activity as a result of a gradual ethyl-
ation of the trimethyl ammonium group in cholinergic compounds possibly 
may be an example of such a relation (see Figs. 3, 4, and 6 and Tables XVI I I , 
X I X , and X X . 

The model for ion permeation based on adsorption-desorption migration 
given by Ling (239a) is worth mentioning here. The ions, e.g., cations, are 
supposed to be adsorbed from the external phase to fixed anions on the cell 
surface (doublet formation) and to desorb into the cell phase, called the " fixed 
charge phase," bounded by this surface. Especially the facilitated ion permea
tion based on triplet formation between the fixed anion—a facilitating cation— 
and the permeating cation, is of interest. Quaternary ammonium compounds 
can possibly serve as facilitating ions and their ability to do so may well depend 
on the degree of substitution and the size of the substituents on the onium 
groups. 

II.A.4.2.a (2) Redox Capacity of Vitamins as a Basis for the Intrinsic 
Activity. To illustrate other factors in drug action determining the intrinsic 
activity, a suitable model is those vitamins tha t play a par t in oxidation-
reduction reactions. On the molecular level, a reduction or oxidation is defi
nitely an all-or-none or quantal process. A number of vitamins are built into 
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enzymes. As a rule, the oxidation-reduction capacity of the enzyme formed, 
depends on a special configuration in the vitamin molecule (Fig. 29A). I t may 
be possible to change the structure of the vitamin in such a way tha t the ability 
to be built into the enzyme is maintained, while the chemical configuration 
essential for the redox properties is changed (108b). The more closely the con
figuration of the enzyme analog approaches tha t necessary to produce an effec
tive oxidation-reduction, the higher will be the intrinsic activity of the vitamin 
or the para vitamin. Then, a high fraction of the collisions between enzyme, or 
enzyme analog, and substrate molecules will be effective. The activation energy 
will be low. If the configuration deviates from the optimal one, the fraction of 

NICOTINIC ACID AMIDE 

OXIDIZED REDUCED 

FIG. 2 9 . A. Moieties essential for oxido-reduction capacity of vitamins. 

effective collisions decreases. The larger the deviation, the smaller is the in
trinsic activity of the vitamin analog, the smaller is the chance of an effective 
redox reaction, and the more the compound assumes the characteristics of an 
antivitamin. As a mat ter of fact, the affinity of the vitamin analog to the apo-
enzyme may also be decreased. However, such a decrease may be compensated 
for by an increase in the concentration of the analog. The decrease in intrinsic 
activity is manifest as a decrease in the turnover rate of the enzyme-analog-
substrate reaction, even when the enzyme analog is saturated with the 
substrate. 

In vitamin K, the redox system (386a) present in the naphthochinon nucleus 
is essential as a "Wi rkgruppe" (256a, 256b); it is essential for the intrinsic 
activity. The side chain is supposed to act as a "Haf tg ruppe" ; it contributes 
to the affinity. A decrease in the length of this chain results in an increase of the 
dose required (132e). 
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Percentage rate of DPN, taken as 100% 

Coenzyme or analog6 L ( - ) - L D H D( + ) - L D H 

TPN 0 0 
3-Acetylpyridine DPN 430 1300 
Pyridine-3-aldehyde DPN 7 57 
Thionicotinamide DPN 52 185 
3-Benzoylpyridine DPNC 215 13 
Deamino DPN 60 0 

aF r o m Kaplan (202). 
b TPN: triphosphopyridine nucleotide; DPN: diphosphopyridine nucleotide. 
c Rate for 55 min, whereas all other rates are for 30-90 sec intervals. 

Vitamin analogs, which have totally lost the redox properties, although the 
ability to be built into the coenzyme or enzyme is maintained, will behave as 
competitive antagonists of the vitamin in question, tha t is, as antivitamins. 
The incorporation of nicotinic acid analogs in coenzyme analogs and the 
formation of afunctional and partially functional analogs are reported by 
Brunnemann (75b). 

In the case of the ^-aminobenzoic acid (PABA) derivatives mentioned in 
Table X I I , it is conceivable tha t the analogs are built into folic acid, like PABA 
itself. This must be the case for the compounds able to substitute for PABA as 
a growth factor for E. coli 273—compounds with a high and an intermediate 
intrinsic activity. When the compounds with a low intrinsic activity are built 
into folic acid, there is no reason why this should not be the case for compounds 
with an intrinsic activity of zero, like 2-methyl-PABA (14). The experiments 
described in Section LB.5.2. Figs. 19 and 20, produced evidence for this as-

Pyridine nucleotides, in which various pyridine derivatives are substituted 
for nicotinic acid, vary in the effectiveness as coenzymes for lactic dehydro
genase (see Table XXIC). The influence of the variation in the configuration is 
emphasized by the difference in efficacy of the various diphosphopyridine 
nucleotide (DPN) derivatives for D( — )- and L( + )-laetic dehydrogenase, 
enzymes concerned with stereo-specific oxidation-reduction reactions (202, 
203). The discussions on the steric course of microbiological reactions give 
interesting points of reference for the pharmacologist dealing with steric prob
lems in drug action (103). 

T A B L E XXI . C 

PYRIDINE NUCLEOTIDE SPECIFICITY OF L( + ) AND D(—)-LACTIC DEHYDROGENASE 
( L D H ) A 
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sumption. Of the biosynthetic incorporation of metabolite analogs, e.g., purines 
and pyrimidines, many examples are known (101,127, 232, 253a, 260). They 
have been reviewed by Matthews (261). 

II.A.4.2.a (3) The Bate of Drug-Beceptor Association as a Basis for the 
Intrinsic Activity. The rate of occupation of the receptors by the drug may be 
the basis for the intrinsic activity. This rate in its turn depends on the time 
during which the molecule lingers on the receptor. Recently, Paton introduced 
the hypothesis t ha t the rate of association of drug and receptor is the only 
factor determining the ability of the drug to contribute to the effect—in our 
terms, determining the intrinsic activity (296, 296a, 297, 297a). 

Previously, Croxatto and Huidobro (112) assumed tha t a drug is effective 
only a t the moment its molecules are linked to the receptor. Durable linkage 
of the drug with the receptor would not mean a lasting contribution to the 
effect. At the moment of linkage—as Croxatto formulates it, a t the moment of 
the " eristallization" of the drug molecule into the receptor—free energy is 
liberated, serving as, or contributing to , a stimulus. This free energy must have 
a minimum indispensable, quantal magnitude in order to be effective. This 
reasoning gives an interpretation of the intrinsic activity on the basis of the 
frequency of occupation of the receptors and also includes the effectivity of 
each occupation, as such. 

Rocha e Silva (327) also suggests t ha t the induction of the effect may depend 
on the number of receptors occupied or hit by the drug. He postulates a receptor 
or trigger unit provided with a single moiety or bond holding some energetic 
group, as, for example, an energy-rich phosphate bond ( ~ P ) . The release of 
~ Ρ as a consequence of the collision between drug and receptor contributes 
the energy contained in ~ Ρ to the stimulus which starts the effect, e.g., a con
traction in muscle tissue. This ~ P , once released might transfer its high energy 
content to a myosine molecule. The degree of contraction of muscle may 
depend then on the number of ~ Ρ produced per unit of t ime and, therefore, 
on the frequency of effective receptor occupations. 

Sutherland (374) produced evidence for the formation of 3',5'-adenosine 
monophosphate from ATP under influence of catecholamines, e.g.,adrenaline 
(see Section II.A.7.2). This reaction may be the basis for a number of effects 
induced by these amines. In this case the intrinsic activity would depend on 
the rate of formation of the reaction products and, therefore, on the frequency 
of the effective collisions between drug and receptor. Belleau (50) suggests tha t 
possibly the formation of pyrophosphate in this reaction and the change in 
the p H caused in this way may be essential. 

Paton (296,296a, 297,297a) combined the concept of the drug-receptor inter-
tion, based on the mass action law, and the postulate tha t only the rate of 
association between drug and receptor determines the ability of the drug to 
contribute to the effect. He suggests as a possible model for the action of drugs 
on membranes and membrane potentials an ionic exchange system, such tha t 
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the drug displaces potassium ions from the carriers and, thus, enhances potas
sium extrusion from the cells. The rate of reloading of the system is possibly 
determinative for the intrinsic activity or the maximal stimulus obtained. 

For the individual drugs, the rate of drug-receptor association, t ha t is, the 
rate of liberation of energy or potassium may be lower than the rate of reloading 
or regeneration of the system. Then, the intrinsic activity varies for the 
various drugs. 

Paton (296, 296a, 297, 297a) remarked tha t in an equilibrium condition the 
rate of association is directly proportional to the rate of dissociation of the 
drug-receptor complex. The intrinsic activity is then determined by the 
reaction velocity constant k2. The consequence is t ha t Eq. 11 for the dose-
response relation changes to Eq. 11a, which is practically identical. The propor
tionality constant α is substituted by the reaction velocity constant k2. 

When the rate of drug-receptor interaction is determinative for the ability 
of the drug to induce an effect, it is, in fact, the rate of'' effective " drug-receptor 
interaction. This implies t ha t besides the reaction velocity constant k2, other 
constants (for instance, one for the fraction of associations t ha t is effective) 
determine the intrinsic activity. This results in Eq. l i b , which is practically 
identical to Eqs. 11 and 11a. If k2 is determinative for the intrinsic activity, a 
gradual decrease in the intrinsic activity and, therefore, a decrease in k2, as a 
rule will be accompanied by an increase in the affinity, for l/KA = kxjk2. 

Janku (192) derived equations for drug-receptor interactions on the basis 
of a purely statistical approach. He divided the time into the fraction during 
which the receptors are occupied and tha t during which they are free. The oc
cupation time is again divided into a fraction of effective occupation and one of 
ineffective occupation. This model, based on general assumptions, also includes 
the possibility of a gradual change from agonists to competitive antagonists. 
The equation obtained by Janku is in principle identical to Eq. 11. 

Equation 11 covers, in an approximate way, all models mentioned, as long 
as equilibria or dose-response curves are studied. 

? ± = 5 (ID 
Em 1 + (*Α/[Α]) { > 

(11a) 

( l ib ) 

Em 1 + (JTA/[A]) 

E A _ ak2 

E^ ~ l + (tfA/[A]) 

where KA = k2/kv 

When the rate of association is determinative for the intrinsic activity, a 
maximum in the response will occur a t the moment of application of the drug. 
At tha t moment, all receptors are free and the rate of association between drug 
and receptor reaches a maximum value. The response after equilibration is 
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always smaller than this maximum value. There is a gradual decrease from the 
initial maximum response to the equilibrium response. This phenomenon is 
called by Paton (296, 297) the " f a d e " in the time-response curves. 

A study of time-response curves will reveal the differences between the 
Eqs. 11 and 11a or l i b . The relation between time and response in the case of 
Eq. 11 becomes: 

έ = ϊ Τ ( ί ρ ϊ ) ( 1 - β χ ρ [ - ^ Α ] + ^ ] ) ( 1 2 ) 

After equilibration, t is large, and this equation becomes identical to Eq. 11. 
Figure 30 represents time-response curves calculated from Eq. 12. The response 
gradually increases with the t ime until the equilibrium value is reached. The 
time-response relation for the case of Eq. 1 l a is represented by: 

k - ( y A I - i W A i i ) ^ i - W A i + ^ ^ T C T A 5 <1 2" 
After equilibrium, t is large, and this equation becomes identical to Eq. 11a. 
Figure 31 represents time-response curves calculated from Eq. 12a. The 
equilibrium response is lower than the maximum response with which is 
started. The quotient of this maximum response ^ [ A ] and the equilibrium 
response is: 

* ι [ Α ] / Έ , Κ Λ [A] 
k2 \ +[A]7 KA 

+ 1 (13) 

The consequence is tha t , if cumulative dose-response curves are studied, which 
implies tha t a series of small doses is applied, the fade phenomenon in the time-
response curves is markedly reduced (Fig. 32). The time necessary for diffusion 
of the drug into the organ and to the receptors will further reduce the fade 
phenomenon. The consequence is t ha t with the cumulative method as given in 
the foregoing sections the phenomenon of the maximum in the time-response 
curves will only minimally disturb the estimation of dose-response curves. 
The theoretical reasoning based on equilibria, is valid both in the case in 
which the intrinsic activity is determined by the mode in which the drug-
receptor interaction takes place, as well as in the case t ha t the intrinsic 
activity is determined by the rate of association of drug and receptor. 

One has to be aware of the fact t ha t an experimental approach to the time-
response relation, as far as receptor occupation is concerned, will always be 
complicated by the time necessary for diffusion of the drug into the biological 
object as well as the time required for the sequence of events leading from the 
stimulus to the final effect. 

As far as the maximum in the time-response curve and therefore the fade 
phenomenon is concerned, the use of an isometric or auxotonic lever for regist
ering the response (296, 297) may easily induce such a phenomenon in the 
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time-response curves as an artifact. In the isolated organ brought to contrac
tion under isometric conditions, high tensions are built up, to which the organ 
may give way by a change in shape, i.e., elongate. This in turn will result in a 

! 1 I 1 
1 2 t 1 2 t 

FIG. 30. FIG. 31. 

FIGS. 30 and 31. Theoretical time-response curves for different concentrations of a com
pound A calculated from Eq. 12 (Fig. 30) and Eq. 12a (Fig. 31). Note that in Fig. 30 the 
response is determined by the fraction of the receptors occupied; in Fig. 31, by the rate 
of occupation. In both, equal equilibrium responses (t is large) are obtained. [A] in M~x. 

fade in the tension developed originally. Even with the isotonic registration, 
the further the muscle contracts, the more the originally isotonic contraction 
becomes isometric. This implies tha t the internal tensions built up in the piece 
of gut may possibly lead to the fade phenomenon. The fade can easily occur as 
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an artifact. For the experimental s tudy of time-response relations, isotonic 
registering seems to be the safest. 

In a recent interesting article writ ten by Paton (297) an extensive theor
etical and experimental approach is given to the concept tha t only the rate of 
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FIG. 32. Theoretical cumulative dose-response curve calculated from Eq. 12a; # repre
sents the maxima in the response induced by the subsequent doses. (Read left scale.) 
Ο represents the equilibrium response (t is large). (Read right scale.) Note that the pheno
menon of the maxima is most clear with high doses. In the experimental curves because 
of the time necessary for diffusion of the drug and for the contraction, the maxima will be 
less pronounced. (Dose and concentration given in M _ 1. ) 

receptor occupation is determinative for the ability of a drug to contribute to 
the effect, t ha t is, for the differences between agonist, partial agonist, and 
competitive antagonist. Pa ton puts the " r a t e " theory as a substitute for 
tha t based on equilibria—called by him "occupat ion" theory. We think tha t 
the rate concept is a new extension of receptor theory. I t describes one of the 
various basic factors tha t can be determinative for the intrinsic activity. 
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One of the merits of the emphasis on kinetics made by Paton is t h a t it en
forces a more kinetic approach and tha t it draws at tention to the time-response 
relations, which in fact are a t the basis of the dose-response relations obtained 
from the study of equilibria. 

The fade phenomenon in drug action and desensitization or tachyphylaxis 
has drawn earlier at tention. The interpretation of this was already the aim of 
the "po ten t i a l " theory on drug action, a model introduced by Straub in 1907 
(371) and discussed by Clark (106). In this model, the drug is supposed to act 
only as long as there is a concentration gradient from the extracellular to the 
intracellular phase, or in other words, as long as there is a flux of the drug into 
the cell. This model allows for an initial maximum in the time-effect curve; the 
initial gradient is high. The fade in the effect with the decrease of this gradient 
is evident. The effect may totally fade away although the drug is still present. 
The model also predicts a desensitization of the biological object after removal 
of the drug from the extracellular phase as long «»s there is an intracellular 
residue of the drug. This potential or flux theory cannot give an interpretation 
for the intricate relationship between chemical structure and action and 
phenomena such as competitive antagonism. 

Mackay (252a) essentially enlarged the scope of the "po t en t i a l " theory by 
introducing specific carriers for the transport of the drug, a combination of 
"po ten t i a l " theory and receptor theory. Many of the possibilities of the 
classical receptor theory are embodied in the relation of the drugs to their 
specific receptors on the carriers. The equations obtained on the basis of this 
"flux-carrier hypothesis" are practically analogous to the equations given in 
the foregoing sections. The intrinsic activity, a, is substi tuted by a term in which 
the diffusion coefficient for the specific drug-carrier complex represents the 
drug dependency. In special cases, for example, if the effect concerns a change 
in membrane potential, this term may contain more drug-depending constants 
such as the charge on the drug or the drug-carrier complex, etc. The "flux-
carrier" hypothesis was brought forward by Mackay only very recently and is 
mentioned here thanks to his courtesy in supplying us with preliminary 
information. This hypothesis represents another, and possibly promising, 
possibility to approach the factors a t the base of the intrinsic activity for 
particular types of drugs and drug actions, such as those on the neuromuscular 
junction and on ganglia. 

After the discussion of the theories concerned with the basic processes of the 
induction of the stimulus—the processes concerned with the intrinsic activity 
—it may be of interest to compare these theories with those in the field of taste 
and smell. In these fields, too, receptor theory is applicable. 

As early as 1919, Renqvist (320c) assumed tha t the stimulus or the intensity 
of the taste-response to chemical compounds is proportional to the rate of 
receptor occupation, the amount of compound adsorbed to the receptor surface 
per unit of time. The net rate of adsorption is meant, which has as a consequence 
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a full adaptation, a disappearance of the response, after equilibration. This 
concept is formally related to the " p o t e n t i a l " theory. Renqvist considered 
instead of the net flux into the cells, the net flux to the receptor surface. If, 
instead of the net flux, the real rate of receptor occupation, a unidirectional 
flux, is taken into account, a rest-response will persist after equilibration. 
Lasareff in 1922 (231b) realized that , under equilibrium conditions, the rate of 
receptor occupation is determined by the rate of dissociation of the complex. 

A more recent assumption made by Beidler (47c, d) sounds: " the magnitude 
of response is directly proportional to the number of sites filled. The maximum 
response, the response to a high concentration of the compound, occurs when 
all sites are filled." Rs = (a-N) where Rs is the maximum response, N, the 
number of receptor sites and a a proportionality constant which is directly 
comparable to the intrinsic activity (see Section II.A.2.1). Using the assump
tions of Renqvist as well as those of Beidler, competition phenomena can be 
interpreted. There is an extensive analogy between these theories applied 
in the field of taste and those mentioned above. An equation identical to 
Eq. 6 (Section II.A.3) is obtained if, in the equations derived for the case of a 
competition, the proportionality constants (a) or the intrinsic activities (but 
then for both competing compounds) are introduced. For the taste receptors, 
too, implications such as competitive inhibition and dualism in action may be 
expected. For further information the reader is referred to papers of Beidler 
(47c) and of Beets (47b). 

II.A.4.2.&. E X P E R I M E N T S 

Experiments presented by Paton (297) make it probable t ha t the actions 
of certain spasmogens, histamine and acetylcholine, on the isolated gut of the 
guinea pig mainly depend on the rate of receptor occupation. The auxotonic 
lever is used, which implies t ha t with an increase of the contraction the tension 
in the piece of gut increases. As a consequence the piece of gut may give way 
to the tensions developed and a phenomenon of fade may be simulated. Time-
response curves were made by us for the acetylcholinomimetic furthrethonium 
on the isolated gut of the ra t with the isotonic lever (Fig. 33 A). 

An alternate increase and decrease of the load on the lever, therefore of the 
load on the piece of gut, demonstrates t ha t the fade is practically absent with 
the slightly loaded lever and clear with the heavily loaded lever. The presence 
of the peristalsis implies t ha t the absence of the fade is not a consequence of an 
inertia in the system (see Fig. 33B). No fade was observed unless the piece of 
gut was used for hours. 

The advantage of the use of the isolated gut of the ra t is t ha t it does not 
respond to nicotine and eventual nicotinic actions of other drugs (216). I t is 
well-known tha t with nicotine there is a quick relaxation after a contraction 
is induced in the guinea pig ileum. Furthrethonium is stable in contrast to 
acetylcholine (ACh). The hydrolysis of ACh can contribute to the fade. One 
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should be aware of the fact tha t the fade may result from an exhaustion of the 
tissue. An exhaustion which requires a certain regeneration time causes a 
kind of refractory period and a certain degree of desensitization of the tissue 
for a drug after the application of a high dose of tha t drug. This desensitization 
will be crossed for various drugs. After high doses of ACh or histamine, the 
guinea pig ileum is insensitive to BaCl2, serotonin, ACh, and histamine (184a). 
The rate concept implies a more specific desensitization phenomenon (296,297). 

jejunum 

H F u r f M e , xlO"4 xlO"4 x 1 0 " 4 mM H F u r f M e , χ 1 ( Γ 4 χ Ι Ο -4 χ 10"* mM 

FIG. 33. A. Registrogram of cumulative dose-response curves obtained with furthreth-
onium (HFurf Me3) on the isolated jejunum of the rat. Note that a " fade " in the response is 
absent in the fresh organ (a). It appears in the curves obtained after the jejunum is sus
pended in the bath fluid for about 2 hr (c). On a second fresh piece of jejunum a cumulative 
dose-response curve (d) and responses with single doses (e, f) are demonstrated. Even 
15 min. after application no "fade" is observed. 

Time-response relations were also studied for the action of acetylcholinomi-
metics, for instance, BuNMe 3 on the isolated rectus abdominis muscle of the 
frog. The results are represented in Fig. 34A and Fig. 34B. 

Although the experimental curves obtained (Fig. 34A) resemble the 
theoretical curves given in Fig. 30, they do not obey the laws for bimolecular 
reaction. The relation between the doses used and the slope of the curves ob
tained in Fig. 34B approach much more those expected for a monomolecular 
reaction than those for a bimolecular one. This makes it probable tha t not the 
drug-receptor interaction, but diffusion or other processes are determinative 
for the time-response relation. 

Cumulative time-response curves obtained with histamine on the isolated 
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gut of the guinea pig are represented in Fig. 34C. As expected from the theory, 
the phenomenon of the maxima becomes prominent with the higher doses 
only. 

If the load on the piece of gut is increased, the maxima appear a t lower doses. 
Mechanical factors which may interfere with the time-response relations can 

be eliminated by measuring changes in the membrane potential instead of the 

i leum(guinea pig) 

Histamine χ 10"5 

FIG. 33. B . Registrogram of dose-response curves obtained with histamine on the isolated 
ileum of the guinea pig. The load on the piece of gut is alternately increased and decreased. 
Note that the "fade" in the response is clear for the heavily loaded (b, d) and absent for 
the slightly loaded (c, e) gut. 

contraction in the organ. Such experiments were performed by Jenkinson 
(196a). He recorded the time course of the depolarization a t the motor endplate 
after application of cholinergic drugs. The curves obtained by him are strongly 
reminiscent of those of Fig. 34. There is no sign of a fade phenomenon. In 
Fig. 34, slow fibers in the frog rectus muscle are involved, while the changes in 
membrane potential were recorded on striated muscle of the extensor 
digitorum longus IV of the frog. 

Higman and co-workers (180a) studied the t ime course of the changes 
induced by acetylcholinomimetics such as carbamylcholine and nicotine in the 
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membrane potential of the single electroplax of Electrophorus electricus. 
Figure 3 4 D represents one of their experiments. There is no sign of a fade 
phenomenon. 

The experimental time-effect relations mentioned are suggestive for a 
mechanism in which a gradual increase of the number of receptors occupied is 
determinative for the effect. One should bear in mind, however, the fact tha t 
the rate of diffusion of the drug to the receptors and the t ime concerned with 
the stimulus-effect relation (for instance, the t ime necessary for the diffusion 

% c o n t r a c t i o n ; r e c t . a b d . ( f r o g ) 

• L—J L J U 10 seconds 
Ο > > I t 1 I I I 

Ο > t t i ι ι ) 
FIG. 34. A . A registrogram of time-response curves obtained with various doses of 

BuNMe3 on the isolated rectus abdominis muscle of the frog. The time scale varies for the 
various curves. E e is the height of the contraction finally obtained with the dose con
cerned, φ : addition of the drug, t 0: time used as time zero in Fig. 34B. Note: there is a 
gradual increase of the response with the time. Compare with Fig. 30. 

of ions underlying the changes in the membrane potential) may be determina
tive for the time-effect relationship (19,196a). 

The speed of antagonism of tubocurarine by potassium ions appears to be 
mainly determined by the rate of diffusion of these ions into the muscle (111b). 

On the ra t diaphragm Holmes et al. (182) found tha t the speed of paralysis by 
curare is determined by the rate of diffusion. Removal of the drug too is deter
mined by diffusion. This appears to be also true for the action of adrenaline on 
vascular smooth muscle (58). 

The introduction of the rate of occupation of the receptors by drug molecules 
as the factor determining the intrinsic activity of drugs, may help to elucidate 
a number of phenomena in the time-response curves and lead to new experi
ments (296, 296a, 297, 297a). If, e.g., the rate of occupation is an essential 
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factor for the intrinsic activity, it may be expected tha t not only the mimetics 
but the lytics, for instance, atropine and d-tuboeurarine, also will induce an 
initial response (a contraction) before acting as a blocking agent. The mimetics 
after "wash ing" may still occupy a fraction of the receptors, although the 
effect they induced has practically disappeared. This will lead to a desensitiza
tion of the organ with respect to a following dose of the same mimetic (296,297). 

20 40 60 60 100 120 140 160 seconds 

FIG. 34. B. Experimental time-response curves represented in Fig. 34A, are plotted in a 
special way. The points © # Ο 3 Ο given in Fig. 34A are identical with the final point in the 
curves of this figure. For E e and t 0 see Fig. 34A. Note: the curves become straightened by 
this procedure. This is expected in the case of a bimolecular reaction of drug and receptor. 
It is also expected if a monomolecular reaction or if diffusion processes determine the rela
tion between time and response. The relation between the doses and the slopes of the curves 
pleads for the last suggestion. 

The " r a t e " concept may be of use in the interpretation of relations between 
structure and activity. The change of agonists to competitive antagonists as 
a result of a substitution of ethyl groups on the onium group in the acetyl-
cholinomimetics, may be interpreted in the light of the possibility of neutraliza
tion of the anionic site on the receptor (15, 17, 332, 333). The change from 
agonist to competitive antagonist as a result of the introduction of larger 
groups in the chain, or acidic par t of the acetylcholinomimetics, leaving the 
trimethylammonium group unchanged, is more difficult to interpret on this 
basis. The introduction of such groups, particularly of ring systems, will result 
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 FIG. 34. C. A registrogram of cumulative dose-response curves for histamine tested on the ileum of the guinea pig. The time between the 
subsequent additions of the increasing doses is varied: for a, b, c, and d: 2 f o r e: 1 \', while for f and g the following dose is added at the mo
ment that the contraction induced by the foregoing dose ceased. This technique is usually followed (see Figs. 16, 28, 43, 44, and 45). Note 
that in a number of cases, maxima appear with higher doses. Compare with Fig. 32. 

ileum (guinea pig) 
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in an increase of binding forces, especially van der Waals ' forces, on additional 
receptor parts (see Section I I . A.5), and therefore in a decrease in k2. This reac
tion velocity constant for the dissociation of the drug-receptor complex in 
equilibrium conditions, determines the possible rate of association. In the case 
of the rate concept, the gradual decrease in k2 will result in a gradual decrease 
in the intrinsic activity and a gradual change from agonist to competitive 
antagonist. 

A decrease in the intrinsic activity as a result of a decrease in k2 (the rate 
concept) implies an increase of the affinity. The experiments demonstrate tha t , 

10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 
TIME (minutes) 

FIG. 34. D . Changes induced by carbamylcholine in the membrane potential of the 
isolated electroplax. Note: after application of the drug there is a steady increase of the 
depolarization approaching some equilibrium state. There is no fade phenomenon in the 
curves. From Higman et al. (180a). 

as a rule, the loss of intrinsic activity is accompanied by a loss in affinity. The 
increase in affinity takes place after the intrinsic activity is lost (see Tables 
X X I I , X X I I I , XXIV, and XXV). 

The binding on additional receptor parts may lead to a dislocation of the 
cationic head of the drug molecule with respect to the anionic site on the 
receptor. This might have as a result a decrease in the fraction of effective 
associations (neutralizations), which implies a gradual change from agonist to 
competitive antagonist as well as a decrease in the affinity. 

I t will be clear to the reader tha t the various ways to interpret the intrinsic 
activity are only different approaches from one theory, the receptor theory. 
The study of time-response curves as a means for differentiation between these 
possibilities seems not very promising, because of the interference of time-
dependent diffusion processes, and the time dependency between stimulus and 
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effect. The intrinsic activity as represented in the equation for equilibrium 
between drug and receptor covers the various models given above. Therefore, 
in the following chapters we will proceed from equilibria for both theoretical 
and experimental considerations. As mentioned before, the results thus ob
tained are valid for cases in which the basis for intrinsic activity is the mode of 
occupation or the rate of occupation. 

For an advanced physical approach to the problem of drug-receptor inter
action the reader is referred to the clear thoughtful discussion by Ling (239a). 

II.A.5. AFFINITY A N D INTRINSIC ACTIVITY IN RELATION T O 
CHEMICAL STRUCTURE 

To reiterate, affinity and intrinsic activity are, in fact, principles implicitly 
present in the theory of competitive inhibition. The agonists have an affinity 
for specific receptors and an intrinsic activity, while the competitive an
tagonists have an affinity, but no intrinsic activity. In fact, in the classical 
theory of competitive antagonism, the intrinsic activity is present on an all-
or-none basis. 

The introduction of the principles of affinity and intrinsic activity in the 
receptor theory, in such a way tha t both are continuously variable, has resulted 
in a number of theoretical dose-response relations, which can be confirmed by 
experiments with homologous series of various types of drugs. Wha t is the 
background of affinity and intrinsic activity? 

In a physicochemical sense, the interaction between drug and receptor can 
be seen as a mutual molding. I t is not a molding only in the spatial sense, but 
also a mutual adaptation of charge distribution, etc. I t is these processes 
which, for instance, lead to an activation of the substrate molecules on the 
active sites of enzymes and which, as far as the receptor itself is concerned, 
form the primary step to the induction of the stimulus and, therefore, of the 
effect. 

A great variety of models can be suggested for the chemical process t ha t 
s tarts the sequence of events leading to the final effect. In other words, many 
types of chemical reactions may constitute the stimulus. In relation to the 
spatial rearrangement and the redistribution of charges, the so-called propa
gated reactions, are of interest (137, 355, 355a). Hypothetical models for such 
reactions are given in Figs. 35A and B. This type of reaction can result in a 
liberation of endogenous compounds from carriers or storage receptors, a 
change in the properties of pores, etc. As indicated by Klotz (209a), hydrated 
side-chains in macromolecules are especially suitable for the mediation of 
changes in charge distribution over longer distances. An elucidative discussion 
of the transmission of inductive effects in molecules over long distances is 
given by Ling (239a). 

For the mutual interference of drug and receptor, the fields which belong 
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to cationic and anionic sites and other regions with a high or low electron 
density are of importance. They result in ionic binding and reinforced ionic 
binding. Metals can be involved by the formation of chelates. The weaker fields 
which result in van der Waals ' forces, and hydrogen bonds too, must be taken 
into account. These various bonds result in a reversible interaction between 
drug and receptor. The covalent binding results in an irreversible interaction. 

The affinity is the resultant of the mutual molding of drug and receptor in 
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FIG. 35. A . Hypothetical models for propagated action in a series of ionic interchange 

the most general sense. All fractions of the total bonding complex contribute 
to the affinity. The intrinsic activity will often be related to a particular par t 
of the interaction. 

Cavallini et al. (88b) differentiated in the drug molecule a supporting moiety 
mainly conferring affinity to the drug for the receptors and a radical moiety 
mainly determining the type of action. An analogous differentiation is made 
in the field of cancer chemotherapy. In the various nitrogen-mustard deriva
tives there can be differentiated the mustard moiety, the cytotoxic group or 
"war-head," and the carrier (328a). Groups such as amino acids, sugars, and 
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steroids (318a) may act as carrier moiety. The differentiation of a supporting 
moiety or carrier and a radical moiety or war-head, is highly compatible with 
the differentiation in affinity and intrinsic activity. 

The unsaturated lactone moiety present in the various cardiac glycosides 
appears to be essential for cardiac activity. Simple saturated lactones like 
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FIG. 35. B . Hypothetical models for propagated action in a series of SH, S—S inter
changes. From Schwartz et al. (355). 

butyrolactone can protect chick embryos from digitoxin toxicity. An effect 
assumed to be due to a competition of the saturated lactone with the unsatur
ated one for common receptors (109a). Certain nonsteroidal unsaturated 
lactones have cardiac glycoside-like actions (155a). Also, here there is a 
differentiation of a moiety in the molecule, the lactone group, which is deter
minative for the intrinsic activity, from a moiety, the steroid nucleus, which 
may be supposed to contribute mainly to the affinity. 
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Especially in larger drug molecules like the biologically active polypeptides, 
a differentiation between moieties—essential for the intrinsic activity and, for 
drug binding, the affinity—seems feasible. Take, for instance, the differentia
tion in an "a t t achmen t s i t e " and "act ive s i t e " or a differentiation in 
"functional amino acid residues" and "filler" sequences in the various 
polypeptide hormones as postulated by Hofmann (181b,c,d,e) and Schwyzer 
(356a). The binding of vasopressin to the receptors on which permeability 
changes are induced, is supposed to be mainly based on the polar groups in the 
amino acid chain of the hormone, while the disulfide moiety is supposed to be 
essential for the induction of the changes in the size of the pores (see Fig. 35B 
(137b, 355a). Among the amino acid residues in the active sites on enzymes, 
Koshland (216b) differentiates between residues involved in the specificity 
(affinity) and residues involved in bond changing (the chemical change in the 
substrate). A corresponding differentiation in residues of moieties is possible 
in the substrate molecule. 

The differentiation of a " Wirk Gruppe " and " Haft Gruppe " in vitamins as 
postulated by Martius (256a,b) is also reminiscent of intrinsic activity and 
affinity. In fact, all these examples have much in common with the differentia
tion between toxophoric group and haptophoric group in drugs postulated by 
Ehrlich, which, too, already implies a differentiation between intrinsic 
activity and affinity. 

If competitive antagonists of a drug exist, the affinity and intrinsic activity 
are correlated with different moieties or configurations in the chemical struc
ture , or, more accurately, with the physicochemical properties related to these 
configurations. If the chemical structure is changed, the value of both terms 
may vary more or less independently. 

In a number of cases, it may be possible to differentiate experimentally in 
the chemical structure of a drug between the moieties or configurations mainly 
responsible for the affinity and those mainly responsible for the intrinsic activity. 
The smaller the drug molecules are, the smaller will be the chance to differen
tiate, for in t ha t case each change in the structure will influence all properties 
of the molecules. For these smaller molecules a certain parallelism in the 
changes may be expected which implies t h a t a decrease in the intrinsic activity 
will be accompanied by a decrease in the affinity. This will be the case especially 
when the primary agonistic drug has a high potency, which implies tha t there 
is a high degree of complementarity between drug and receptor. 

In the following sections, for a number of biologically important compounds 
such as acetylcholine, histamine, and arterenol, an analysis will be made 
concerning the significance of the various moieties in the molecule for affinity 
and intrinsic activity. The study of the gradual change from agonist to antago
nists, therefore from cholinomimetics to cholinolytics, from histamine to 
antihistaminics, and from sympathomimetics to sympatholytics, may be 
instructive in this respect. 
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II.A.5.1. From Cholinomimetics to Cholinolytics 
In the group of quaternary ammonium compounds and in many other series 

of such compounds studied, there are fairly clear relations between structure 
and activity. Very often these onium compounds are substituents in some 
way or another for ACh or competitive antagonists for ACh, therefore, ACh-
mimetics or -lytics. On the receptors for ACh we may expect to find to some 
extent a complement of the physicochemical properties of ACh. As far as the 
charge on this molecule is concerned, the positive one on the onium group is 
strongly dominant, and a negative site on the receptor may be expected for 
this par t of the drug. 

The forces developed by the interaction of the heavily charged ionic groups 
have a wide range of action and, thus, may be of importance as detecting and 
directing groups in the approach to the receptors. The electrostatic attraction 
of the ions decreases with the square of the distance. For the rest of the mole
cule, van der Waals ' forces and hydrogen bonds, which have a short range of 
action, contribute to the binding between drug and receptor. For the van der 
Waals ' forces, there is a decrease to the sixth or seventh power of the distance. 
These forces only come into action after a close approach between certain 
parts of drug and receptor, meaning tha t the spatial relations in this par t of 
the drug may be of special importance. This par t must be especially well 
adapted to the receptor. As long as a reversible interaction between drug and 
receptor takes place, covalent bonds are highly improbable. The binding 
energies for the various forces of interaction are : for the covalent bond, 
40-100 kcal/mole; the ionic bond, 5-10 kcal/mole; the hydrogen bond, 2-5 
kcal/mole; and for the van der Waals ' bonds, about 0.5-5 kcal/mole (280). 

II.A.5.1.a. T H E ONIUM GROUP IN CHOLINERGIC D R U G S 

The effects of ACh, as a rule, are accompanied by electrophysiological 
phenomena, namely a decrease in the membrane potential a t the site of action 
a so-called depolarization (85, 86, 87, 88, 381, 382). The membrane permea
bility for cations is increased. The mimetics cause such a depolarization; the 
lytics do not. I t is logical to assume tha t the onium group in the cholinomi
metic drugs, as in ACh, is primarily responsible for the induction of the electro
physiological events. Thus, the interference of the electrical field of the posi
tively charged onium group with tha t on the negative site of the receptor is 
supposed to be essential for the induction of the stimulus and the effect. 

Consequently, a decrease of the charge of the onium group, a steric hindrance 
by substitution of large groups on the onium group, and a shielding of the elec
trical field around the onium group by suitable substitution, may be expected 
to result in a decrease in the intrinsic activity, possibly accompanied by a 
decrease in the affinity. Studies of the relation between chemical structure 
and biological activity revealed t ha t substitution of the methyl groups on the 
onium side of ACh-mimetics by ethyl groups, very regularly results in a de-
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crease of the intrinsic activity, and, thus, in development of ACh-lytics (see 
Tables XVI I I , X I X , and XX) (15, 17, 332, 333, 334). This substitution, the 
introduction of larger and electron repulsing groups, may result in a decrease 
of the positive charge on the onium group. At the same time as a consequence 
of the steric hindrance by the larger ethyl groups, the approach of the onium 
group to the receptor, i.e., the interference of the field around this group with 
the field a t the negative site of the receptor, is disturbed. A masking of the 
charge of the onium group by the ethyl groups may be involved. Information 
relative to the influence of a stepwise ethylation of the onium group on the de
polarizing action of decamethonium on the endplate potential, is available. 
The trimethyl derivative has a strong, and the ethyldimethyl derivative 
a weak, depolarizing activity. The diethylmethyl and the triethyl derivative 
have no depolarizing activity (382). 

As the interaction of the onium group with the receptor also contributes to 
the binding between drug and receptor, the decrease in the intrinsic activity 
by stepwise ethylation will be accompanied by a decrease in the affinity (311, 
330). 

Tertiary amines as a rule are only weak parasympathomimetics (336). The 
amino group in the parasympatholytic may be tert iary (atropine) or quaternary 
(propantheline). If in the tert iary or quaternary compounds the amino group 
bears only small substituents (methyl groups or methyl groups and a single 
ethyl group) the quaternary compounds are the more active parasym
patholytics (225). If the compounds bear larger groups, the quaternary 
compounds may be the less active ones. This is the case, e.g., with atropine 
which is more active than methyl atropine (336). As a rule, the difference in 
activity between quaternary and tert iary compounds is much larger for the 
cholinomimetics than for the cholinolytic compounds. 

The substitution of long alkyl chains on the quaternary ammonium group 
leads to the appearance of nonspecific spasmolytic properties, a papaverine-like 
action, represented by the p i ) ' 2 values in Table X X I I I (see Section I I .B . 1.4). 
This is also true for other series of quaternary ammonium compounds (25,129) 
especially if tested on the frog rectus muscle or the neuromuscular junction 
(330, 331, 332, and Section I I . B . 1 . 1 , and others). 

In general, the tert iary compounds are more apt to show a papaverine-like 
action than the quaternary analogs (336). 

II.A.5.1.6. T H E CHAIN IN CHOLINERGIC DRUGS 

In addition to the onium group also the rest of the ACh molecule contributes 
to the binding forces for the receptors. Here van der Waals ' forces and hydrogen 
bonds are in action. Therefore, a very close approach to the receptor will be 
necessary in order to effect this contribution. Changes in the spatial structure 
of this par t of the molecule may particularly change these binding forces. For 
a highly active drug this will almost always mean a decrease in affinity. 
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The chain of the ACh molecule can be dispensed with, as long as the methyl
ated onium group remains. Tetramethylammonium behaves as an ACh-mi-
metic with a high intrinsic activity, although the affinity to the specific recep
tors is markedly reduced. Choline and even tetramethylammonium produce 
maximal contraction of the isolated gut of the ra t and of the isolated rectus 
muscle of the frog, equal to tha t of ACh (Fig. 2) (25,28a). The binding forces are 
decreased and consequently much higher doses are needed. The pZ>2 values are 
low (see Tables XVI and XIX) . The onium group is essential for the intrinsic 
activity and it contributes to the affinity of the drug to the receptors, partially 
through the binding energy and partially because of its action as a detecting 
and directing group. 

As far as changes in the chain of the ACh molecule are concerned, it is found 
tha t for the receptors for ACh at the parasympathetic terminal synapse, e.g., 
the neuro-effector junction for smooth muscle a t the end of the vagus nerve, 
a chain length of 5 atoms is optimal (186): a decrease to 4 atoms results in a 
marked decrease in potency. The pZ>2 values of the drugs decrease. ACh also 
effects the transmission of the impulses from one nerve cell to another, the 
interneuronal junction, or ganglionic synapse. To delineate the parasympatho
mimetic muscarine-like action in the periphery, the ganglion-stimulating 
action is called the "nicot inic" action. For the receptors for ACh a t the gang
lionic synapse, compounds with a chain length of 4 atoms are more active than 
similar compounds with a chain length of 5 atoms (see Table XVI) . This means 
tha t a difference in the receptors for ACh at the different sites of action is 
probable. Substitution of a methyl group in the /?-position to the onium group 
slightly influences the binding to the receptors at the parasympathetic terminal 
synapse but results in a marked decrease of the binding of the compounds a t 
the ganglionic synapse. This underlines the importance of the spatial or 
steric complementarity of the chain of ACh and other parasympathomimetics 
and their specific receptors (see Table XVI) . 

Nicotinic activity requires, according to Barlow (35, 35a), a weakly positive 
group a t 3-4 interatomic distances from the strongly positive cationic head of 
the molecule, constituted of a quaternary ammonium or a tert iary amino 
group. Sekul and Holland (358) concluded tha t a group with a high electron 
density instead of a weakly positive group is necessary. This assumption is 
based on experiments with various unsaturated acid esters of choline (142c, 
18 If, 403a). If a reinforcible dipole is assumed as a complementary group on the 
receptor, a weakly positive as well as a weakly negative group in the drug may 
contribute to the interaction with the receptor. The parasympathomimetics, 
especially those with high potency, are closely related structurally (see Table 
XVI) . This is in agreement with the considerations on drugs and receptors 
which have been presented earlier. 

Interesting studies on the structural requirements for ACh-mimetics were 
published by Ing (186,187), Welsh (394,395), Michelson et al. (268), Brown (74), 
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T A B L E X X I I . A 

INTRINSIC ACTIVITIES AND AFFINITIES (pD2 AND pA2) OF GRADUALLY ETHYLATED 
ANALOGS OF ACETYLCHOLINE, TESTED ON THE JEJUNUM OF THE RAT 

Me3 Me2Et MeEt2 E t 3 

α Aft. α Aff. α Aff. α Aff. 

C _ C - 0 - C - C - N + R 3 1 7 .0 1 6 .3 1 4.2 1 4 .1 

II 
0 
0 c 
1 1 

C / C \ 0 / C \ C _ _ N + R 3 1 7 .3 1 7 .1 0 . 3 4 . 0 0 3 .6 

C — C — 0 — C — C — N + R 3 1 5.8 1 5.3 0 4 . 1 0 4 . 0 

C — C — C — C — C — N + R 3 1 5.4 0 . 4 5.2 0 4 .1 0 4 . 4 

and the intrinsic activities of four series of gradually ethylated derivatives of 
acetylcholine in which the ester group is eliminated par t by part . The change 
from cholinomimetic to cholinolytic, as a result of the ethylation of the onium 
group, does not take place in acetylcholine itself. The more the ester group is 
eliminated, the stronger the influence of the ethylation, and the earlier the 
change from mimetic to lytic takes place. Suppose the change of cholino
mimetic to cholinolytic activity as a result of the gradual ethylation has to be 
ascribed to a hindrance of the neutralization of the anionic site on the receptors 
by the cationic head (the onium group of the drug). Then the results summarized 
in Table X X I I A suggest the conclusion tha t the ester group facilitates this 
neutralization or ion-pair formation and, therefore, possibly facilitates the 
approach of cationic head and anionic site. The ester group in acetylcholine 
appears not to be essential for the intrinsic activity; it contributes, however, 
to the intrinsic activity. 

Schueler (351), Barlow (34, 35), van Rossum (332, 333, 334, 337, 338), and 
Waser (392, 392a). 

II.A.5.1.C. T H E E S T E R G R O U P IN CHOLINERGIC D R U G S . 

The ester group in the chain of ACh, or an analogous configuration in the 
cholinergic drug—probably because of its hydrogen bond forming capacity— 
contributes to the binding a t the parasympathetic terminal synapse. This is 
demonstrated by a comparison of pentyltr imethylammonium, which lacks 
this group, with ACh (Fig. 2). 

Wha t is the significance of the ester group or its equivalents in the acetyl-
cholinomimetics as far as affinity and intrinsic activity are concerned? Table 
X X I I A summarizes the values for the affinities ( p i ) 2

 v a m es a nd p^42
 v al u e s) 
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The stepwise increase of the substituents on the onium group of acetyl-
cholinomimetics, such as substitution of ethyl for methyl, results in a decrease 
in the intrinsic activity. Changes or substitutions in the chain of ACh largely 
result in a change of the affinity to the specific receptors. As the molecules of 
the ACh-mimetics are small, substitution on the onium group will also result 
in a decrease in the affinity, while changes in the chain of the molecules may 
also have an influence on the intrinsic activity. In these smaller molecules, the 
binding forces tha t effect the affinity are not easily differentiated from those 
forces tha t are concerned with the intrinsic activity. The intrinsic activity is 
assumed to be particularly dependent on the properties of the onium group. 

I I . A.5.1.d. T H E LARGER ALKYL GROUPS AND P H E N Y L GROUPS IN CHOLINERGIC 
DRUGS 

The introduction of one or two larger alkyl or phenyl groups in a parasympa
thomimetic, e.g., ACh, opposite to, and a t a suitable distance from, the onium 
group results in a decrease of the intrinsic activity, t ha t is, in the development 
of acetylcholinolytics (see Tables XVII , XVI I I , X I X , X X I I , and X X I I I ) . 
As mentioned the decrease in the intrinsic activity is possibly due to a disloca
tion of the onium group with respect to the negative site of the receptor. How
ever, a decrease in k2 might be the reason (see Section II.A.4). I t can be taken 
for granted tha t the receptor involved in the action of atropine or propantheline 
is more protracted than tha t of ACh. The phenyl groups of propantheline 
interact with an additional receptor surface next to, but different from, the 
receptor surface for ACh (24, 25, 28a). 

A lytic is expected to compete with the mimetic for the same receptors, but 
often the lytic requires a larger surface for interaction than the mimetic. 
Frequently, there may be a clear structural relationship between mimetic and 
lytic. Figure 36 and Tables X X I I and X X I I I illustrate the relations between 
mimetics and the corresponding lytics previously discussed. As will be shown 
in Section II.A.5.4 such a stringent relationship between the structure of the 
mimetics and the lytics is not required. 

The substitution of long alkyl chains on the quaternary ammonium group 
leads to the appearance of nonspecific spasmolytic properties represented by 
the p D ' 2 values in Table X X I I I (see Section II.B.1.4). This is also t rue for 
other series of quaternary ammonium compounds (25, 129). 

In a series of studies Lands (222, 223, 225) and Long (248, 249) gave an 
analysis of the structural requirements for parasympatholytics. They stress 
the importance of the planar rings—the optimal distance between the carbon 
atom on which these are substituted and the onium group being about 4-8 A. 
Abood et al. (1) did not find a clear correlation between anticholinergic and 
psychotogenic activity in a series of N-substituted piperidylbenzilates. They 
found, as expected, tha t the quaternary compounds had no psychotogenic 
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action. These ionized compounds have difficulty in penetrating the blood-brain 
barrier (177a, 408a) (Section I.A.I.I .b). 

A comprehensive study of the relations between structure and activity of 
cholinomimetic and cholinolytic drugs is given by van Rossum (330, 332, 333. 
334). This study concerns the actions of these drugs on the myoneural junction 

FIG. 3 6 . Relation between chemical structure of mimetic and lytic, acetylcholine and 
propantheline, respectively, placed in an imaginary receptor surface ( ionic forces; 

hydrogen bonds; van der Waals' forces). Note the extension of the receptor 
surface occupied by the lytic as a result of the introduction of the ring system. 

as well as the parasympathetic terminal synapse and the ganglionic synapse 
(337, 338). Other valuable papers are those of Gyermek (169), d'Arcy (lib, 
11c), Nador (277, 278), Porszasz (306), Votava (385c), Formanek (137d), and 
Heusner (180). Relations between structure and action for anti-acetyl-
cholinesterase agents, reversible and irreversible, and for reactivators of the 
enzyme were recently reviewed by Cohen (107f), Long (248a), Dubois (119a), 
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T A B L E X X I I 

INTRINSIC ACTIVITIES AND AFFINITIES (pD2
 A ND P-^2) OF CHOLINE ESTERS AND OF 

QUATERNARY DIOXOLANE DERIVATIVES, TESTED ON THE JEJUNUM OF THE RAT" 

R - C - O - C - C - N - C Affinity 

b " c .  . 
Intrinsic 

R Choline esters activity P^V P^2* 

H— Formyl 1 5.2 
CH,— Acetyl 1 7.6 
CH8—CH2— Propionyl 0.9 5.0 
( C H 8) 2— C H - Isobutyryl 0.4 4.1 
CH8—(CH2)2— Butyryl 0.3 3.8 
C H 8— ( C H 2) 4- Capronyl 0 4.0 
CH 3—(CH 2) 1 0— Lauryl 0 5.2 

Affinity 

R 2 I Intrinsic 
C activity P^V P ^ 2 

Acetylcholine 1 7.6 
Rj = H, R 2 = C— 1 7.2 
Rj = R 2 = Η— 1 5.3 
Rj = R 2 = C— 1 4.3 
Rj = R 2 = C—C— 0.5 4.6 
Rj = R 2 = C—C—C— 0 4.4 
Rj = R 2 = C—C— 1 0 6.2 

1 
c Rj = R 2 = C—C—C—C— 0 6.9 

0 7.1 
\ 

a From Ariens and Simonis (24) and van Rossum and Ariens (333). 
b The given numbers are mean values of the affinities, the extreme values of the experi

mental results differed 0.2-0.3 from the mean value. 
c Benzilic ester of monoethylcholine. 



TABLE XXIII 

INTRINSIC ACTIVITIES AND AFFINITIES (p-D2» a nd P^'t) OF A SERIES OF EtoPrNMe2R DERIVATIVES, TESTED ON THE 
ISOLATED RAT JEJUNUM* 

II 
0 

—c—N4I 

Intrinsic activity Affinity 

Specific Nonspecifi c 

R Specific* Nonspecific P-̂ V P-^26 Est/org*5 Est/org*5 

Methyl 
Ethyl 
Propyl 
Butyl 
Heptyl 
Decyl 
Phenylpropyl 

1 5.3±0.1 
0.6±0.1 4.4 + 0.1 
0 4.0 ±0 .2 
0 4.1 ±0 .1 
0 —1 5.4±0.1 
0 —1 5.3 ±0 .4 
0 4.8 ±0 .2 

16/4 
25/16 
10/3 
12/4 
13/4 
5/3 

19/6 

<1.5 
<2 .0 

3.8 ±0 .2 
4.5 ±0 .6 
2.7 ±0 .2 

12/4 
4/2 
8/3 

β From Ariens and Simonis (25). 
b The ± figures give the probability interval (P 9 6) for the mean values. 
e Est/org: number of estimations/number of organs used therefor. 
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Davies (113d) and Holmstedt (182a). The relations between physicochemical 
properties and curariform activity were treated by Taylor (380), Riker (325), 
Cavallito (89, 90, 91), and Loewe (244), who made valuable contributions. For 
relations between structure and activity of curariform drugs, the reader is 
referred to the various review articles (8, 68, 69, 70, 71b, 75, 84b, 98, 99,122b, 
122c, 122d, 156,161, 183, 276, 295, 299, 316a, 331, 364, 381). 

II.A.5.2. From Histamine to Antihistaminics 
The study of histamine and histaminomimetics teaches us t ha t a gradual 

change in chemical structure can lead to a gradual change from agonist to 
"inactive compounds" which appear to behave like competitive antagonists, 
i.e., as antihistaminics. Par t ly for reasons of simplicity in the preparation of 

ι histamine 

u ·] C_ _ C_ _ NH β - 2 - p y r i d y l e t h y l a m i n e 
Ν 2 

C—C—NH2 

(5- 3 - p y r a z o l e e t h y l a m i n e 
N' 

FIG. 37. Histamine and Histaminomimetics 

the compounds, the study of this phenomenon will deal with the histamino 
mimetic β-2-pyridylethylamine and its Ν-alkyl derivatives (24, 25). 

On the basis of *pAx values, Arunlakshana (29, 30) proved tha t histamine, 
j8-2-pyridylethylamine, and j8-3-pyrazole-ethylamine (Fig. 37), which are 
histamine-like compounds, act on common receptors in the guinea pig ileum. 
With the antihistaminic diphenhydramine, she found p^4 2 values for histamine, 
β-2-pyridylethylamine, and j8-3-pyrazole-ethylamine of 7.9, 8.0, and 7.9, 
respectively, and with the antihistaminic mepyramine, p^42 values of 9.3, 9.2 
and 8.6, respectively. 

Substitution of one or two alkyl groups, stepwise increasing in length, or of 
aralkyl groups on the nitrogen atom of the ethylamino side chain in β-2-
pyridylethylamine, reveals a gradual conversion of this histaminomimetic via 
intermediate compounds into competitive antagonists, and therefore a gradual 
loss of the intrinsic activity with the change in chemical structure (see Table 
XXIV) (24, 25, 72, 408). The compounds were tested on the isolated gut of 
the guinea pig. Here, as in the series of compounds described in Table X X I I I 
with the introduction of long alkyl chains (heptyl, octyl, decyl, etc.) non-



TABLE XXIV 

INTRINSIC ACTIVITIES AND AFFINITIES (pD2, P^2» A ND P^'2) OF A SERIES OF PYRETAMINE DERIVATIVES, TESTED ON 
ISOLATED ILEUM OF THE GUINEA PIG" 

THE 

"R 
Intrinsic activity Affinity 

R Specific Nonspecific Specific6 Nonspecific* 

p£>2 P^ 2 Est/orgc p£>'2 Est/org* 

Hydrogen 1 5 . 4 ± 0 . 1 3 1 / 2 4 
Methyl 1 5 . 5 ± 0 . 1 3 6 / 2 9 
Ethyl 0 .9 4 . 5 ± 0 . 1 2 3 / 1 7 
Isopropyl 0 4 . 0 ± 0 . 1 6 /2 < 2 . 0 
Propyl 0 4 .2 ± 0 . 1 12/5 < 2 . 0 
Butyl 0 — 1 4 . 3 ± 0 . 1 2 6 / 1 3 2 . 3 ± 0 . 3 12 /7 
Hexyl 0 — 1 4 . 7 ± 0 . 1 9 / 4 3 . 0 ± 0 . 4 6 / 4 
Octyl 0 — 1 5 . 9 ± 0 . 1 1 0 / 3 4 . 0 ± 0 . 4 5/3 
Decyl 0 — 1 5.3 3 /1 4 .9 ± 0 . 8 5/2 
Phenylpropyl- \ 

0 5 . 9 ± 0 . 1 1 6 / 6 < 2 . 0 
R' = methyl / 

0 1 6 / 6 

Histamine 1 6 . 6 ± 0 . 1 3 6 / 2 6 

α From Ariens and Simonis (26). 
b The ± figures give the probability interval (P 9 5) for the mean values. 
c Est/org: number of estimations/number of organs used therefor. 
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specific papaverine-like spasmolytic properties become manifest. These 
properties are represented by the pZ) ' 2 values (see Section I I .B . 1.4). This 
phenomenon also occurs in other series of compounds (24, 25, 129). 

Introduction of alkyl and aralkyl groups in the side-chain of histamine also 
leads to antihistaminics in which the molecule of the original histamino-
mimetic is included (72). Because of their chemical structure, especially in the 
case of the aralkyl substituted derivatives, the receptors for these anti
histaminics may be expected to cover more area than those for histamine and 
the mimetics (β-2-pyridylethylamine). Additional receptor parts come into 
play (24, 25, 28a). 

For many of the antihistaminics used in therapy the only resemblance in 
chemical structure with the histaminomimetics seems to be the amino group 
(171,177, 314, 316). 

I t is possible t ha t these antihistaminics cover only a par t of the receptor for 
the histamine or its mimetic, or even tha t the lytic settles down, not on the 
receptor for histamine, but very close to it and interferes in this way with the 
interaction between histamine and its specific receptors. I t may block these 
receptors without occupying them in a strict sense. In such cases the structural 
relationship between mimetic and lytic can be nearly or totally absent. The 
occupation of the receptors has to be seen then in a functional and not in a 
strictly morphological sense (24) (see Section LA.5.4). 

An extensive literature is available on histamine, histaminomimetics and 
antihistaminics (29, 30, 67, 75,100,158,166,167,171,172,197, 234, 290, 314, 
316). 

Schottler (349a) found tha t shortly (15 sec) after application of an anti-
histaminic to, for instance, a guinea pig jejunum or ileum and a chick amnion, 
the effects of histamine are not yet blocked, although the antihistaminic 
appears to be taken up by the organ already, while after 45 sec the effects of 
histamine are blocked. This phenomenon shows tha t penetration of a drug into 
an organ does not yet mean a binding to the specific receptors. As a rule, this 
will take some more time, depending on the properties of the drug and the 
organ used. The mimetics, mostly smaller molecules, are quicker in their 
responses and easier to wash away than the lytics, which are most of the time 
larger, ring-containing molecules. This phenomenon does not invalidate the 
theory of competition for the antagonism, histamine-antihistaminic. 

An interesting type of antihistaminics are the /Mialoalkylamines. Among 
these compounds, mainly known for their antiadrenergic action (282, 283, 285, 
286, 287, 288), there are also active antihistaminics (160, 287). They act as 
irreversibly blocking agents of the receptors for histamine. The pharmaco
logical action of the jS-haloalkylamines is supposed to depend on the formation 
of ethyleneiminium ions and carbonium ions (51b, 313). Certain of them have 
been isolated (7, 313). The carbonium ion in the compounds is supposed to 
interact with a negative site on the receptors of adrenaline and histamine by 
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formation of a covalent bond. This leads to an irreversible blockade (48, 
50). 

The biphasic character of this blockade, especially by the antihistaminics is 
an interesting aspect (160). The blockade starts as a reversible block of the type 
given by well-known antihistaminics like mepyramine and becomes irreversible 
after some time. The higher the dose the quicker the irreversibility is estab
lished. The organ can be protected by histamine against the irreversible block 
of the histamine receptors, but not by adrenaline, 5-hydroxytryptamine, or 
ACh indicating tha t the histamine receptors are involved in the blockade (146, 
147). The reversible phase of the block may be due to a shielding of the negative 
site on the receptors by the iminium or carbonium ions which penetrate, and 
may accumulate in, zone I I around the receptor because of ionic at traction 
(Section II.A.4.1). The accumulation of the molecules of the β-haloalkylamine 
into zone I I increases the chance for the penetration into zone I, immediately 
surrounding the receptor. Additional binding forces gained from the interaction 
of the rings in the molecule with additional receptor parts, may contribute to 
the close approach between the carbonium ion and the negative site. This 
increases the chance of the formation of a covalent bond, which means 
irreversible blockade. The biphasic type of blockade by these compounds can 
be understood on this basis (see Fig. 46). 

II.A.5.3. From Sympathomimetics to Sympatholytics 

Starting from arterenol, substitution of alkyl or aralkyl groups on the Ν 
atom results in a gradual change from sympathomimetic to sympatholytic 
(Table XXV) (24,26,178,216,228,245,251,398,399). Arterenol is a compound 
with a high affinity for its specific receptors. The complementary character of 
arterenol with respect to its receptor is shown by the difference in the affinity 
between the I- and d-ίοττη. The latter is about one-fifth to one-twentieth as 
potent as the former (221, 222). This implies t ha t changes in the structure of 
arterenol will result in a decrease of the affinity, because the highly specific 
structural requirements are disturbed. 

If tested on the isolated vas deferens of the rat the iV-isopropyl compound 
behaves as a dualist, its intrinsic activity is intermediate (Fig. 7). The affinity 
of the JV-butyl and iY-pentyl compounds for the sympathetic receptors is so low 
tha t the nonspecific antagonistic properties (with respect to the spasmogenic 
action of arterenol) dominate and the compounds behave like papaverine, t ha t 
is, as noncompetitive antagonists (see the p ^ ' 2 values in Table XXV) (for 
p ^ ' 2 values see Section II.B.1.4) (20). 

When a planar ring is introduced into the molecule by substitution of aralkyl 
groups on the nitrogen, more van der Waals ' forces become active and a strong 
contribution to the binding forces or affinities may be predicted. Lytics with a 
high potency result. The phenyl group probably interacts with a receptor 
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ο » 
FIG. 3 8 . Relation between chemical structure of mimetic and lytic, arterenol and 

phenylisobutylarterenol, respectively, placed in an imaginary receptor surface ( ionic 
forces; hydrogen bonds; van der Waals' forces) (26). Note the extension of the 
receptor surface occupied by the lytic as a result of the introduction of the phenylisobutyl 
group. 

and the groups suitable for forming hydrogen bonds—a more nonpolar, 
lipophilic area must exist. This may be such tha t it can serve as a receptor for 
aliphatic chains or aromatic rings. 

Highly active compounds, such as arterenol, ACh, and histamine represent 
in their structures a practically optimal relation between the various factors 
essential for their respective specific activities. There is a high degree of 

surface outside the surface of interaction for arterenol (24, 26) (Fig. 38). Here, 
also, additional receptor parts for the lytics are involved. 

I t is conceivable tha t next to the area with a relatively high density of polar 
groups, constituting the receptor for the mimetics—in this case the anionic site 
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complementarity between these compounds and their respective receptors, 
probably as a consequence of biochemical evolution. 

Starting from a mimetic, for which highly specific structures are required, a 
change in the structure will lead to a decrease in the affinity. This may be 
compensated for as soon as additional binding forces on a newly acquired 
receptor surface come into play. 

If, on the basis of a gradual change in the chemical structure, a change from 
mimetics to lytics takes place, in a number of cases in the series of compounds a 
minimum in the affinity can be observed (see Tables X X I I I , XXIV, and XXV). 
The minimum in the affinity may result in a virtual discontinuity in a series of 
compounds in which a gradual shift from the mimetics to their competitive 
antagonists takes place. Information on sympathomimetics and sympatho
lytics has been compiled by Guggenheim (166,167), while interesting reviews 
have been written by Lands (222, 224), Hauschild (178), and others (81,147, 
216). 

ΙΙ.Α.5.3.α. a- AND J3-RECEPTORS 

Not all the effects induced by the sympathomimetic drug adrenaline in the 
various organs are antagonized by the sympatholytics. An example is the 
bronchodilator effect. Although most histamine effects are antagonized by 
antihistaminics, the induced increase of the secretion of gastric juice by 
administration or release of histamine is not inhibited. This and other argu
ments lead to the postulation of two different types of receptors for these 
compounds. In the case of adrenaline, they are called a- and j8-receptors for 
convenience (3, 4, 5). 

The effects induced through α-receptors are antagonized competitively by 
the sympatholytics. Those induced through β-receptors are not. Arterenol 
mainly produces effects by interaction with the α-receptors. Some higher 
homologs, such as iV-isopropylarterenol, mainly produce effects by interaction 
with the β-receptors. 

An animated discussion has been going on concerning the classification of 
adrenergic receptors (3, 4, 5, 148, 289). Table X X V I gives a summary of this 
classification as obtained from the various data in the literature (3,4, 5, 6a, 7a, 
59b,d, 88a, 104, 113a, 118a, 120, 125c, 148, 156c,d, 160a, 163, 206, 235, 237, 
237a, 241,242,252b, 271a, 273a, 274a, 289a, 298,301a, 302,303,304,307,325b, 
363, 365a, 384a, 396). 

One has to realize t ha t the term receptor only exists by virtue of the 
drugs with which they interact. A receptor is not classified on the basis of the 
effect obtained after its occupation by a drug, but by the drugs it may 
' 'receive." A certain effect may result from the interaction of various drugs, 
each of them with its own specific receptor system. An example is the spasm 
induced in the gut by acetylcholinomimetics, histamine, or barium chloride. 



TABLE X X V 

INTRINSIC ACTIVITIES AND AFFINITIES (pD2, pA29 AND pD\) OF DERIVATIVES OF ARTERENOL AND NORSYMPATOL, 
TESTED ON THE ISOLATED VAS DEFERENS OF THE RAT* 

Η Ο - Λ \ — C — C — Ν — R 

OH 

Intrinsic activity Affinity 

Η Ο - Λ \ — C — C — Ν — R 

OH Specific* Nonspecific Specific Nonspecific 

R pD2b pA2b pD'2b Est/org* 

—Η 
—C 
—C—C 

1 
1 
0.94 ±0.05 

5.4±0.2 23/12 
5.7 ±0 .2 19/10 
5.2 ±0 .2 24/11 

- < c 0.4 ± 0.1 2.8±0.6 27/19 

-C—C —1 2.0±0.2 6/3 

- c — c 0 —1 3.5 2.8 4/3 
I 

C 
1 

c 

—C—ΟV) 0 4 .4±0.4 34/17 

Ι 
C 

—C—Ο 0 5.1 ±3 .0 19/12 

Ι 
C 

—Ο—Ο 0 5.9 ±0 .5 38/24 

Ι 
C \ = / 
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H O — / \ — C — C — Ν — R 
Intrinsic activity Affinity 

J HO R' Specific6 Nonspecific Specific Nonspecific 

R' R pD'2b Est/org* 

—Η —Η 1 4.7 + 0.2 8/6 

—Η —C 1 4.8 ± 0 . 2 12/7 

—Η —Ο 0 6.0 ±0 .3 18/15 
Ι 

C 
\ = = y 

—Η —Ο- c - c - / ~ \ 0 5.7 ±0 .3 15/13 
Ι 

C \ = / 

—C — ο - c - c - / ~ A 0 5.8 ±0 .4 15/14 
ι 

C \ = / 

—C —Ο 0 5.9 ±0 .4 48/14 
Ι 

C 
\ = / 

β From Ariens (26). 
b The + figures give the probability interval (P 9 6) for the mean values. 
* Est/org: number of estimations/number of organs used therefor. 
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T A B L E X X V I 

DIFFERENTIATION IN THE EFFECTS OF ARTERENOL, ADRENALINE, 
AND ISOPROPYLARTERENOL 

Organs 

Arterenol and 
adrenaline (α-receptors; 

α-sympathomimetic actions) 

Adrenaline and isopropyl
arterenol (β-receptors; 

^-sympathomimetic actions) 

Vascular system, 
Heart 

Muscular vessels 

Brain vessels 
(human) 
Splanchnic area 

Splenic capsule 

Renal vessels 

Cutaneous vessels 

Pilomotor response 

Bronchial tree 
Intestine 

Ureter 
Vas deferens 
Uterus 

Dilatormuscle of iris 
Membrana nictitans 
Carbohydrate 
metabolism 
Fat metabolism 

myocardial ectopic excitation 

slight decrease in bloodflow, 
vasoconstriction 

decrease in bloodflow, 
vasoconstriction 
strong decrease in bloodflow, 
vasoconstriction 
(regulation blood pressure) 
contraction 
(regulation of blood pressure) 
strong decrease in bloodflow 
(regulation glomerular bloodflow 
resp. diuresis) 

strong decrease in bloodflow, 
vasoconstriction 
(temperature regulation) 
contraction, raising of hairs 
(temperature regulation) 

relaxation intestinal 
smooth muscle 
contraction 
contraction 
excitation, uterine contrac
tions (depending on condition 
of uterus, promoted by estrogens) 
contraction (mydriasis) 
contraction 
increase blood-sugar-level 
(glycogenolysis liver) 
mobilization of fat 
(shift from depots to liver) 

myocardial contraction 
augmentation, cardial 
acceleration 
strong increase in bloodflow, 
vasodilation 
(trophic function) 

increase in bloodflow, 
vasodilation 
slight increase of bloodflow 
(trophic function**.) 

slight increase of bloodflow 
(trophic function^) 

bronchial relaxation 
relaxation intestinal smooth 
muscle 

inhibition uterine contractions 

hyperlactacidemia 
(glycogenolysis muscle) 
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A classification of adrenergic receptors as excitatory or inhibitory is not 
attractive for this reason. 

The only thing we know about the adrenergic receptors is tha t they are the 
molecular sites in the biological object through which adrenaline is supposed to 
induce its various effects. What these receptors have in common is the ability 
to interact with adrenaline. If one wants to classify these receptors further, it 
can best be done on the basis of differences with respect to their sensitivity for 
other drugs. A certain portion of the adrenergic receptors may be sensitive, 
while the remainder is not. This is the case with the sympatholytics mentioned; 
only the α-receptors are sensitive to them. The actions induced by sympatho
mimetic drugs and by sympatholytic drugs on these α-receptors, may be called 
α-sympathomimetic and α-sympatholytic, respectively. The rest of the 
adrenergic receptors are called j8-receptors. 

The differentiation of the adrenergic receptors in a- and ^-receptors may be 
too simple, especially where the action of sympathetic drugs on the isolated gut 
and the heart is concerned (148). Possibly still other types of receptors may be 
differentiated; they may then be called y-receptors (148). As a mat ter of fact, 
in one organ a- as well as j8-receptors may be present and a certain effect may be 
the resultant of the effects induced on a- and j8-receptors. There is no reason to 
suggest a special double receptor (an α-β-receptor) for this purpose (5). 

The necessity to differentiate various types of receptors for one drug, such 
as the a- and j8-receptors for epinephrine and its derivatives, is by no means 
exceptional. The differentiation of the cholinergic receptors in muscarinic 
receptors and nicotinic receptors, the first type blocked by parasympatho
lytics such as atropine, the second type blocked by ganglionic blockers such 
as hexamethonium, is another example (see Section I I .B) . The fact tha t many 
of the effects of histamine, though not the induction of gastric acid secretion, 
are antagonized by the antihistaminics, might be a reason to differentiate the 
histamine receptors in a- and β-receptors, too. In the various chemical analogs 
of oxytocin and vasopressin a more or less independent variation of the various 
components of the spectrum of actions of these hormones is possible. Certain 
oxytocin derivatives act as mimetics as far as the oxytocic action is concerned, 
while the same derivatives act as antagonists of oxytocin as far as the lactation 
is concerned (59c) (see Section II.A.3.4.6). These relations are strongly 
reminiscent of those found for catecholamines like iV^-phenylisobutylarterenol 
(Mc 5), which has a ^-sympathomimetic as well as an α-sympatholytic action. 

II.A.5.3.6. T H E AMINO G R O U P IN ADRENERGIC CATECHOLAMINES 

i^-alkyl substituted arterenol derivatives, like N-butylarterenol, act as 
mimetics on the j3-receptors; they are called ^-sympathomimetics. They fail 
to induce an effect through the α-sympathetic receptors. Arterenol and adren
aline interact with the α-receptors, as well as with the jS-receptors. They 
are α-mimetic and β-mimetic a t the same time (24, 27). If, as a result of 
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the introduction of substituents stepwise increasing in the chain length on 
the amino group of arterenol, the α-mimetic action is lost, this loss is based 
on a loss of intrinsic activity; the compounds obtained behave as α-sym
patholytics as demonstrated in Figs. 18 and 44, and in Table XXV. I t is found 
tha t in the α-lytics thus obtained, the β-mimetic activity remained. The 
aralkyl substituted arterenol derivatives are strong bronchodilators and still 
have the cardiotropic actions of adrenaline (increase in frequency and strength 
of contraction) (28, 241, 270, 271). These compounds are α-sympatholytic and 
^-sympathomimetic a t the same time (24, 26, 27, 28). 

Compounds have also been found specifically blocking the response to 
sympathomimetics which act through the β-receptors. The dichloro analog of 
iV-isopropylarterenol blocks the bronchodilating effect and the vasodilating 
effect of adrenaline, withouth blocking the vasoconstriction (see Table XXVI) 
(307, 363). Thus, it acts as a ^-sympatholytic (263). 

Adrenaline acts on both a- and jS-receptors. This leads to complications in the 
study of a large system in which both types of receptors are present. This is 
obvious when the effects induced on both types of receptors have an opposing 
influence with regard to the ultimate effect. The action of adrenaline on the 
cardiovascular system, as far as blood pressure is concerned, is an example. 
There, acting through the /J-receptors, adrenaline induces an increase in the 
heart rate and a dilation of the vessels in striated muscles. The stimulation of 
α-receptors induces a contraction of the vessels in the skin and visceral area. 
The final effect is the resultant of the two types of response. There is an increase 
in blood pressure after injection of adrenaline. A blockade of the α-receptors by 
α-sympatholytics results in the elimination of the vasoconstriction and, there
fore, in a blockade of blood pressure increase; then, due to the dilating action 
on β-receptors, there is a fall in blood pressure. In an analogous way the 
depressor action of iV-ethylarterenol is reversed to a pressor action by dichloro-
arterenol and the depressor action of isopropylarterenol is reduced (237). Here 
the blockade of the β-receptors unmasks the vasoconstriction induced on the 
α-receptors. In simple isolated organs, such as the isolated vas deferens in 
which α-receptors are predominant, or bronchial strips in which /3-receptors 
are predominant, the situation is not so complicated. 

II.A.5.3.C. T H E CATECHOL GROUP IN ADRENERGIC DRUGS 

Besides the β-sympatholytic dichloroisopropylarterenol (DCI) already 
mentioned, also other dichloro derivatives such as dichloroarterenol (DCA) 
and dichloroadrenaline (DCE) have such an action (307, 363). Recently a new 
/^-sympatholytic compound, Nethalide, was introduced (59e, 118a, 301a). This 
compound has a ^-sympatholytic activity stronger than DCI. Nethalide is an 
analog of isopropylarterenol; a naphthyl group is substituted for the catechol 
group. Among the para-amino derivatives of arterenol, too, compounds with a 
j8-lytic activity are reported (380a). 
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FIG. 39. A registrogram of cumulative concentration-response curves for the spasmolytic action of isopropylarterenol on the isolated 
tracheal muscle of the calf contracted by acetyl-j3-methylcholine (Mecholine) (10~7 M) in the presence of various derivatives of dichloro-
arterenol (27). Note the shift in the curves after addition of dichloroarterenol (DCA), dichloroadrenaline (DCE) and dichloroisopropyl-
arterenol (DCI) and the spasmolytic action of DCE and DCI themselves. 

tracheal muscle !?O^M 
(calf) 
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mM i P r A r t e r e n o l 

FIG. 4 0 . Cumulative log concentration-response curves for the broncholytic compound 
isopropylarterenol in the presence of various concentrations of dichloroarterenol (DCA) 
(27). Note the parallel shift in the curves which indicates a competitive relation between 
the broncholytic compound and DCA. 

has a papaverine-like activity at high doses. The quotient of the β-sympatho
lytic and papaverine-like activity, however, is larger than for DCI so tha t with 
Nethalide the ^-sympathomimetic activity of isopropylarterenol on, for 
instance, the isolated trachea can be antagonized with small doses of Nethalide 
which implies tha t no papaverine-like action interferes. 

The iV-aralkyl-substituted compounds like Mc 5 (Fig. 21) and isoxsuprine, 
which have an α-lytic activity (see Table XXV), also exhibit as expected 
a /3-mimetic bronchospasmolytic activity (24,27,28). Their chemical structure, 
however, is closely related to tha t of papaverine and papaverine-like com
pounds, such as sestrone (27). 

The broncholytic activity of papaverine is not influenced by the j8-sympatho-
lytic dichloroarterenol. The dose-response curves for the broncholytic activity 
of isopropylarterenol and isoxsuprine is shifted by dichloroarterenol, however, 
only to a certain degree. A further increase of the dose of the β-lytic does not 

All ^-sympatholytic compounds known are derivatives of the catechol
amines in which the OH groups of the catechol nucleus are substituted by 
other groups (59d, 118a, 301a, 307, 363, 380a). 

If tested on isolated bronchial muscle (calf) suspended in Krebs-Henseleit 
solution and contracted by j3-methylcholine, dichloroisopropylarterenol 
exhibits a papaverine-like action in concentrations which will not produce a 
^-sympatholytic action. Therefore, the compound cannot be used to demon
strate its competitive relation as a ^-sympatholytic with respect to the 
broncholytic action of β-mimetic compounds, such as isopropylarterenol. 
Dichloroarterenol is more useful in this respect (see Fig. 39). Nethalide, too, 

% r e l a x a t i o n ; t r a c h e a l m u s c l e (ca l f ) 1 
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shift the curves of these compounds any further (Fig. 40), probably because 
their papaverine-like activity interferes. In these compounds the structural 
requirements essential for the interaction with at least 3 different types of 
receptors are realized, the a- and β-sympathetic receptors and the receptors for 
a musculotropic papaverine-like action. 

As mentioned, high doses of isopropylarterenol exhibit a papaverine-like 
action. As a consequence, the ratio for the bronchodilator activity of I- and 
^-isopropylarterenol, which is found to be about 800 (250), probably does not 
concern the ratio for the j8-mimetic activity of both compounds, but of the 
j8-mimetic activity of the Z-compound and the papaverine-like activity of the 
d-compound. 

A tentat ive differentiation can be made between the structural elements in 
the arterenol molecule tha t are necessary for the α-sympathomimetic and 
^-sympathomimetic intrinsic activity of this drug. Substitution on the amino 
group results in a change from α-mimetic to α-lytic, while the j8-mimetic action 
is maintained. A change in the catechol group results in a change from β-
mimetics to /Mytics, for instance, isopropylarterenol as compared to dichloro-
isopropylarterenol. Dichloroadrenaline has a weak vasopressor action (273). 
Some, possibly indirect, α-mimetic-activity seems to be maintained after the 
elimination of the phenolic OH-groups. These relations suggest tha t the 
α-mimetic intrinsic activity is especially related to the interaction of the amino 
group and the α-receptor, while the β-mimetic action may be especially related 
to the interaction of the catechol group and the /?-receptor. The structure of 
the molecule as a whole is the determinant of the affinity of the drug to the 
receptors, and, therefore, the concentration at which the various types of 
actions are elicited (27). The presence of the OH group in the side-chain of the 
catecholamines also essentially influences the activity. The presence of this 
group causes an optical activity of these compounds. The significance of the 
OH group and the steric configuration for affinity and intrinsic activity of 
these drugs will be discussed in Sections I I . A.6.1, I I . A.6.2, and I I . A.6.3 dealing 
with optical isomers. 

The potential therapeutic uses as well as the potential side-effects of the 
various types of sympathetic drugs—α-sympathomimetic, /?-sympatho-
mimetic, a-sympatholytic, ^-sympatholytic, etc., can be derived from 
Table X X V I . 

II.A.5.4. Specificity of Mimetics and Lytics 

From the analysis presented, it is conceivable tha t the mimetics, especially 
the active ones such as arterenol, adrenaline, ACh, MeFMe3, histamine, etc., 
have a higher degree of specificity than the lytics. For these mimetics (rather 
small molecules), the forces acting between drug and receptor account for the 
affinity as well as for the intrinsic activity. Thus, the affinity will be directly 
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correlated with the intrinsic activity, which in its tu rn accounts for the 
specific effects. 

The mimetics such as acetylcholine, epinephrine, histamine, and serotonin 
are rich in polar groups. Because of the complementarity, the receptors for 
these mimetics will show a high density of polar groups, too. In the vicinity of 
this strongly hydrophilic receptor area, a more indifferent, relatively hydro
phobic area may be expected to exist. This can serve as additional receptor 
parts, as a complement to the more hydrophobic ring structures and aliphatic 
chains in the various lytics (see Tables X X I I , X X I I I , XXIV, and XXV, and 
Figs. 36 and 38). Consequently, for the lytics obtained by Af-aralkyl-substitu-
tion in the molecule of the mimetic drugs, the van der Waals ' forces essentially 
contribute to the affinity. They depend on the interaction of the ring sub
stituents with the receptor parts which are additional to the receptor for the 
mimetic. If the structural moieties of the original mimetic molecule (with the 
exception of the nitrogen atom) are eliminated from these lytics, the resulting 
compounds may still have a reasonable affinity to the receptors of the original 
lytic. 

Ammonium or amino group, cationic groups a t a suitable distance from the 
carbon atom to which the rings are attached, are an advantage; they can serve 
as groups tha t guide the drug molecule to the receptor. In this process, the 
long-range ionic at tracting forces between the cations and the ionic sites on the 
receptors, are essential. These forces can also bring about an orientation of the 
drug molecule on the receptor, such tha t short-range forces, e.g., the van der 
Waals ' binding forces, can come into action. 

Practically all ACh-lytics, histaminolytics, and many α-sympatholytics 
have in common: a positively charge group, with some larger more or less 
planar structure a t a suitable distance, and one or two phenyl or heterocyclic 
rings. The chain between the positive groups and the ring structures is less 
specific; it must have a certain length, usually 3-4 interatomic distances. The 
^-sympatholytics such as DCI probably interact mainly with the receptor area 
of the ^sympathomimet ics . 

Figure 41 and Table X X V I I illustrate the possible relations between 
mimetics, lytics chemically related to these mimetics, and more indifferent 
lytics and their respective receptors (24). 

A result of a chemical resemblance among various types of lytics is a smaller 
degree of specificity. I t is well known tha t many antihistaminics simulta
neously have anticholinergic, α-sympatholytic, and antiserotonin properties, 
and vice versa (118,171,172). An example is chlorpromazine. 

The analogy in the chemical structure observed for the various lytics, and 
the probable complementarity between the lytics and the receptors they block, 
make it conceivable tha t in the group of jS-haloalkylamines are found 
irreversible blockers for the sympathetic and parasympathetic receptors as 
well as histamine receptors (23,146,147, 287, 288). 
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The vasoconstricting action of serotonin is antagonized by a large number of 
lytics among which adrenolytics, and histaminolytics, and the spasmolytic 
papaverine occur. This may imply a multiplicity in the receptors for serotonin 
(265). However, the nonspecificity of the various lytics and the fact tha t certain 
serotonin antagonists, for instance, papaverine, are of the noncompetitive 
type, may well account for the complexity in the relations between serotonin 
and its antagonist. 

specific part non-specific part 
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FIG. 4 1 . Mimetics and lytics, structure and specificity (24). Model for the relation be
tween mimetics, lytics containing the specific structure of the mimetic, and lytics without 
this specific structure. 

The configuration of the ring structure in the lytics is, to a certain degree, 
relevant. The studies of Harms (176,177) concerning a series of ring-substituted 
dimethylaminobenzhydryl ethers are of interest. On the basis thereof, he 
tentatively suggests, t ha t a coplanarity of one of the rings with the amino 
group and a certain distance between them are requisites for potent anti
histaminic activity. This is promoted by the absence of 2- and/or 6-substituents 
and the presence of a 4-methyl or 4-chloro group in one of the rings. The latter 
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brings about a tendency to conjugation, which moves the ring concerned and 
the chain into one plane. The more branched the substituents in the 4-position, 
the less the tendency to hyperconjugation, and the smaller the antihistaminic 
activity. The same applies for 4,4'-substituted derivatives. 

For anticholinergic activity, the presence of 2- or 6-substituents, which 
advance a noncoplanarity of the rings, seems to be advantageous. Possibly, 
the same argument applies to the superiority of benzilic acid over diphenyl-
acetic acid in the formation of parasympatholytics by esterification of 
choline, jS-methylcholine, and their derivatives. Table X X V I I I represents 
some of the experimental data of Harms. The investigations of Ensor (ISO) 
on various ring substituents in diphenhydramine reveal analogous relations. 
Many of the antihistaminics used clinically are 4-substituted derivatives 
(291, 316, 386). 

For the 2-tertiary butyl derivative of dimethylaminobenzhydryl ether, 
Harms compared the specificity of the stereoisomers. For anticholinergic 
activity, large differences were found. The Z-compound is about 165 times more 
active than the compound. Their antihistaminic activities are very low and 
about equal. With antihistaminics, differences are found for the stereoisomers, 
also (81). From a comparison of d- and I-chlorpheniramine—the chlorine atom 
is substituted at the 4-position in the benzene ring—the Z-form has only about 
1/100 the antihistaminic activity of the d-form (339). 

I t may be concluded tha t the receptor surfaces, on which the ring sub
stituents of the lytics settle, are different for the various types of receptors. If a 
particular orientation of the rings is required on the receptors, free-moving 
rings—for instance, the 4,4 /-substituted derivatives in Table X X V I I I , which 
have a large degree of freedom—may fit the receptor in a coplanar and in a 
noncoplanar way. This will advance a nonspecificity in lytic activity—in this 
case, a smaller difference between the antihistaminic and the cholinolytic 
activity of the compound concerned. 

The irreversibly blocking agents of the β-haloalkylamine type, for instance, 
dibenamine, have both a- and jS-sympatholytic properties (288). Besides this, 
these drugs also have an affinity to the receptors for histamine and ACh (23, 
146, 147, 160, 160a). The β-haloalkylamines may behave as sympatholytics, 
parasympatholytics, and antihistaminics. This is understandable in the light 
of the studies of Belleau on this type of blocking compound (48, 49). The 
ethylene iminium ions form carbonium ions which are very reactive and tend 
to react by the formation of covalent bonds with carboxylic and phosphate 
OH-groups, etc. (51b). These probably constitute the negative sites of attach
ment for the amino or ammonium group on the receptors of the various 
mimetics, for example, arterenol, histamine, and acetylcholine. 

The phenyl rings in the irreversibly blocking drugs, such as dibenamine and 
dibenzyline, probably interact with the additional receptor parts mentioned 
above. From the studies of Belleau, it seems probable tha t a t the sympathetic 
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T A B L E X X V I I I 
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II.A.6. STEREOISOMERS 

A very instructive and thought-provoking paper on this subject has been 
published by Beckett (43). The series of papers on stereo-specificity of micro
biological reactions by Westenheimer, Kaplan, and others (103,131a, 162, 210) 
are also very instructive to the pharmacologist. I t is evident tha t a high degree 
of stereospecificity may be expected for drugs in which a high degree of comple
mentari ty for the receptor surface is required for the biological activity. If, in 
drugs with only one asymmetrical carbon atom, the antipodes differ in activity, 
a t least three of the substituents on the asymmetric carbon atom can be said to 
be involved in the drug-receptor interaction. I t has been pointed out before 
tha t certain parts of the drug molecule may be essential for the binding of the 
drug to the receptor (expressed as the affinity); other parts are of particular 
importance for the ability to induce the effect we call the intrinsic activity. 

Suppose compound I is a highly active agonist. If the substituents a and b 
mainly contribute to the affinity and c to the intrinsic activity, compound I I 
will behave as a competitive antagonist of compound I. If the substituents a 
and c contribute to the affinity and b to the intrinsic activity, compound I I will 
behave as a weak agonist (not a partial agonist). If the position I I is impossible 
as a result of a steric hindrance with respect to c, compound I I will be inactive 
(see Fig. 42A). This type of oversimplified analysis can be extended to com-

receptors, one of the rings may take the place of the catechol nucleus of the 
sympathomimetic drugs [see Fig. 46 in Section II.A.7.2.a (3)]. 

I t would be highly interesting to find out whether or not the relations 
demonstrated by Harms (176,177) (Table XXVII I ) can be transferred to the 
j8-haloalkylamines. Graham (159) synthesized a number of para-, meta-, and 
ortho-chloro-substituted benzylethyl-j8-haloalkylamines. The para derivatives 
had a reasonable antihistaminic action; no data are available for the other 
compounds yet. However, it is possible tha t in the j8-haloalkylamines introduc
tion of ring systems tha t are adapted to the additional receptor parts described 
before (see Sec II.A.5.4 and Table XXVII I ) may lead to irreversibly blocking 
agents with preferentially antihistaminic, anticholinergic, or antiadrenergic 
activity. Structure-activity relationship for the j3-haloalkylamines is reviewed 
by Graham (160, 160a). 

Baker (33a, b,c) produced evidence for the existence of irreversibly blocking 
agents, alkylating agents, which act in a reversible way with the specific 
receptor or active site, e.g., on enzymes and in an irreversible way, by alkyla-
tion, with nucleophilic groups of additional receptor parts , called "exo-
alkylation." In the terms of Baker, the /Mialoalkylamines of the dibenamine 
type mentioned above act by " endo-alkylation" with the receptors for 
arterenol, histamine, etc. (32). 
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A 

FIG. 42. A. and B. Optical antipodes (Fig. 42A) and cis- and trans-isomers (Fig. 42B), 
placed in an imaginary receptor surface. 

will be (301). A small average dose means a high affinity and, thus possibly, a 
high degree of complementarity to the specific receptors. This is found to be 
correlated with a large ratio in activity between the isomers—which makes 
sense. This relationship is known as Pfeiffer's rule. I t only holds true if the 

pounds with more asymmetrical centers and to the introduction of chemical 
changes in the various substituents. 

If the ratio of the activity of the optical isomers is plotted against the activity 
of the dl-form, it will be found tha t the larger the latter is, the larger the former 
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groups on the asymmetric center contribute essentially to the drug-receptor 
interaction (128). 

Not only the optical (d and I) isomers, but also other stereoisomers may show 
a difference in biological activity. One of the best known examples are the 
cis-trans isomers (Fig. 426), as occur in the sterols and the stilbestrols. cis-
Diethylstilbestrol has only 7 % of the activity of the trans compound. Another 
example is the "Sexuallockstoff," the pheromone, produced by the females of 
the Bombyx mori (Linnaeus) (silkworm). This compound, bombykol, a Λ1 0> 
A1 2-hexadeeadienol, is strongly active in the l0-trans,12-cis and weakly active 
in the 10-cis,12-trans-iorm. The cis-cis and the trans-trans compounds are 
inactive (81a, 111a, 204c). An interesting group of compounds are the cyclic 
2-aminohexanols studied by Friess et al. (142b, 365d) on a variety of biological 
systems. Cis derivatives were found to be more active than the trans deriva-

FIG. 42. C. Steric hindrance in stilbene derivatives. Substitution on the a, a', 2, and 2' 
positions results in a steric hindrance and, consequently, in an increase in the angle of twist 
of the phenyl rings. From Laarhoven et al. (220). 

tives. These differences cannot be ascribed to gross variations in the physico-
chemical characteristics. They are supposed to reside in the steric disposition 
of the receptor surface. 

Especially in hydrogenated rings and in poly cyclic compounds, a manifold 
of stereochemical isomers is possible (200). The various steroids are well known 
in this respect. 

Another possibility is a steric hindrance in a molecule. In this respect, the 
study of Laarhoven et al. (220,220a) concerning the relation between estrogenic 
activity and the angle of twist induced by suitable substitution in 4,4'-
dimethoxystilbenes, is instructive (see Fig. 42C and Table XXVII IA) . The 
changes in pharmacological activity of dimethylaminoethylbenzhydryl ethers 
as a result of substitutions in the 2- and 6-position (as represented in Table 
X X V I I I ) give another example (176,177,320b). 

In the foregoing sections from time to t ime stereoisomers of drugs and 
differences in their actions have been mentioned. In the following chapters, 
more experimental data will be given on stereoisomers of cholinomimetics 
and cholinolytics and of sympathomimetics and sympatholytics. Especially 

\ 
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interesting are considerations of the relation between spatial structure and 
biological activity in analgesics of the narcotic type. For them, the reader is 
referred to Beckett et al. (37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 43, 45a), Leutner (236), and 

T A B L E XXVIII. A 

RELATION BETWEEN RELATIVE ESTROGENIC ACTIVITY AND ANGLE OF TWIST IN 
SUBSTITUTED 4 ,4 ' -DiMETHOXYSTiLBENES a 

Relative 
Substitution on the Estrogenic Angle* activity^ 

4,4/-dimethoxystilbene activity6 (in degrees) /o 

None 10 0 0.06 
a-Methyl 0.47 26 1 
2,2,-Dimethyl 5.5 28 0.1 
2,2,-Diethyl 5.4 30 0.1 
a,2'-Dimethyl 0.47 31 1 
a, 2-Dimethyl 0.52 33 1 
2,2,,6,6/-Tetramethyl 0.21 45 3 
α,α'-Dimethyl 0.12 53 5 
a,2,2'-Trimethyl 0.11 60 5 
α,α'-Diethyl 0.006 68 100 
a,a',2-Trimethyl 0.0058 71 100 
a,^2,2^Tetramethyl 0.0051 90 100 

a From Laarhoven et al. (220). 
b For each compound the concentration was determined that brought about corni-

fication in vaginal smears of some—not all—mice of the test group. It was verified that, 
with 0.1 estradiol, cornification could still be induced. 

e Calculated from ultraviolet data. 
* Dimethylether of stilbestrol as a standard ( = 100). 

Reynold and Randall (323). Differences in action of stereoisomers occur for a 
great variety of drugs, such as diuretics (200b), antibiotics (261a), antihista
minics (81), auxins (183a, 189a, 362,365), etc. I t also occurs for pharmacological 
actions as smell and taste (46, 47, 47c, 81a, 175, 272, 294a, 366a) (see Fig. 43A) 

o c - D - m a n n o s e β - D - mannose 
s w e e t b i t t e r 

(sucrose - like t a s t e ) (quinine - like - t a s t e ) 

FIG. 43. A. Stereoisomers with difference in taste. From Steinhardt (366a). 
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and for cytotoxic action of alkylating agents, especially those in which carbo
hydrates are used as carriers for the alkylating groups (328a). In this case, 
differences in transport are the probable cause of the differences in activity. 

The variations in the differences in activity found by various authors must 
probably be related, a t least partially, to an incomplete separation of both 
optical isomers. I t may be tha t a par t of the activity of the less active form has 
to be at tr ibuted to the presence of small quantities of the more active one. 

II.A.6.1. Stereoisomers of Mimetics 
ACh is a highly flexible molecule. For the more rigid cyclic parasympatho

mimetics, such as MeFMe3 and muscarine (see Table XVI), the onium group, 
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FIG. 43. B . Steric structure of L- and D-muscarine, mecholine, and lactic acid. From 
Ellenbroek (128). 

the groups forming hydrogen bindings, etc., need a specific spatial relation in 
order to fit the receptor surface. The spatial structure is of particular import
ance then. Studies with muscarine (35,128,170, 390, 392a) reveal tha t only one 
of its 8 stereoisomers has a high parasympathomimetic potency. 

The biological activity of the antipodes of the parasympathomimetic 
acetyl-^S-methylcholine (Mecholine), differs too. On the blood pressure and on 
the isolated intestine the L( + )-acetyl-^S-methylcholine is much more active 
than D( —)-acetyl-/3-methyleholine (253). This implies tha t the β-methyl group 
influences the affinity. Ellenbroek and van Rossum (128) determined the 
absolute configuration of L( +)-acetyl-jS-methylcholine. This is identical to tha t 
of L( + )-lactic acid and corresponds with tha t of L(-f )-muscarine, the most 
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active of the muscarine stereoisomers (128) (see Fig. 43B). For more extensive 
information, the reader is referred to a paper by Barlow on this subject (35). 

If substituents are introduced in the a-carbon atom of the acetic acid moiety, 
a second center of asymmetry is introduced (341). Of the various isomers of 
the phenyl-cyclohexyloxyacetic acid ester of /S-methylcholine, those which 
differ in the configuration of the acidic moiety differ strongly in activity 
(cholinolytic), those which differ in the choline moiety differ only slightly 
(128). This observation strongly supports the ideas developed in Section 
II.A.5.4. 

For histamine-like compounds (histaminomimetics), a difference in activity 
is also found for the stereoisomers. The ^-isomer of the histaminomimetic 
2-pyridylisopropylamine is about 3 times more active as the Msomer (158). 

T H E OH GROUP IN THE S I D E CHAIN OF SYMPATHOMIMETIC CATECHOLAMINES 

For the sympathomimetics adrenaline and arterenol, a large difference in 
activity is found between the d- and Z-form. I-Arterenol is about 10-50 times 
more active than d-arterenol if tested on the blood pressure of the cat, ^-adrena
line about 5-20 times d-adrenaline (221, 222, 376). For broncholytic-activity, 
also, differences are found. The ratio for I- and d-arterenol is about 70, for I- and 
d-adrenalirie 45, and for I- and ^-isopropylarterenol 800 (226, 250, 250a). 

One of the biochemical actions of adrenaline tha t appears to be a t the basis 
of various of its pharmacological actions is the formation of cyclic 3',5'-
adenosine-monophosphate (3',5'-AMP) (374). The relative activities of various 
catecholamines, in this respect, are for liver particles: Z-isopropylarterenol, 
400; Z-adrenaline, 100; Z-arterenol, 15 (274). On particulate preparations of the 
heart muscle, ^-isopropylarterenol was about 10 times as active as Z-adrenaline. 
This is about as active as Z-arterenol (274, 275). The catecholamines are 
supposed to activate a cyclase which forms 3',5'-AMP from ATP while 
3',5'-AMP activates a kinase tha t converts inactive phosphorylase to ac
tive phosphorylase (374, 374a). In the activation of phosphorylase in liver 
homogenates, I-isopropylarterenol is more active than adrenaline (318). For 
phosphorylase activation in heart muscle, isopropylarterenol is about 7 times 
more active as adrenaline (262). These effects can be antagonized by the 
^-sympatholytic compound dichloroisopropylarterenol (262, 274). Possibly, 
the formation of 3',5'-AMP is the basis of the induction of the various β-
sympathomimetic effects on these receptors. Whether 3',5,-AMP-formation 
can be induced on α-sympathetic receptors, too, remains an open question. The 
absolute configuration of the stereoisomers of arterenol, adrenaline, and iso
propylarterenol are known. The configuration of the Z-compounds is identical 
to t ha t of D-mandelic acid (308, 309, 310). 

For the sympathomimetic 3,4-dioxyephedrine (Corbasil) tested on the 
isolated uterus, the ratio in activity for the I- and d-form was 1200:1 (166). 
The differences in activity between I- and d-isomers of arterenol, adrenaline, 
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and Corbasil are relatively small for the effects induced on the α-receptors as 
compared with those induced on the ^-receptors (28). In a qualitative sense, the 
response to d- and Z-arterenol and to d- and Z-adrenaline does not differ. I- Artere
nol and Z-adrenaline are not inhibited in their actions by the presence of the 
d-forms. Deuterium substitution in drugs like α,α-bis and a-monodeutero 
sympathomimetic amines presents interesting possibilities for the study of 
the action of these drugs on a molecular level (51). d-Corbasil behaves as a 
compound with intermediate intrinsic activity; the I compound or the dl 
compound acts as a pure mimetic. I t is conceivable tha t larger differences in 
the intrinsic activity may occur for other stereoisomers. More examples of 
this will be given in Section II.A.6.3. 

II.A.6.2. Stereoisomers of Lytics 
In the sections on mimetics and lytics it was emphasized tha t the lytic 

compounds which block the specific receptors for the mimetics in a competitive 
way, may do so by an only partial occupation of the receptors of the mimetics 
(24,26) (see Fig. 41 and Table XXVII ) . As a consequence, the specific structural 
requirements essential for the affinity of the mimetic to its receptors will, in a 
number of cases, not be as essential for the lytics. For these lytics, a great 
fraction of the binding forces is based on the interaction of entirely new parts in 
the molecule with surfaces additional to the receptor for the mimetic. For those 
lytic compounds which include more or less the molecule of the mimetic com
pound, the relations in the chemical structure are clearer (see Figs. 36 and 38). 

Long (248) studied the cholinolytic activity of a number of cholinolytics in 
relation to their stereochemical properties. For the compounds studied, he 
found the /-forms to be much more active (100 to several hundred times) than 
the d-forms. The activity of I- and d-hyoscyamine for parasympatholytic 
action, for instance, the dilatation of the pupil in mice, differs. The first is about 
100 times more active as the latter. No difference is found for the antagonistic 
action with respect to acetylcholinomimetics on the rectus abdominis muscle 
of the frog. Here both isomers are equally active (218). In contrast to the para
sympatholytic actions, the relaxation of the acetylcholine contraction in the 
frog rectus abdominis muscle by the hyoscyamines is not of the competitive 
type (207). I t is not the result of a blockade of the specific receptors for ACh. 

The relation between structure and activity for various stereoisomers of 
curarimimetic drugs has been studied by Anitchkov (8). 

T H E OH GROUP IN THE S I D E CHAIN OF SYMPATHOLYTIC CATECHOLAMINES 

In Section I I . A.5.3, it was mentioned tha t the introduction of aralkyl groups 
on the nitrogen atom in arterenol results in a change from the α-sympatho
mimetic properties into α-sympatholytic ones, while the β-sympathomimetic 
properties are maintained, d- and Z-arterenol were compared with compounds 
obtained by substitution of a p-oxyphenylisobutyl group in d- and Z-arterenol, 
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d-Cc 25 and l-Cc 25, respectively. For arterenol the Z-form is the most potent 
for both the a- and the /^-sympathomimetic action; for Cc 25 the d-form 
is the most potent α-sympatholytic, while the ^-sympathomimetic activity 

FIG. 44. A . A registrogram representing the influence of a number of catecholamines on 
the contraction and frequency of the auricle of the guinea pig. Note that the I: d ratio for 
the activity of arterenol is about 50, for isopropylarterenol 5000, and for paraoxyphenyl-
isopropylarterenol (Cc 25) about 500. With the alkyl and aralkyl substitution in the 
<2-series hardly any increase in the activity, in the Z-series a very strong increase in the 
activity takes place. 

remains optimal for the Z-form. With the change from α-sympathomimetic to 
α-sympatholytic properties, there is a switch in the maximum activity from the 
I- to the d-form (28, 216). The consequence is t ha t in I- and d-Cc 25 there is a 
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dissociation of the a- and ^-sympathomimetic properties. The d-compound is 
mainly α-sympatholytic, the Z-compound is mainly ^-sympathomimetic. The 
same is true for a number of JV-alkyl-substituted sympatols (105). Figures 44A 
and Β show some of the original registrograms of experiments carried out in 
this connection. 

FIG. 44. B. A registrogram for cumulative concentration-response curves for arterenol 
in the presence of various concentrations of the I- and d-form of an Ν-substituted arterenol 
derivative, respectively, tested on the vas deferens of the rat (28). Note the parallel shift 
in the curves which indicates a competitive antagonism and the difference in the shift with 
equal concentration of the I- and d-form of the antagonist (Cc 25). From Koopman (216). 

II.A.6.3. Competitive Dualism in the Action of Racemic Compounds 
II.A.6.3.a. THEORY 

In Section II.A.5.3, it was pointed out tha t the gradual decrease in the 
intrinsic activity with the change in the chemical structure in a series of 
compounds may be based on a really graded process, but tha t it also may be 
based on a quantal, an all-or-none, reaction at the level of the receptor. The 
intrinsic activity then represents the fraction of the collisions between drug 
molecules and receptors tha t are effective. Each effective collision gives the 
same contribution to the stimulus. The rest of the collisions are ineffective and 
give no contribution at all. The same relation may be expected if a mixture of a 
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compound A with a high intrinsic activity and a compound Β with an intrinsic 
activity of zero is treated as if it were one compound. The collisions with A are 
effective, those with Β are ineffective. Suppose a mixture of compound A and 
Β such tha t [A] = [B], while the intrinsic activities are α = 1 and β = 0, 
respectively. Substitution in Eq. 6 results in Eq. 13: 

^ Λ Β = [ Z B/ ( Z A + Z B) ] q 
Em l + [JfB/(iTA + JfB)](2JPA/[AB]) ( ' 

Suppose A and Β are the Z- and d-compounds in a racemic mixture. They may 
be called ZA and dA and the mixture, dlA. The intrinsic activity of IA is az = 1, 
of dA is 0Ld = 0. Introduction in Eq. 13 leads to Eq. 14: 

1 + [ ^ Α/ ( Ζ , Α+ ^ Α) ] ( 2 ^ Α/ [ ^ Α ] ) 1 ; 

If [dlA] is large, the effect obtained, EdlAJEmi becomes [KdAl(KdA-\-KiA)]ai. 
This represents the apparent intrinsic activity of the racemic mixture dlA. 
If o l u the intrinsic activity of ZA, is one, depending on the relation between the 
affinities KdA and KlA of, respectively, the d- and the Z-compound to the recep
tors, the apparent intrinsic activity of the mixture can vary from 1 to 0. 

This implies t ha t a racemic mixture which behaves as partial agonist may 
be composed of compounds with different intrinsic activities : 

1. A compound with a high intrinsic activity and a compound with an 
intrinsic activity of zero with suitable affinity relations. 

2. A compound with an intermediate intrinsic activity and an affinity to 
the receptors and a compound practically without an affinity to the receptors. 

3. Two compounds each with an intermediate intrinsic activity, etc. 

T A B L E X X I X 

INTRINSIC ACTIVITIES AND AFFINITIES OF RACEMIC MIXTURES 
COMPOSED OF AGONISTS AND COMPETITIVE ANTAGONISTS 

Apparent 
intrinsic Apparent 

Kha/Kia activity affinity 

100 0.99 KdlA ' • 0.505 
10 0.91 Κ dlA ' •0.55 
4 0.80 KdlA ' 0.61 
2 0.67 KdlA ' •0.75 
1 0.50 KdlA ' •1.0 
0.5 0.33 KdlA •1.5 
0.25 0.20 KdlA ' •2.0 
0.1 0.09 KdlA ' •5.0 
0.01 0.009 KdlA ' •50.0 
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Table X X I X gives the relations between the affinities of the d- and Z-com-
pound, the apparent intrinsic activities and the apparent affinities of the de
compound, for the case tha t oci = 1 and otd = 0. 

II .A .6.3.6. EXPERIMENTS 

In Section II .A .5 .3 , it was described tha t eZZ-isopropylarterenol and dl-
propylarterenol act like partial agonists if tested for their α-sympathomimetic 
action on the isolated vas deferens of the ra t (see Fig. 7) . If/-, (ZZ-, and eZ-iso-
propylarterenol are compared for their action on the isolated vas deferens of 

1-arterenol 
dopamine 

10 - 4 κίΟ -4 <10 - 4 

1-arterenol 

i * 2 i f H ^ i e ι t | 4 j ^ 2 56 
2 8 3 2128 

dl-isopropylart. 

<10" 
1-isopropylart. 

* ΧΙΟ"2 dO -2 
d-isopropylart. 

x l O 2 

FIG. 45. A . A registrogram of cumulative dose-response curves for a number of catechol
amines tested on the vas deferens of the rat (28). Note that dopamine is nearly as active as 
d-arterenol. ^-Isopropylarterenol behaves as an agonist, dl-isopropylarterenol as a partial 
agonist, while c£-isopropylarterenol is " inactive." 

the rat , it is found tha t the I-compound produces a contraction practically as 
large as Z-arterenol, the dl-compound acts as a partial agonist with an inter
mediate intrinsic activity, the cZ-compound is " inac t ive" (Fig. 45A) . In the 
presence of eZ-isopropylarterenol, the curves for Z-arterenol are shifted in a 
parallel way (Fig. 45B) . eZ-Isopropylarterenol behaves like a competitive 
antagonist of Z-arterenol. This testifies to an intrinsic activity of zero for the 
d-compound. eZZ-isopropylarterenol acts like a derivative with an intermediate 
intrinsic activity, in fact, however, it is a mixture of an Z-compound with a 
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high intrinsic activity and a d-compound with a zero intrinsic activity (28). 
As was shown in the preceding theoretical section, such a mixture may indeed 
behave like a compound with an intermediate intrinsic activity or as a partial 
agonist. If I- and d-isopropylarterenol are mixed, as expected, the mixture acts 
as a partial agonist in the same way as e^-isopropylarterenol does. In Table 
X X I X A (28,105) the relations are summarized between structure and activity 

a/- arterenol χ 10'4 χ ΙΟ"4 χ ΚΓ* χ ΙΟ"4 χ 10"4 m M di- arterenol χ ΙΟ"4 χΙΟ'4 χ ΙΟ"4 χ 10'4γπμ 

d- i s op ropy l a r t . 10~1 3.10"1 1 τη μ Ν-isopropyl dopamine ΙΟ"13.10"1 1 m M 

FIG. 45. Β . A registrogram of cumulative dose-response curves of the agonist arterenol 
in the presence of various concentrations of the antagonist d-isopropylarterenol and 
isopropyldopamine tested on the vas deferens of the rat. Note the parallel shift in the 
curves, which indicates a competitive relation between agonist and antagonist. 

on a- and j8-receptors for the stereoisomers of a number of arterenol derivatives. 
The relations described for I- and ίί-isopropylarterenol are confirmed for a 
variety of other tissues by the experiments of Luduena (250a). Besides iso
propylarterenol, it is also t rue for a number of more heavily substituted 
arterenol derivatives t ha t the I-compounds behave as α-mimetics and the 
^-compounds as a-lytics. 

Other examples of a difference in the intrinsic activity between stereoisomers 
are known. I t is found to be the case for the isomers of muscarine. On the frog 
heart, epimuscarine behaves as a t rue parasympatholytic; it antagonizes 
acetylcholine in a specific way. Allomuscarine behaves like a compound with 
an intermediate intrinsic activity (335). L( + )-Muscarine, the natural com
pound, has a high intrinsic activity. For certain plant growth substances, too, 
such a competitive antagonistic relation between the antipodes is reported 
(183a, 198a, 362, 365, 368a) (see also Section I.B.2.1). 



TABLE XXIX. A 
QUOTIENTS FOR THE ACTIVITIES OF I- AND C?-ISOMERS OF CATECHOLAMINES AND FOR C£-ARTERENOL AND DOPAMINE" 

α-Receptor; Vas Deferens of the Rat* 

H O - / ~ Y 
Rj = OH; I Έί1 = OK;d R 1 — H(deoxy) 

H O - / ~ Y - C — C — Ν — R 

R, 

H O - / ~ Y - C — C — Ν — R 

R, Intrinsic 
activity Affinity 

Intrinsic 
activity Affinity 

Intrinsic 
activity Affinity 

Ratio 
l/d 

Ratio 
d/deoxy 

R Mimc Lytc Mim Lyt Mim Lyt Mim Lyt Mim Lyt Mim Lyt Mim Lyt Mim Lyt 

—Η 1  5 .4 1 4 .8 1 4 . 9 4 1 

— C 1 6.1 1 5 1 5 8 1 

^ C 
1 4 0 3 .4 0 < 3 . 4 I mim 

d\yt 
1 

-K 0 4 . 2 0 5 .3 0 5 . 2 0.1 1 

Metasympatol 1 5 .7 1 5.1 4 
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j3-Receptor; Atrium of the Guinea Pigfc 

dl = compounds Ratio l/d Ratio d/deoxy 

Intrinsic 
activity Affinity 

R MinV Lyt* Mim Lyt Mim Lyt Mim Lyt 

—Η 1 4 20 2-5 

—C 1 4.8 50 2 

6.3 500 1 

_ C — C — / \ — O H 1 6.9 1000 1-30 

Metasympatol 1 2.3 10 

a From Ariens and Simonis (28). 
b α-Mimetic and α-lytic activity is determined on the isolated vas deferens of the rat; the β-mimetic and β-

atrium of the guinea pig. 
c Mim: Mimetic; Lyt: Lytic. 
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II.A.7. THE RECEPTORS 

In the foregoing sections, the relation between chemical structure, affinity, and 
intrinsic activity has been discussed. In this section the properties of the 
receptors as derived from the drugs with which they interact, and some more 
direct approaches to the receptors will have our attention. In the investigation 
of the "active sites " on enzymes much progress has been made in recent times. 
The term "mapp ing" is applied to it (217a, 338c). 

In pharmacology, the chemical identification of receptors progresses very 
slowly. With enzymes it is possible to use highly purified preparations, which 
are active if dissolved in simple media. In pharmacology the receptors often 
can only be studied "in situ," t ha t is bound in tissues. Only then functional 
aspects of the receptors can be taken into account. In those instances where 
"receptor proteins," etc., are extracted, it will not be easy to prove tha t these 
proteins really are identical to the pharmacologically functional receptors 
(125a, 268b, 268c, 275a). 

In general certain methods can be applied in the study of receptors : 
1 . The relationship between the chemical structure and the action of drugs 

competing for common receptors, will give some reflection of the complemen
tary receptor parts . In this relation, the steric configuration and the charge 
distribution in the drugs are of especial importance. 

2. The charges on certain functional groups, e.g., weakly acidic and weakly 
basic groups of the receptor vary with the pH. Therefore, the pH-dependency 
of drug action can give valuable information on the functional groups of the 
receptors. 

3. Certain drugs are bound by covalent bonds to functional groups of the 
receptors, e.g., the alkylating agents. The isolation of degradation products 
containing covalently bound drugs may supply useful information. 

4. The methods mentioned under 1, 2, and 3 can be applied to isolated 
receptor proteins. First, however, proof of the identity of receptor and isolated 
receptor must be obtained. 

In the following sections, examples of the application of the various ap
proaches will be discussed. 

II.A.7.1. Receptor Models 

I I .A.7.1 .a . THEORY 

About the drug molecules, the chemical and certain physicochemical pro
perties are known. Also, for the receptor site on a number of enzymes informa
tion is available. The most advanced knowledge on the receptors concerns the 
active sites on various esterases (31a, 338c, 402a). For them, details are 
known as to their chemical configuration and the significance of this for the 
interaction of the enzyme with substrates, blocking agents, and reactivators 
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(115, 193, 194, 195, 217, 292, 343). Practically nothing is known about the 
molecular properties of the receptors in general pharmacology. 

Before one can talk about the receptors in morphological terms, such as 
patches and holes, much more must be known of their chemistry. At present, 
so little is known tha t we had better handle the receptor principle mainly in a 
functional sense, leaving it all the properties it may have. This means all 
properties (also in a dynamic sense) t ha t can be ascribed to the surface of 
macromolecules such as proteins, etc., Schueler (354) defines the pharmaco
logical receptor as follows : 

"The drug receptor is in general a pat tern R of forces of diverse origin form
ing a par t of some biological system and having roughly the same dimensions 
as a certain pat tern Μ of forces presented by the drug molecule, such tha t 
between pat terns Μ and R a relationship of complementarity for interaction 
exists." 

A great variety of forces can be in action between drug and receptor. There 
may be an ionic interaction, dipole-dipole interaction, dipole-ionic interaction, 
hydrogen bonds, van der Waals ' forces, coordinate-covalent bonds, covalent 
bonds, etc. Not only at tractive forces but also repulsive forces, like electro
static repulsions and steric hindrances, are in action (358a). Of particular im
portance is the fact that , as a rule, drug-receptor interaction takes place in a 
medium of water. This implies t ha t most of the polar sites on the receptor will 
be occupied by water molecules. The receptor is hydrated as far as electrostatic 
field-action and hydrogen-bond-formation are concerned. The same is t rue 
for the drug molecule. The consequence is t ha t the gain in binding energy 
obtained from the hydrophilic groups may remain relatively small; this is in 
contrast to the hydrophobic groups, which do not require removal of bound 
water from the binding sites. 

The drug molecule can be represented as a system of functional groups. I t 
has a functional group profile. Because of the flexibility of the molecule the 
spatial orientation of the groups in this profile is uncertain. I t varies with the 
solvent used, the pH, etc. On the receptor a certain rearrangement may be 
enforced in the functional group profile of the drug. The functional group 
profile of the receptor is supposed to be complementary in a number of aspects 
to t ha t of the drug. The higher the degree of complementarity, the higher the 
specificity and the higher is the activity of the drug. As a result of the action of 
the intermolecular forces, a mutual molding of drug and receptor or their 
respective, functional group profiles takes place (181). As far as reinforced 
dipoles in the receptor play a par t in drug-receptor interaction, one can say t ha t 
the receptor is induced by the drug. The complementarity of drug and receptor 
increases with the formation of the drug-receptor complex. 

Two magnitudes are of special importance for the drug-receptor interaction 
and its results: (a) the charge-distribution on drug and receptor; (b) the steric 
configuration or shape of drug and receptor. For the relation between drug 
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and receptor the analogy of the key and lock is often used. The reality, however, 
is much more dynamic. 

II.A.7.1.6. EXPERIMENTS 

The mutual interference of drug and receptor is accompanied by a transfer 
of energy, which is the basis for the binding between them and the basis for the 
stimulus evoked. The interaction of small molecules with macromolecules, like 
proteins, and with cellulose and other synthetic and natural fibres of known 
chemical structure and properties, may serve as a model for the drug-receptor 
interaction. A study of such systems reveals the dependency of the affinity 
between the reacting compounds on the cationic and anionic groups, their 
distance, and spatial orientation. I t also shows tha t the p H is of influence and 
tha t metal ions may be involved in forming additive bindings as a result of 
chelating action (209). 

Among other factors, the significance of the extension of surface areas in the 
molecules and their planarity, as well as the hydro- or lipophilicity is stressed by 
experiments of Schroeder (350) and others (133, 356). Fleckenstein (134,135, 
136) studied the adsorption of agonists and antagonists, mimetics and lytics, 
on collodium membranes. The lytics as a rule were bound much more strongly 
than the mimetics. Experiments with monolayers of stearic acid (155, 361) 
suggested a competition between calcium ions and veratrine for carboxyl 
groups in this film. Heidelberger (179) studied the relation between protein 
binding of hydrocarbon carcinogens and their action. He found a correlation 
between the carcinogenic activity and the degree of binding, which could be 
related to the chemical properties of the compounds concerned. 

Ion exchanging can serve as a model for drug-receptor interaction (184b), not 
only for ions, but also for nonelectrolytes, viz., the molecule adsorption. Inter
action between the exchanger and the ions or molecules follows the Langmuir-
Freundlich isotherm. Competition phenomena analogous to those described 
above, occur. The analogy even goes further. The ion-exchangers may serve 
as catalyzers of various chemical reactions, for instance, the hydrolysis of 
esters, amides, polypeptides, etc. One could call them "synthet ic enzymes." 
On the other hand, many biologically important substances, such as proteins, 
mucopolysaccharides, and nucleic acids, have the character of ion-exchangers. 
An elucidative review on this subject has appeared from Buchi (77). 

One of the most clear models for the competition of different substances for 
the same binding site is given by Klotz et al. (208). They studied the influence of 
salicylate, dodecyl sulfate, and other anions on the binding of methyl orange 
by serum albumin. Relations equivalent to those represented in Eq. 6 apply 
also to this system. The change in the binding of methyl orange caused by the 
addition of the competitors can be followed from the changes in the absorption 
spectrum of the dye which takes place if it is bound to the albumin. The number 
of combining sites for methyl orange on the albumin molecule was found to be 
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13. In this respect, also, the studies of Conn et al. (108) concerning ionic in
fluences on quinidine-albumin interaction, the studies of Davison et al. (114) 
on salicylic acid-protein binding, and the studies of Jaques et al. (196) on 
selective displacement of organic dyes from biogenous polyelectrolytes of the 
mucopolysaccharide type by biogenous amines and drugs, are of interest. 
Kut tner (219a) studied the displacement of histamine from synthetic poly
electrolytes by drugs such as antihistaminics. The selective binding of hista
mine to heparin and the displacement of histamine from its heparin complex 
by polyamines (among which is the histamine liberator 48/80) are suggestive 
of the histamine-storage receptor function of heparin in the mast cells (211a). 
For psychopharmacological drugs, too, differential binding to mucopolysac
charides is reported (204b). Gero et al. (154) used the interaction between 
drugs and simple amino acids as a chemical model for drug-receptor inter
action. 

The influence of the chemical structure of drugs on protein binding is clearly 
demonstrated by the studies of Conn (108a) on compounds related to quini-
dine. For quinidine-albumin binding there are 8 binding sites. Introduction of 
particular substituents in the quinidine nucleus results in a gradual decrease 
in the number of sites on the protein suitable to accomodate the drugs. The 
dependency of drug-protein binding on dimensional relationships in drugs is 
also reported by Klotz (209). The relationships in structure and activity for 
drug-protein binding are reminiscent of those known for drug-receptor inter
action in general. 

In a physicochemical sense, the relation between drug and receptor will be 
a complementary one. Croxatto and Huidobro (112) introduced the principle 
of "surface complementari ty" which covers the various components in the 
intermolecular forces. They laid a strong accent on the molecular morphology. 
An analogous principle, "molecular complementariness," is used by Pressman 
(311) in a study of antigen-antibody systems. Also, the term " v a n der Waals ' 
out l ine" is used, indicating the surface covered by the van der Waals ' forces. 
Drugs with a relationship in this outline tend to a molecular complementari
ness with common receptors. As far as the spatial structure is concerned, the 
term "isosterics " is often used for the related drugs (71). Cavallini et al. (88b, c) 
differentiated in the drug molecule a supporting moiety, conferring mainly 
affinity to the drug for the site of action, and a radical moiety, determining 
mainly the type of action. Especially the steroidal supporting-moiety got their 
attention. An analogous differentiation is made in the field of cancer chemo
therapy. In the various nitrogen-mustard derivatives there can be differen
tiated the mustard moiety, the cytotoxic group or "war-head," and the carrier 
(328a). Groups such as amino acids, sugars, and steroids (318a) may act as 
the carrier moiety. The differentiation of a supporting moiety or carrier and 
a radical moiety or war-head, is highly compatible with the differentiation in 
affinity and intrinsic activity. The various principles mentioned not only give 
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information about the drugs, they also are supposed to give some kind of 
reflection of the receptors concerned. 

ILAJ.2. Structure-Activity Relations and Receptor Surface 
As mentioned in Section I I .A. l , the study of the relations between the 

chemical structure of drugs and their pharmacological activity can possibly 
give us information of the receptor surface because of the complementarity 
between drug and receptor. Such an approach, as a mat ter of fact will not 
surpass the level of speculation or hypothesis, most of the time. Nevertheless, 
it may lead to a better insight in the primary interaction of drug molecule and 
biological object. Especially stereochemical factors are of importance in 
discussing receptors. Most drug molecules, because of their flexibility, may 
acquire a large variety of conformations. Therefore, one compound may pos
sibly fit different receptor types. The interaction of adrenaline with a- and 
β-receptors, the muscarinic and nicotinic action of many cholinergic drugs, 
and the sympatholytic, parasympatholytic, and antihistaminic activity of 
chlorpromazine are examples. 

Speculating on receptor surfaces, one should be aware of the fact t ha t the 
various parts not only in the drug molecule but also in the receptor have a 
certain freedom of movement. This means t ha t the receptor and drug molecule 
can become adapted to each other. The relations in the chemical structure and 
action may be expected to be more strict for the mimetics than for the lytics. 
The mimetics must induce certain specific changes on the receptor surface in 
the charge distribution, resulting in specific rearrangements in the receptor and 
its surroundings. These changes initiate the induction of the stimulus. The 
lytics have only to hinder in some way the mimetics in their approach to the 
receptors. 

For highly active compounds, mimetics, and lytics, a high degree of com
plementarity between drug and receptor is obvious. The distribution of charges 
on, and the spatial structure of, the drug molecule and the receptor will differ 
for the drug in solution and the free receptor as compared to the interacting 
drug molecule and receptor. During interaction there is a mutual influence. 
Dipoles may be induced or reinforced; to a certain extent, the drug molecule 
induces its own receptor. This concept is closely related to the " induced f i t" 
theory for enzymes (216a, c, d). 

The receptor, as well as the drug, are dynamic. The analogy of the key and 
the lock is far too simple and too inflexible. The relation between drug and 
receptor is as dynamic as t ha t of two organic molecules tha t react and give a 
reaction product. The questions if and how the reaction proceeds, are deter
mined by the chemical properties of the molecules in action. Compounds with 
properties suitable for the reaction have a certain degree of complementarity. 
This complementarity varies with the solvent, the pH, and so on. The organic 
reaction is solvent- and pH-dependent. In the same way, the interaction 
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between drug and receptor is dynamic and will depend on the situation in the 
biophase, e.g., the pH. The drug-receptor interaction usually serves as a trigger 
for a sequence of reactions leading to what is measured as the effect. 

The more rigid the structure of a drug molecule, the more it tells us about the 
properties of its specific receptors, and the smaller the chance tha t it will fit 
different types of receptors. Many papers on spatial structure of drugs and the 
possible consequences of it for the receptor surface, have appeared. The loca
tion on the enzyme surface of various pyridine nucleotides which serve as 
prosthetic groups in coenzymes was discussed in a symposium on the steric 
course of microbiological reactions (103) and by Baker (32). Drugs used in 
cancer chemotherapy and their receptors have been discussed by Baker (32) 
and Baker et al. (33); antibacterial chemotherapeutics of the acridine type in 
relation to their receptors have been discussed by Albert (6) and Schwietzer 
(356); penicillins by Knox (211), Collins (107d), Garber (153b), Richmond 
(324a), Citri (103a, b); receptors for potassium on its specific carriers by Cohen 
(107a), for sugars on their specific carriers by Lefevre (132b), and Lotspeich 
(249a, 96b); receptors for steroids by Willmer (399b) and Laidler (220b); 
receptors for auxins by Jonsson (198a), McRae (263a, b), Veldstra (385a), and 
Wain (386b); odor receptors and taste receptors by Briggs (71a,c), Moulton 
(273b), Rubin (339a), and Griffin (163b); analgesics of the narcotic type and 
their receptors by Beckett (37, 39, 40, 41, 42, 45a) and Janssen (195a); 
receptors for y-aminobutyric acid by Curtis (113c), for sympathomimetic and 
sympatholytic drugs by Easson (122a), Croxatto (112), Belleau (48,49,50,51a), 
and Ariens (24, 26, 27, 28), for cholinomimetic and cholinolytic drugs interest
ing contributions were given by Barlow (34, 35, 35a), Waser (387), Krupka 
(219), Long (248), Nistratova (290a), and Friess (142a). Local anesthetic 
receptors are discussed by Buchi (76a); diuretic drugs and their receptors by 
Kessler (204a), Sprague (365c), and Miller (269a), the renal receptor site for 
vasopressin by Fong (137b) and Schwartz (355a); the receptors for insulin by 
Fong (137c), for oxytocin by Martin (256d). Characteristics of storage receptors 
tha t play a role in the binding of various biogenous amines are discussed by 
Green (163a). Extensive information is available on the active site on various 
hydrolases (365b). The relation between acetylcholinesterases and drugs are 
reviewed by Wilson (402a) and Cohen (107f). The active site on amine oxidase 
in relation to amine oxidase inhibitors is discussed by Zirkle (408b). 

In a valuable recent review, Beckett (43) discussed various examples 
of the relations between the chemical structure of drugs and the surface pro
perties of the corresponding receptors. In the sections below, sympathomi
metic and sympatholytic, cholinomimetic and cholinolytic, and histamine-like 
drugs and their respective receptors will have our attention. The study of the 
relations between structure and action earlier led us to a discussion of the 
receptor surface when the additional receptor parts were mentioned (see Figs. 
36 and 38, and Table XXVII ) . In a strict sense, two drugs will never, or only 
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exceptionally, have identical receptors. As long as the structures of the drugs 
differ, their receptors will differ morphologically. Two drugs will act competi
tively even if they have only certain parts of their receptors in common. They 
then have identical receptors in a functional sense. 

II.A.7.2.a. SYMPATHOMIMETICS, SYMPATHOLYTICS, AND T H E I R RECEPTORS 

ΙΙ.Α.7.2.α (1) a-Receptors. /-Adrenaline is more active as an α-sympathomi
metic than d-adrenaline. Epinine, a compound without the OH-group in the 
side-chain, is as active as d-adrenaline. I-Arterenol is more active than cZ-arte-
renol which is as active as dopamine. In the same way ίΖ-α-methylarterenol 
(Corbasil) has approximately the same activity as the compound without the 
OH-group in the side-chain, while both are much less active than Z-Corbasil 
(345). In the case of isopropylarterenol, too, the ίΖ-isomer has about the activity 
of isopropyldopamine (see Fig. 45B). Analogous relations hold true for the 
^-sympathomimetic actions of the various catecholamines (see Table X X I X A). 
This implies tha t the OH-group in the side-chain probably contributes to the 
binding of the drug on the a- and on the j8-receptors, possibly by hydrogen-
bond formation (28, 60,122a). Also, in the case of arterenol and adrenaline, the 
Z-isomers are more active as ^-sympathomimetics than the ίΖ-isomers. These 
differences in activity mainly concern differences in the affinity of the various 
compounds to the specific receptors. As described in Section II.A.6.3, cZZ-iso-
propylarterenol, if tested on its α-sympathomimetic properties, behaves as a 
partial agonist. This compound simulates an intermediate intrinsic activity. 
However, it is a mixture of a compound with a high intrinsic activity, the 
Z-form, and one with an intrinsic activity of zero, the (Z-form (28). 

As was pointed out before, the OH-group in the side-chain of the catechol
amines contributes to the affinity of the α-sympathomimetic drugs to their 
receptors. The differences in action of Z- and eZ-isopropylarterenol, one an 
α-sympathomimetic, the other an α-sympatholytic compound, demonstrate 
tha t this OH-group also influences the intrinsic activity. In the Z-compounds, 
it contributes to the induction of the effect. The study of N-substituted Z-arte-
renol and cZ-arterenol derivatives for their a-sympathomimetic activity 
demonstrates tha t alkylation on the jV-group in the Z-series leads to a loss of the 
intrinsic activity, only if groups much larger than isopropyl are substituted. 
In the cZ-series, the isopropyl derivative has lost already its intrinsic activity. 
Isopropyldopamine acts as an α-sympatholytic like cZ-isopropylarterenol 
(Fig. 45B). These relations correlate well with the observation tha t in arterenol 
and adrenaline, the Z-compound is the more active α-sympathomimetic. 
In Cc 25, an iV^-aralkyl-substituted arterenol, the d-compound is the more 
active α-sympatholytic (28, 216)—a switch from the Z- to the cZ-series (see 
Table X X I X ) . 

II.A.7.2.a (2) β-Beceptors. N-Aralkyl substitution and alkyl substitution on 
the a-carbon atom do not lead to a loss in the intrinsic activity on the /?-recep-
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tors. The differences in the affinities of the I- and d-compounds is much larger 
on the jS-receptors than on the α-receptors. 

Elimination of one of the phenolic OH-groups results in a slight decrease in 
the α-sympathomimetic action and in a strong decrease in the j8-sympathomi-
metic action. If both phenolic OH-groups are eliminated, some α-sympathomi
metic activity is maintained but the compounds behave as /3-sympatholytics. 
The same holds true if the phenolic OH-groups are substituted by halogens, 
for instance, by chlorine (26, 27, 28), or other groups (59e, 118a, 301a, 380a). 

Howe (183c) found tha t the most active isomers of isopropylarterenol 
(β-mimetic) and DCI and Nethalide (β-lytic) have identical absolute con
figurations. 

II.A.7.2.a (3) Speculations on the a- and β-Receptors. For the compounds of 
the Z-series, the OH group is orientated to the receptor in such a way tha t it 
facilitates the interaction, the ion-pair formation, of the amino group with the 
negative site on the receptor. This results in a facilitation of the neutralization 
of the negative site and, therefore, in a contribution to the intrinsic activity 
and to the binding energy, the affinity. 

In the d-series, the OH-group does not contribute to the interaction; the 
affinity is found to be lower and equal to tha t of the dopamine derivatives. 
These lack the OH-group. 

With arterenol and adrenaline, the approach between amino group and the 
negative site is close enough to induce a stimulus. Then compounds have a 
high intrinsic activity, an a-sympathomimetic action. 

N-Alkyl substitution leads to a dislocation of the amino group with respect 
to the negative site on the receptor, which implies a loss in intrinsic activity, 
therefore, an a-sympatholytic action. 

In the d-series where the support of the OH-group is missed, introduction of 
an iV-isopropyl group leads to a dislocation, sufficient to avoid neutralization 
and, therefore, to change the compound to an α-sympatholytic. 

In the Z-series, because of the cooperation between the OH- and amino 
groups, a heavier substitution is necessary in order to bring about a dislocation 
sufficient to change the compound to an a-sympatholytic. ^-Isopropylarterenol 
and Z-phenylethylarterenol still have a high intrinsic activity. 

Once the substitution on the amino group is large enough for a loss of the 
intrinsic activity in both the I- and the d-series, the OH-group in the I-com
pounds cannot cooperate any more with the amino group. The suitable relation 
to the receptor, complementarity, is lost. 

Instead of contributing to the binding energy, i.e., the affinity, as in the case 
of the α-sympathomimetics, in the case of the α-sympatholytics, the OH-group 
in the /-compounds has the opposite effect, possibly as a result of steric 
hindrance. 

The consequence is a switch of the higher α-sympathomimetic activity in the 
Z-series to a higher α-sympatholytic activity in the d-series. This is what 
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was found with i\f-aralkyl substitution in I- and d-arterenol (see Figs. 43 and 
44 A). 

The catechol nucleus contributes to the affinity of the α-sympathomimetic 
and especially of the jS-sympathomimetic compounds to their receptors. The 
meta- and para-phenols have a relatively high affinity to the α-receptors but 
there is a strong decrease in the affinity to the jS-receptors. If both phenolic 
OH-groups are eliminated, the sympathomimetic activity is lost. The 
compounds may still behave as α-sympatholytics and/or ^-sympatholytics. 

In the absence of OH-groups in the ring, the compounds only have a very 
weak action on the α-receptors. Ζ,/3-Oxyphenylethylamine still has some direct 
α-sympathomimetic activity. This action, if present, is as a rule overshadowed 
by the action of these compounds as indirect sympathomimetics. The elimina
tion of both OH-groups from the ring or the substitution by, for instance, 
chlorine, results in lytic properties on the ^-receptors. 

One can be sure of differences between a- and β-receptors which are especially 
stressed by the dissociation of the effects induced on these receptors by the 
different stereoisomers of the catecholamines described above. Speculating on 
the surface, or better, the functional group profile, of the α-receptors, the model 
must rationalize the points mentioned. 

II.A.7.2.a (4). The Functional Group Profile of the oc-Receptors. A main 
outline of the functional group profile of the α-receptor and its relation to the 
functional group profile of a number of drugs, based on these speculations is 
represented in Fig. 46. 

For the α-receptors, a neutralization of an anionic site (Fig. 46, site I) on the 
receptors by the amino group of the catecholamines seems to be essential for 
the induction of a stimulus. The ionic interaction also contributes to the 
affinity. In the /-compounds the neutralization is facilitated by the interaction 
of the OH-group in the side-chain with a complementary site on the receptor 
(Fig. 46, site I I ) . The neutralization is hindered by substitution of larger alkyl 
groups in the amino group, and by substitution on the α-carbon a tom; intrinsic 
activity and affinity decrease. If the substituents on the amino group become 
large, particularly if rings are introduced, the binding forces gained on addi
tional receptor parts (Fig. 46, site VI) will contribute to the affinity and 
compensate for the original loss in affinity (see Section II.A.5). If neutraliza
tion of the negative site on the receptor is hindered as a result of the dislocation 
of the amino group by alkyl substitution, the OH-group in the side-chain, too, 
becomes dislocated. The OH-group then cannot contribute anymore to the 
affinity for the α-receptors and may even reduce it, possibly because of a steric 
hindrance (Fig. 46). 

The interaction of the OH-groups in the catechol nucleus with their comple
ments on the α-receptors (Fig. 46, site I I , IV, and V) contributes to the affinity. 
This concept is also suitable to interpret the reversible blockade of the receptors 
by the α-sympatholytics which are not related chemically to the catechol-
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amines (see Section II.A.5.4). Further, it can easily be adapted to the receptor 
model developed by Belleau (48, 49, 50) on the basis of a s tudy on the relations 
between structure and activity of the irreversibly blocking j8-haloalkylamines. 
These compounds are related to the alkylating agents of the nitrogen mustard 
type. The carbonium group in the ethylene iminium ion, which is formed from 
the j8-haloalkylamines, is supposed to react with the negative site of the a-
sympathetic receptor, a phosphate or carboxyl group. The drugs are bound to 
the specific receptors by covalent binding. The ionized amino group of the 
sympathomimetic phenylalkylamines is supposed to react with the negative 
site by an ionic binding. 

For high blocking-activity of the /Mialoalkylamines, an aromatic ring 
suitable to fit the same receptor site as the catechol ring in the sympatho
mimetics, located a t about 3 interatomic distances from the carbonium group, 
is of advantage. For many structural variants on the /3-haloalkylamine theme 
the blocking activity could be interpreted on this basis (48). The concept given 
in Fig. 46 also accounts for the biphasic character of the block induced by these 
β-haloalkylamines on the α-receptors (159). 

II.A.7.2.a. (5). The Functional Group Profile of the β-Receptors. Neutralization 
of the anionic site on the β-receptors seems not to be essential for the intrinsic 
activity, because heavy substituents on the nitrogen are tolerated. Possibly 
such substitutions do not hinder neutralization on these receptors. The 
influence of the orientation of the OH-group in the side-chain on the 
affinity is much larger on the β-receptors than on the α-receptors. On the 
β-receptors, the mimetic action of the I-compounds is 50-500 times larger than 
tha t of the eZ-compounds. On the α-receptors, the mimetic action of the Z-
compounds is 4-20 times larger than tha t of the d-compounds. As mentioned 
before, the α-sympatholytic activity of the Z-compounds is one-tenth to one-
twentieth of tha t of the eZ-compounds. 

Belleau (50) designed a model for the interaction of catecholamines and an 
ATP-enzyme complex, leading to the formation of 3',5'-AMP and pyro
phosphate (Fig. 47). This model, however, does not account for the strong 
influence of the spatial orientation of the OH-group in the side-chain on the 
affinity of the compounds to the /?-receptors, nor does it account for the fact 
t ha t heavy substitution on the nitrogen which interferes with the intrinsic 
activity on the α-receptors does not do so on the j8-receptors. I t is not clear in his 
model, why elimination of the catechol OH-groups should lead to /Mytie 
compounds (307, 363). 

For the interaction of catecholamines and jS-receptors, the amino group, the 
OH-group in the side-chain and the catechol nucleus essentially contribute to 
the affinity or the binding to the receptor; the catechol nupleus in some way is 
of importance for the intrinsic activity in triggering the primary reaction. 
Belleau (51a, 63a) suggests tha t a- and jS-receptors may be parts of one 
structural enti ty and tha t the type of response elicited on them by the 
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adrenergic drug depends on which of the moieties of the drug molecule at tacks 
first. If this is the amino group, an α-effect would result; if it is the catechol 
nucleus, a β-effect would result. I t is difficult to understand on basis of this 
model the fact tha t after blockade of the receptors by the rather bulky a-
sympatholytic drugs, an induction of effects by jS-sympathomimetic drugs is 
still possible, and tha t /Mytics do not disturb α-effects. 

0 0 Η 
A T P - M + +- E n z y m e - C o t e c h o l o m i n e 

A d e n i n e 

p p 3', 5' - A m p 

FIG. 47. A model for the interaction of catecholamines and ATP as a mechanism for the 
formation of 3',5'-AMP (and pyrophosphate) by these drugs. From Belleau (50). 

II .A.7.2.δ. CHOLINOMIMETICS, CHOLINOLYTICS, AND T H E I R RECEPTORS 

As mentioned before, the positive charge on the nitrogen atom in the side-
chain of the molecules of cholinomimetic, sympathomimetic, and histamino-
mimetic drugs and the corresponding lytics is supposed to be of advantage for 
the affinity of these drugs to their specific receptors. This, because the long 
range of electrostatic forces between the positive group of the drug and the 
anionic site on the receptor may guide the molecule to the receptor. This is 
t rue for those receptors for ACh on which the pharmacological effects are 
induced and for those on the true ACh-esterase (e.g., esterase from erythro
cytes). For the receptors on the less specific plasma ACh-esterase, no differ
ence is found for inhibitors with or without a quaternary ammonium group 
(see Table X X X ) (139, 140). This led Tammelin (378) to the suggestion tha t 
only the receptor on the true esterase bears a negative site as a complement 
for the onium group of the drugs, while such a site is absent or less essential (57) 
for the plasma esterase (397). 
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For the affinity of drugs to the ACh-receptors on t rue esterase and to the 
specific receptors for ACh in the various organs, the presence of the positive 
group in the drug is of advantage; it increases the affinity. I t is not essential. 
Many ACh-esterase-blocking drugs are devoid of such groups. The 
ammonium group, the amino group, or equivalent cationic groups are essential 
for the intrinsic activity of the drugs, and, therefore, for the induction of the 
stimulus, and, respectively, the effect. This implies t ha t directly acting ACh-
mimetics are expected to require definitely such a positive group. This in 
contrast to the cholinolytic compounds. These lack the intrinsic activity and 

jejunum rat I 

FIG. 48. A registrogram of cumulative dose-response curves of the agonist furthrethon
ium (HFurfMe3) in the presence of various concentrations of the antagonist benzil " carbo-
choline" tested on the jejunum of the rat. Note the parallel shift in the curves which 
indicates a competitive relation between agonist and antagonist. 

only need an affinity to the receptors. This means tha t nonamino or non-
ammonium esters with a suitable structure may be able to act as parasympatho
lytics. This has been confirmed by Funcke et al. {143,144). The 3,3-dimethyl-
butyl ester of benzilic acid acts as a parasympatholytic, e.g., for the contraction 
produced by ACh-mimetics in the isolated gut of the guinea pig (145). We 
tested the compound against furthrethonium on the isolated gut of the ra t ; a 
parallel shift in the dose-response curves for furthrethonium was found. This 
at tests to the competitive relation between the parasympathomimetic and 
3,3-dimethylbutyl benzilate (see Fig. 48). The spasmolytic action of benzil 
" carbocholine " is rather specific. Concentrations of 10~3 mM are effective with 
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respect to the parasympathomimetic furthrethonium, but do not influence 
the spasmogenic action of histamine. 

The question whether the "isosterism" between 3,3-dimethylbutanol and 
choline contributes essentially to the action of these " carbocholine " deriva
tives, remains unanswered. The ester of benzyl alcohol and benzilic acid also is 
a rather strong parasympatholytic; the doses needed are about threefold those 
of the 3,3-dimethylbutanol ester (145). Sarin is about as active as an anti-
acetylcholinesterase as its 3,3-dimethylbutyl analog (139, 140) (see Table 
X X X ) . 

Whit taker (397) described the hydrolysis of a number of esters by ACh-
esterase. He found an optimal rate of hydrolysis for 3,3-dimethylbutyl acetate, 
which is to a certain degree "isosteric" with ACh. The esterase used, however, 
was not the true esterase and, as mentioned before, probably only the t rue 
esterase bears a negative group, which is complementary to the trimethyl-
ammonium group of ACh (31a, 338c). 

Compounds which do not bear a quaternary ammonium group or its 
equivalent will probably not be able to induce cholinomimetic actions on the 
specific receptors for ACh. Compounds like methylfluorophosphoryl "carbo
choline" (see Table XXX) which are strong ACh-esterase inhibitors, as a 
mat ter of fact may produce such effects as a result of the protection of 
endogenous ACh against inactivation (139,140). 

Speculating on the surface of the receptors for ACh a t the terminal synapse 
of the parasympathetic nerves, the model used must rationalize the following 
points: 

1. The interaction of the ammonium group or its equivalent with the 
receptors contributes to the affinity and is essential for the intrinsic activity. 

2. Alkyl substitution on the ammonium or amino group leads to a loss of the 
intrinsic activity. Also, the affinity decreases, but it increases again when the 
alkyl or aralkyl substituents become large enough to contribute to the affinity 
on additional receptor parts . 

3. Introduction of a j8-methyl group in choline leads to an I- and d-compound. 
The /-compound is about as active as acetylcholine; the d-compound is much 
less active. 

4. The ester group in the drug molecule or its equivalent contributes to the 
affinity. I t is not essential for the intrinsic activity. I t appears to facilitate the 
induction of the stimulus and therefore contributes to the intrinsic activity 
(see Section II.A.5.1). 

5. Substitution of an alkyl or phenyl group and other rings on the acetic acid 
moiety in ACh and analogous substitutions in the other parasympatho
mimetics results in a loss in the intrinsic activity and a loss in the affinity. The 
loss in affinity may be compensated for, however, when binding energy is 
gained on additional receptor parts by larger substituents (Section II.A.5). 

Various authors designed receptor surfaces for ACh (34, 35), for 
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parasympatholytics (248) and for curare (387). The receptors for those 
parasympatholytics which include in their structure the moieties of a 
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FIG. 49. Concept of the relation between the functional group profiles of parasympatho
mimetics, parasympatholytics and their receptors. 

parasympathomimetic (see Table XXXI) will have much in common with the 
receptor for these parasympathomimetics. 

For the induction of a stimulus, a neutralization of an anionic site on the 
receptor (Fig. 49, site I) by the ammonium group of the mimetics, an ion-pair 
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formation, seems to be essential. For the lytics, a shielding of the anionic site 
is sufficient. 

The esteratic site of the receptor can be supposed to bear a negative and a 
positive center as complements for the dipole on the ester group of the drug. 
For the molecules of the acetylcholinomimetics, quaternary ammonium groups 
play an essential role in the induction of the stimulus. An ion-pair formation 
between the onium group and negative site on the receptor is assumed to be the 
initiating action. A hindrance in the approach between the partners in the ion-
pair formation, e.g., by gradual substitution of the methyl groups in the cationic 
head of the drug by ethyl groups, results in a gradual decrease in the intrinsic 
activity. 

The ester group in the choline esters has an influence on the intrinsic activity, 
too. In the absence of this group, ethylation on the onium group is more effective 
in decreasing the intrinsic activity than in its presence. Triethylacetylcholine 
still acts as an acetylcholinomimetic; the triethyl derivative of pentyl-
ammonium acts as an acetylcholinolytic on the isolated gut (see Section 
II .A.5.1. and Table XXIIA) . A comparison of the ethylated derivatives of 
decamethonium and succinylcholine demonstrates the influence of the ester 
group, too. The diethyl derivative of decamethonium has lost its intrinsic 
activity. This is not the case with the diethyl derivative of succinylcholine 
(see Figs. 3 and 4, Section II.A.2). Compare also the cholinolytic hexa-
methonium (Table XIV, Section II.A.3.2) with the cholinomimetic racet 
(Table X X , Section II.A.3.3). 

Possibly, the binding between the ester group and a complementary group 
on the receptor facilitates the approach between the onium group and the 
anionic site, such t ha t a disturbance of the ion-pair formation requires a 
higher degree of ethylation. The distance between the anionic site and the 
esteratic site on the receptor (Fig. 49, site I I and III ) is determined by those 
acetylcholinomimetics which, in their molecular configuration, have the 
smallest distance between the ammonium group and the ester group or its 
equivalent. These are Z-muscarine, methylfurthrethonium and methyldil-
vasene (2268 F) with a distance of about 5 A (Table X X X I ) . The distance 
between the cationic group and the ester group will be of the same order for the 
parasympatholytics like Miyoscyamine. Waser (387) gives for the receptor 
of the ACh-mimetics, 5-7 A, Long et al. (248) for the receptor of the parasym
patholytics, 5-7 A. 

I t may be useful to emphasize t ha t the most probable conformation of a drug 
in solution is not necessarily identical to t h a t on the receptors. For acetyl
choline in solution, a cyclic conformation enforced by an interaction between 
the onium ion and the dipole on the carbonyl group in the molecule, is highly 
probable (132a). For acetylcholine bound on the parasympathetic receptors, 
this conformation is highly improbable. For parasympathomimetics, such as 
the muscarons and arecoline, an interaction between the onium ion and the 
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dipole on the carbonyl oxygen is excluded (353a, 390). In general, the conforma
tion of a drug molecule depends on a number of variables, the solvent, the 
solute in the solvent, especially the various ions among which Η ions; the pH 
is of eminent importance. 

The methyl group in iZ-acetyl-j8-methylcholine decreases the affinity 
probably because of a steric hindrance on the receptor. In the immediate 
surroundings of the ACh receptors, additional receptor parts suitable to 
interact with ring systems and other structures, are necessary (Fig. 49, site IV 
and V). 

Schild (348a) studied the p H dependency of the action of strongly and 
weakly basic cholinomimetics on the guinea pig ileum. At the p H value 9 the 
effect of acetylcholine was maintained, while the effect of pilocarpine was 
nullified. The conclusion is tha t the acetylcholine receptor bears a group 
suitable to interact with quaternary ammonium groups. I t fails to interact 
with undissociated amines. In a p H range from 4 to 8, little or no change in the 
action of quaternary cholinomimetics was observed (see Section II.B.8.2.b). 
This implies tha t the pKa value of the anionic site on the receptor is relatively 
high. I t may be constituted of a phosphate group or a carboxyl group. 

Experiments of Schild (348a) with irreversibly blocking agents for the 
receptors of acetylcholine demonstrate a differential depression of the action of 
acetylcholine and tetramethylammonium (TMA). The action of acetylcholine 
was depressed much more strongly than TMA. This small molecule is assumed 
to react only with the anionic site of the acetylcholine receptor. The irreversibly 
blocking agent is inactive a t p H 3.9. A differential depression of the action of 
acetylcholine also occurs after pretreatment of the gut with diazotized 
sulfanilic acid, a reagent which probably reacts with imidazole groups. On the 
basis of these observations, Schild suggests tha t the structure of the receptors 
for acetylcholine on the smooth muscle fibers in the ileum may be similar in 
some respects to the active site on acetylcholinesterase—an anionic site 
complementary to the onium group and an imidazole group complementary to 
the carbonyl group in acetylcholine. 

Not only the spatial relations of the various parts of the drug molecules to 
each other and of the various parts of the receptor to each other have been a 
point of discussion but the spatial relations between the receptors, also. In 
homologous series of bis-trimethylammonium compounds an optimum in the 
activity is found for compounds with a certain distance between the onium 
groups. An action of each of the onium groups with a receptor for ACh is 
assumed. These receptors are assumed to be located a t distances related to the 
optimum distance in the bis-onium compound. 

A molecule of a drug occupies at a t ime only one receptor, namely its own 
specific receptor. The specific receptor for one drug may comprise parts of two 
specific receptors of other drugs or even two complete receptors of other 
drugs. 
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Muscular blocking agents, e.g., decamethonium, have an optimum distance 
which differs from tha t of the ganglionic blocking agents, e.g., hexamethonium. 
This implies different patterns for the receptor distribution in the tissues 
concerned. 

The optimum in the distance between the onium groups is not very constant. 
In one tissue, the striated muscle, for instance, for many series of compounds, 
among which is the decamethonium series, the optimum is found at a distance 
of 10 carbon atoms. For the bis-triethylammonium compounds the optimum is 
not found a t the decamethylene, but a t the pentadecamethylene and hexa-
decamethylene compound (35). In the polymethylene-bis-carbamylcholine 
derivatives and a series of dicarboxamides the optimum distance is found a t 
much higher values than in the decamethonium series (332). The equidistance 
hypothesis cannot be reconciled with these experimental facts (244, 380). 

Of the two onium groups in the compounds under discussion, probably only 
one interacts with a negative site of an ACh receptor; the other onium group 
can interact with a more indifferent anchoring site (187), located at a distinct 
distance from the ACh-receptor. This is assumed to be also the case with the 
bis-onium derivatives among the ACh-esterase inhibitors and among the 
reactivators of alkyl-phosphate-inhibited ACh-esterase (107c, 248a, 402). 

The suggestion of Cavallito et al. (91) t ha t both onium groups may act by 
ion-pair formation with one single anionic group, is not applicable to rigid drugs, 
such as the bis-quaternary steroidal alkaloids with a curariform action (317a). 

For the intramolecular distance of the active hydrogen-bond-forming group 
in compounds with estrogenic activity, an equidistance rule appears to be 
operative, too, for instance, iraws-diethylstilbestrol is highly active and cis-
diethylstilbestrol is practically inactive (133a, 354). The optimal distance, 
14.5 A, is about the same as tha t required for various series of curariform 
bis-onium derivatives. 

The change in the structure of the receptor and in its charge distribution 
serves as a stimulus and constitutes the first step in the chain of events leading 
to the final effect. If the drug has the character of a substrate, which means tha t 
the receptor is located on an enzyme surface, the change in the drug molecule 
is essential for the reaction. I t leads to an activation of the drug molecule and 
in this way to a catalyzation of its biochemical change. 

I t is conceivable tha t in a number of cases a change in the receptor, resulting 
in the evocation of a stimulus, may coincide with an activation of the drug 
molecule, leading to its chemical change. A breakdown of the transmitter on 
the receptors would result in its quick elimination and, therefore, regeneration 
of the free receptors, on which the transmitter molecules produced by the next 
impulse can act. This would be especially effective in those circumstances in 
which, with high frequency, impulses have to be transmitted by a mechanism 
based on the interaction of a t ransmitter with specific receptors. Zupancic (409) 
and Brzin (76) assume on basis of their experiments t ha t the specific receptors 
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for ACh a t the myoneural junction have an enzyme character inactivating 
these substances. As a mat ter of fact, the enzyme ACh-esterase may be in action 
a t the same time. Williams (399a) suggests the depolarization caused by ACh 
may be due to the production of acetate ions and protons, formed after 
hydrolysis of ACh on its receptors. I t is difficult to interpret on this basis the 
cholinergic action of nonesteratic acetylcholinomimetics such as furthre-
thonium, dilvasene, and muscarine. Waser (392b) assumes a functional 
relation between the ACh or curare receptor and acetylcholinesterase on the 
postsynaptic membrane. The receptor for ACh in the guinea pig ileum, as 
postulated by Schild (348a) on the basis of his experiments (Section II.A.7.2.6), 
has a certain similarity with the receptors for ACh on acetylcholinesterase. 
Miledi (268a) concludes tha t acetylcholine receptors and cholinesterase are 
two different membrane entities, which differ in their spatial distribution. 
He reports tha t the density of acetylcholine receptors varies with the functional 
state of the muscle. At the ganglionic synapse, Feher et al. (132c,d) differ
entiated between two types of acetylcholine receptors, called free or enervated 
receptors, which clearly differ in their affinity to acetylcholine. 

II.A.7.2.C. HISTAMINOMIMETICS, HISTAMINOLYTICS, AND ΤΗΕΠΙ RECEPTORS 

As described earlier, for the histaminomimetic 2-pyridylisopropylamine 
(158) and for certain antihistaminics (44, 339), the activity varies with the 
stereochemical structure of the compounds. In the case of 2-pyridylisopropyl
amine (α-methylpyretamine), no conclusion on the receptors can be drawn from 
the stereo-specificity. Pyretamine (2-pyridylethylamine) lacks the α-methyl 
group and is about 50-100 times more active than d-a-methylpyretamine. 
This implies tha t one cannot simply conclude tha t a steric hindrance for the 
/-compound on the receptor is the cause of its weaker activity. In case of these 
histaminomimetics, the stereo-specificity concerns the receptor of histamine. 
The stereo-specificity of the antihistaminics mentioned is concerned mainly 
with the additional receptor parts on which the ring structures of these drugs 
are bound (see Section II.A.5). 

Rocha e Silva (327) studied the pH-dependency of the action of histamine in 
the isolated ileum of the guinea pig. An increase of the p H of the bath fluid from 
7.1 to 8.3 did not change the activity significantly. A decrease of the p H from 
7.1 to 6.8 gave a sharp bend in the plot of activity against pH. This indicates 
tha t the j)Ka of the ionizable group on the receptor for histamine is about 
6.9-7.1. On this basis, an imidazole moiety of an histidyl group is postulated as 
an active group on the histamine receptors (327) (see Section II.B.8). 

The inhibition of the effects of histamine by compounds such as guanidine and 
arginine (la) are suggestive of a second binding site. The dipole in the carbonyl 
group of the histidyl peptide bond is postulated as such. In his thoughtful 
paper on histamine receptors, Rocha e Silva (327a) also develops ideas about 
the storage receptors and the sites of nonspecific binding for histamine. 
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In Section II .B.8, the dependency of drug action on the p H and its possible 
consequences for the properties of the receptors will be discussed more 
extensively. 

II.A.7.3. A Direct Approach to the Receptors 
A direct approach to the existence of specific receptors for drugs, especially 

for acetylcholinomimetics and curariform drugs, is given by a number of 
investigators. Waser (387, 388, 389, 391, 392) localized the receptors for 
curariform drugs in the diaphragm of mice by means of labeled drugs. Chagas 
(94, 95, 96) studied the binding of curariform drugs to acid mucopolysac
charides, and Ehrenpreis (123, 124, 125) studied the fixation of curariform 
drugs by so-called "receptor-proteins" (125a, 275a) obtained from the electric 
tissue of the electric eel. Schoffeniels and Nachmansohn (349) also did electro
physiological experiments with the electroplax of Electrophorus electricus. They 
demonstrated a competition between acetylcholinomimetics and curari-
mimetics—also called depolarizing and nondepolarizing agents, respectively— 
for the receptors in t ha t organ. Castillo and Katz (86) localized the ACh 
receptors on the outer surface of the endplate membrane by means of micro
injections. Competitive displacement of gallamine bound to mucopoly
saccharide, extracted from the electric organ, by other curariform drugs is 
reported by Milhaud (268b, 268c, 268d). Whether the receptor proteins and 
mucopolysaccharides mentioned have to be classified as artifacts, silent 
receptors, or as t rue action receptors is still an open question (125a, 268b, 268c, 
275a, 279a). 

Chagas prudently introduced the term "acceptors"—defined as sites of 
indifferent binding—to indicate the dubious nature of the functional receptor 
character of the curare-binding acid polysaccharides isolated from the electric 
organ of the electric eel (177c,d,e). 

A characteristic of the receptors on which effects are induced by stimulant 
drugs is tha t the changes in charge distribution and shape induced by the drug 
in the receptor, are propagated to surrounding molecules. These then lead to a 
stimulus and, consequently, to the effect. This implies tha t the relation between 
the receptor and the molecules in its direct vicinity is essential for the properties 
of the receptor in situ. The isolated receptor may, as a rule, be expected there
fore to be changed essentially in its charge distribution and shape as compared 
to the receptor in situ. Although it may still bind drugs, the isolated receptor 
will differ in this respect from the receptor in situ. Certainly no stimulus can be 
induced on the "isolated receptor." 

In the case of an enzyme-substrate interaction, the main changes take place 
in the substrate molecule, although the conformation of the enzyme may also 
be changed temporarily (103a, 153b). For enzymes, too, differences in enzymes 
in situ and isolated enzymes may be expected (320a, 393a). 

In analogy to the inclusion-complexes or clathrates (where the guest 
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T A B L E X X X I I 

ADSORPTION OF STEREOISOMERS ON A QUINIDINE SELECTIVE ADSORBENT AND A 
QUININE SELECTIVE ADSORBENT" 

Uptake, ex pressed as Moles χ 10 _ 5/kg of adsorbent of: 

Batch 
Adsorbent* no. Quinine Quinidine Cinchonine Cinchonidine 

Quinine 1 217 160 163 207 
selective 
adsorbent 2 210 161 167 200 

Quinidine 1 194 224 218 190 
selective 
adsorbent 1 196 228 215 193 

a From Beckett and Anderson (42). 
b One gram adsorbent to 10 gm solution (25.0 χ 1 0 - 5 moles/kg in 5% acetic acid). 

entially and may even distinguish between the enantiomorphs of the com
pounds (see Table X X X I I ) . 

Besides the experiments made with labeled curariform drugs by Waser, 
tissue binding has been studied for a great variety of labeled drugs such as 
cardiac glycosides, anti thyroidal drugs, oral antidiabetic drugs, corticosteroids, 
sex hormones, vitamins, antihistaminics, and psychopharmaceuticals (107e). 
The binding of a compound to certain structures in the tissues indicates tha t 
these structures bear receptors for the drug. These receptors, however, may be 
and probably often will be, sites of indifferent binding, silent receptors, and 
not the specific receptors involved in the induction of the effect by the drug. 

All these experiments and many others allow the conclusion tha t receptors 
are a reality and not only a theoretical fiction. I t is permissible to speak about 
them in a concrete way. 

molecules must fit in the holes of the host compound), Dicky (74a) tried to 
adapt host compounds to guest molecules. He reported tha t silicagel formed in 
the presence of certain dye stuffs had, after removal of the dye, a strong and 
specific adsorbtive capacity for tha t dye. The silicagel was called a synthetic 
antibody. On this basis, a very intriguing approach to the problem of the 
specific interaction of chemical compounds with specific sites on adsorbents 
is given by Beckett (42, 44, 45). He studied the induction of what he calls 
4 4configurational footprints" of chemical compounds in silicagel. Especially 
if the compound used has a rigid structure, there is a good chance of obtaining 
a stereo-selective adsorbent which may adsorb isosteric compounds prefer-
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In the course of our discussions, a variety of receptors have been mentioned: 
receptors on enzymes, the sites of drug metabolism; receptors on which the 
pharmacological effects are induced; storage receptors, sites of binding from 
which a regulated release is possible; silent receptors, sites of indifferent drug 
binding; receptors on carriers, etc. All these receptors are covered by the 
definition given by Schueler (354) (Section II.A.7.1). The receptors have an 
affinity for the drugs concerned. They have in common the ability to interact 
with these drugs. They differ in the consequences of the interaction. 

C O N C L U D I N G REMARKS 

So far, the differentiation between affinity and intrinsic activity in receptor 
theory as a model for drug action has been fruitful. On the basis of simple 
assumptions, it has been possible to interpret a number of phenomena and 
stimulate new experiments. The experimental results were in accordance 
with the theory. 

Ing (185) wrote in 1943: " I t may be noted first t ha t the receptor theory 
provides an intellectual link, otherwise missing, between the diverse concepts 
of structure and action; ideally the relation to be sought is one between the 
structures of the drug and receptor molecules. The first general principle 
mentioned above should be tha t similarity of chemical structure in drugs may 
be expected to involve combination with the same receptors. I t is our complete 
ignorance of the chemical nature of the hypothetical receptors which forces us 
to look for relations between the structure of drug molecules and the physio
logical effects presumed to flow from the drug-receptor combination. I t will also 
be noticed tha t the receptor theory only pushes the problem of drug action a 
stage further back since it provides no explanation of the physiological efficacy 
of the drug-receptor combination." 

The introduction of the intrinsic activity as a measure for this physiological 
efficacy in receptor theory enlarges the scope of this theory. This not only 
concerns the case of competing compounds but, as will be shown in the follow
ing chapters, it also has its use for drugs tha t act in a noncompetitive way. 
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